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Terrace has beenthe best place 
to buy a house in northern B.C., 
says a price survey/NEWS A12 
Helping out vict ims 
A local group does much to ease 
the trauma felt by victims of 
crime/COMMUNITY B1 
Fleet of foot 
School cross country runners face 
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City rejects Pohle wood haul route 
l~y JEFF NAGEL 
CITY COUNCILLORS 
voted by a narrow margin 
Movday night to reject the 
latrsl request by Terrace Pre- 
Cut to open up Pohle Ave. 
between homes on Brain St. 
Councillors Ed Graydon, 
David Hull, and Rich' 
McDaniel voted in favour of a 
motion to rejecl the mill's 
permit application. 
Cotmcillors Val George and 
Gordon Hull opposed the 
motion. 
The narrow avenue that 
appears on maps is only a 
bush trail, but would have 
given Terrace Pre-Cut owner 
Mo Takhar a faster route to 
move wood from the mill to 
another property off Keith Ave 
for storage. 
"'If Terrace Pre-Cut wants to 
load a flat deck truck and 
move the wood down Keith 
Avenue, they are within their 
rights to do so," Graydon said. 
"'But to try and play hardball 
with the local neighbours i a 
mistake." 
"'We owe it to the people of 
Braun Street to let them know 
where we stand," he said, 
adding that allowing loaded 
forklifts to run back and forth 
in~ residential neighbourhoods 
would be "'ludicrous." 
McDaniei said Takhar 
should truck his wood to the 
property on Keith Ave. until he 
finds a more convement 
storage site. 
"' I 'm concerned that we're 
doing things that are going to 
discourage the development of
this type of industry in this 
city," George said. 
It's the third time this year 
council has given thumbs 
down to Takhar's plans. 
They first rejected -- by a 4- 
2 vote -- Terrace Pre-Cut's 
request in May to rezone a 
Braun St. property adjacent o 
the mill from residential to 
light industrial. 
Residents had opposed that 
application on the basis that it 
would have extended 
industrial zoning into their 
residential neighbourhood. 
Takhar responded by getting 
permits to develop Pohle Ave. 
and run loaded forklifts 
between the houses on Braun 
to the back of his Keith Ave. 
property. 
A real estate agent acting 
for Takhar then delivered what 
many residents took as an 
ultimatum -- either agree to 
the original rezoning request 
or see forklifts rolling down 
Pohle. 
Residents in September 
rejected a compromise 
proposal brokered by 
conncillors that would have 
allowed Terrace Pre-Cut to 
use the adjacent property, but 
under stringent restrictions 
aimed at satisfying critics. 
By the time the issue came 
back to council's committee- 
of-the-whole a week ago, 
Takhar's permit to develop 
Pohle had expired. Councillors 
voted to do nothing because 
there was no longer, any 
application or request before 
them 
Their big day 
ASHLEY FROESE gets a hand from Terrace comparison. Ashley and Nathan Roth were the lucky 
firefighter Ron Fleming '(left) and Terrace fire chief duo who got to be fire chiefs for a day as part of Fire 
Randy Smith as she tries her hand at operating a Prevention Week. They visited both Terrace and 
hose that makes the garden variety pale by Thornhill fire halls. 
Eagles make a stand 
Logging road blockad-ed 
CRUCIAL LAND claims talks 
arc in trouble and Skeena Cel- 
lulose is making plans for a court 
appearance b cause of a blockade 
east of here. 
Members of the Gitksan Eagle 
clan from Gitwangak have 
stopped Skeena Cellulose from 
building a logging road into terri- 
tory they claim as their own, 
A company hired by Skeena 
Cellulose to build the road into 
the Fiddler Creek-Bonser Lake 
fiats area was first stopped Oct. 
17. 
That location on the north side 
of the Skeena River has been long 
planned as a logging site by 
Skcena Cellulose. 
It's one Of the reasons the com- 
pany built a one-lane bridge 
across the Skeena River east of 
here on Hwyl6 in the early part 
of the decade, 
Speaking last week, Skeena 
Cellulose official Ray Zim- 
merman said the company has a 
valid road building permit from 
the forest service and is going to 
ask for a court injunction to end 
the Eagle blockade. 
" I f  something can happen be- 
fore the injunction, that's great," 
added Zimmerman. "We have 
the right to access and we're 
trying to get our work done." 
He said the wood in the area is 
On a larger scale, the blockade 
has caused the provincial govern- 
ment to stop negotiating a forest 
use agreement with the Gitksan 
that's tied to their land claim. 
It marks 'a set back for a deal 
signed by the province and the' 
Gitksan this sununcr to negotiate 
the claim rather than continue on 
with court action begun by the, 
Gitksan 10 years ago. 
That court action, commonly 
called the Delgam Uukw ease, 
features the Gitksan and the 
Wet'suwet'en making a claim for 
title to 22,000 square miles of ter- 
ritory. 
The case has already been heard 
by the provincial supreme court 
and appeal court. 
It's now before the Supreme 
Court of Canada but is on hold to 
determine if the negotiations can 
result in separate land claims 
agreements with the Gitksan and 
with the Wet'suwet'en. 
The forest use agreement is to 
set up procedures on native in- 
volvement In resource use deci- 
sions while the main land claims 
talks are going on. 
This agreement won't give na- 
tives a veto on resource use deci- 
sions but does ensure their 
opinions must be considered. 
"We did not negotiate on the 
forest use agreement this week 
because of the blockade. We've 
suspended those negotiations un- 
tU the blockade comes down," a 
provincial aboriginal affairs min- 
istry spokesman said over the 
weekend, 
"The reason for that is that it is 
the policy of the provincial 
government ot to negotiate when 
there is a blockade," said Peter 
Smith. 
He said the province hopes the 
matter is resolved before the main 
land claims talks between the 
province, the federal government 
and the Gitksan are scheduled 'to 
resume. 
"We're going to wait and see 
what happens. We're not 
prepared to comment on what 
might happen at that point," said 
Smith when asked what will hap- 
pen if the blockade is still in 
place when the main talks are to 
take place. 
For more on the situation, 
please see Page A2. 
Pickers should be prepared 
MUSHROOM PICKERS have to 
learn to take more safety and sur- 
vival precautions before going 
into the bush, says a northwest air 
searcher. 
Bringing matches, rain gear, 
some food and a compass are es- 
sential to surviving and being 
found, says James Gilham, 
regional air deputy commander 
for the Civil Air Search attd Res- 
erally found soon after a search 
begIns, he added. 
People who can't start a fire and 
stand in the trees waving their 
arms are almost invisible to air 
searchers. 
"Unless you are an active 
participant in your own recovery 
air crews will have an extremely 
difficult time locating you," said 
Gilham. 
Gilham says cooler tempera- 
:tures and lower snow levels mean 
lost pickers are. now in much 
greater danger because of 
hypothermia. 
Lost pickers who do manage to 
start a fire shouldn't leave that 
ares, especially if a plane flies 
nearby. 
It's important to tell somebody 
where you're going and when 
you expect to r~turn. Call that 
person when you do get back, 
The RCMP should be called 
when reporting overdue people. 
River claims, 
Terrace man 
A 20-YEAR-OLD Terrace inflated. PFDs must be in 
man is dead after a tragic working order at all times, not 
canoeing accident in the just inflated at the time of the 
Skeena River Saturday. emergency," he" said. 
Jared Wilkerson was one of He said the life jacket was 
three people thrown into the also camouflage .green 
river when their canoe eoloured, making it more 
capsized 14km west of difficult for searchers to spot 
...... Terrace.near Delta,Creek. . . . . . . . . . .  than.:, if =, it had~ been.,brigh! 
Murray Gillespie, 35, and yellow or orange. 
Nathan Wilkerson, Jared's 22- "'It's notrecommended for
year-old brother, made it to anyone to be on that river with 
shore and summoned help a canoe," Veldman said: "'It 
from a passing motorist. . may look slow, but it's very 
Jared Wilkerson's body was unforgiving and has some 
recovered the next day rough areas." 
following a massive search." Involved in the search was 
"'There's no mystery here," the local water rescue team, 
said Terrace coroner Jim the local land search 'and 
Lynch."It's atough river." rescue team, conservation 
"'They're a bunch of great officers, parks branch officers 
kids, in good shape. They ate and the local forest service 
before they left. They did which used a helicopter 
everything right. But the river equipped with an infrared 
is a difficult one," he said. device. 
RCMP Staff Sergeant John "'We had 25 to 30 people on 
Veldman said that while the second day , "  laid 
Wilkerson was wearing a Veldman. 
personal floatation device Search officials credited the 
(PFD), it lacked a C02 involvement of Nathan 
cartridge for it to be effective. Wilkerson in helping with the 
"'It was only partially search. 
District sewers  " 
subdiv is ion plan 
By MALCOLM BAXTER 
K1TIMAT.STIKINE regional 
district directors want the 
B.C. Lands branch to put the 
brakes on s proposed Thorn- 
hill subdivision. 
Called the Thornhiil Com- 
mons development, i  is bop 
dered by Paquette St., Century 
St., Crescent St. and Sharpies 
Rd./Hwy 16 East. 
B.C. Lands proposes prepar- 
ing an overall development 
plan for the 56.5ha. site, then 
selling it off In phases to pri- 
vate developers for construc- 
tion and resale. 
A report prepared by McEI- 
hanney EngIneering indicates 
the future population of the 
development could exceed 
1500. 
The concept calls for n mix 
of housing including high 
density accommodation to 
achieve lower cost housing 
and a trailer park. 
However, an administration 
report raised questions as to 
how the development would 
fit in with long term land use 
patterns and about provision 
of water and sewer services. 
The report offered five op- 
tions ranging from allowing 
the development to go ahead 
within existing development 
by-laws to to putting the pro- 
ject on hold. 
Directors opted for the latter 
and will asks Lands to with- 
hold development until the 
restructure study has been 
completed, Thornhill's Offi- 
cial Settlement Plan is 
reviewed and water and sewer 
masterplans developed. 
"We don't want to hold up 
development," said planning 
committee chairman Dave 
Brocklebank, but emphasized 
the need for proper planning. 
In adopting this stance, the 
board overturned a Thornhill 
Advisory Planning Commis- 
sion recommendation, 
On Oct. 12 that body voted 
4-2 to allow the development 
to go ahead while at the same 
time beginning work on sewer 
and water masterplan~. 
It also wantedto see mobile 
homes kept out of the Initial 
phases, preferrIng average 
price houses to maintaIn prop' 
erty values. 
And while Lands had sag- 
gusted allowing lots down to 
500 sq.m., the commission 
contended people were at- 
tracted to ThomhUl by the 
availability of larger lois and 
recommended maintaining'the 
current 700 ui.m. minimum. 
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Issue talked about for years 
Clash tied to land claims 
LAST WEEK'S blockade by the 
Gitksan Eagle clan of a Skeena 
Cellulose road building crew con- 
tinues a stand off between the two 
stretching back to the late 1980s. 
The issue then - -  as now - -  is 
the Eagle clan's claim to land 
which Skeena Cellulose wants to 
log. 
In 1988, an attempt to log in the 
Big Oliver Creek area off of 
Hwyl6 ran into trouble and a 
piece of machinery was taken. 
That resulted in charges first 
being laid and then dropped 
against one membbr of the Eagle 
clan. 
The situation became more 
tense after Skeena Cellulose con- 
slructed a one-lane bridge across 
the Skeena River to connect 
Hwyl6 with the north side of the 
river. 
It's called the West Skeena rea 
by Skeena Cellulose but it's also 
the western boundary of the terri- 
tory claimed by the Gitksan as a 
whole and the Eagle clan specifi- 
cally. 
Skeena Cellulose built a log- 
ging road to the boundary but 
stopped short of entering the land 
claimed by the Eagles pending 
some sort of joint use agreement 
Those talks have been iaking 
place on and off for the past hree 
years with no final or interim 
agreement yet in sight. 
Eagle clan spokesman Art 
Ix)ring said it doesn't necessarily 
oppose logging but does want to 
make sure it s done right. 
"You have to look at the 
Skecna West area as a piece of 
land that's sustainable with 
proper management," he said. 
The Eagle clan stopped the road 
work last week after it got a letter 
from the forest service saying it 
had granted Skeena Cellulose a 
permit 
Loring said that came as a sur- 
prise because he was told in the 
summer there would be more 
talks on a proposal made by the 
Eagles. 
"The letter was dated Sept 26 
and I got it Oct. 10. By that time 
this damn road had already 
started," he said. 
Loring, who was featured in a 





A LAKELSE LAKE property 
owner was fined $7,500 last week 
for destruction of fish habitat. 
George Munson pleaded guilty 
to the charge Oct. 18 and was 
also ordered to pay an estimated 
$27,000 for habitat restoration. 
The Department of Fisheries 
and Oceans charged Munson in 
1993 after he rerouted 150 feet of 
Morgan Brook around the site 
where he was about to build a 
house. 
The brook is spring-fed and is 
important rearing ground for ju- 
venile coho and spawning round 
for trout, said DFO habitat ech- 
nician Scott Trent. 
Fish trapped in the original 
streambed when the water was 
diverted probably died. 
But Trent said it takes treams a 
long time to develop stable banks 
and the plants, plankton and in- 
sects that support fish. 
The restoration work will be 
aimed at putting gravel into the 
new section of the brook, helping 
reestablish stroamside vegetation, 
and attempting to recreate some 
of the fifties and pools that had 
existed. 
The work will be supervised by 
fisheries officers. 
The court also ordered that 90 
per cent of the fine - -  or $6,750 
- -  be directed to the Terrace Sal- 
monid Etdaancement Society. 
Any work in or around a stream 
requires prior approval from the 
Department of Fisheries and 
Oceans and from the provincial 
environment ministry, said Trent. 
: FLU ALERT, ,,: 
Art Loring 
ades in the Hazeltons and who 
two weeks ago confronted 
mushroom pickers on the Skeena 
River, said he has the authority of 
the Gitksan chiefs backing him. 
Skeena Cellulose official Ray 
Zimmerman said the company 
applied for and was granted the 
road permit after it met all of the 
required conditions of the forest 
service. 
The read will lead to the Fiddler 
Creek-Bonser Lake area from 
which Skeena Cellulose wants to 
cut trees from an average 100 
hectares over a five-year period. 
That 100ha represents about 
four per cent of the area Skeena 
Cellulose logs each year, said 
Zimmerman. 
While it does not sound like a 
lot, Zimmerman said it's becom- 
ing crucial to the company's mill 
supply here. 
"What's happening is that com- 
panies traditionally go where the 
logging is easier and that's been 
the valley bottoms. But now we 
have to go to more and more dif- 
ficult areas all the time," he said. 
With the move on to more dif- 
ficult terrain, more and more of a 
company's wood supply is stock- 
piled in the summer when condi- 
tions are better than in the winter, 
Zimmerman continued. 
But this area is good for winter 
logging and the company is 
working on a limited time sched- 
ule to get the road built in time 
for the winter season, he said. 
Forest service official Norm 
Parry said last week that Skeena 
Cellulose has al road building 
permit but has yet to receive cut- 
ling approvals.. 
And he said the forest service is 
having a legal opinion written 
outlining its efforts to negotiate a 
forest use agreement with the 
Gitksan Eagles. 
That might become important in 
any court action because govern- 
ments and companies are now re- 
quired to make every effort to 
gain native opinions and to take 
into account native concerns over -  
resource use issues. 
But there are no specific 
guidelines on how all of that is to 
take place. 
Don t delay- 
get your flu shot oday/ 
THE t LUNG ASSOCIATION 
~" Cent 'amin a'ted "Si'te" Re hab ilit-aiio n Assessments I 
[] Solid Waste and Audits 
Contact: Patrick A. Bolin, P.Eng., Terrace, B.C. 
Phone: 635 7163 Fax: 635 9586 
WE'VE MOVED! 
Dr. Peter Okimi and his staff 
Are in a new office located right across from the 
library. Looking forward to seeing you there. 
Men.  and Thurs ,  12:30 - 8:00 p.m,  
Tues.  and Wed., 8:00 - 4:30 p.m. 
F r iday  8:00 - 12:00 p.m.  
200-4610 Park Avenue, VSG 1V5 Phone: 635-7611 
tl ' TnEBavaoanlnn auran 
The f r iend l iest  " Inn"  town!  
Make our place "Your Place" to enjoy an evening 




• Oct. I - Oct. 31 
SPECIALS • ~ 
Ol~oberfest Z uncheon Specials also Available! 
I OKTOBERFEST DANCE sat., oct. 22 Reserve Nowl 
Open For Lunch 
Tuesday- Friday 11:30 a,m.- 2:00 p.m. 
Dinner 
Monday- Sunday 5:00 p.m.- 11:00 p,m, 
For  Reservat ions  - 
635-9161 
4332 Lakelse - Terrace 
,1 
Ministry of Transportation and Hi: hways 
W, Want to Hear 
From You Ab'. 
CPi, r Should  rs 
• : ,# 
• ' ? 




to join our 
evaluation team! 
The Ministry of Transportat ion 2km 
TESTSn'E B \ Sl/ckens/de ~ and H ighways  is currently 
(Westbound) . \ • ~ c ~ ~  testing new methods  of 
2 krn ~ ~ I T  SIT ~ improv ing the visibility and 
.... durabi l i ty of h ighway pavement  
. - .  E B markings in your area. The test 
r . , ~  ~ ( , E a s  ,tt~ound) 
• RUPERT PY~t~a'r'~ ......\ , -. r., ,,,.-, :'2 krn" section is indicated on the map 
• ,Ci'eek.~;,. ~,~ ......... ~,':' ..... " .... ' ...... ESTSITEA .... : :. ,, on:the left .  
(Ea~tb~nd) . ,Ifyou would like to be part of 
• .. .. :.:::/::.: ~'.the evaluation team and receive 
!::ii"!ij.i,"a questionnaire, call your  local 
Terrace at 638-3360. 
Your part ic ipat ion as a member  `• 
of our  evaluat ion team is 
appreciated.  
'ement 
lvunister of Transportation 
and Highways 











MAX. PCPN SUN 
10.2 2.4 TR 0.9 
10.6 7.4 18.4 0.0 
10.6 5.7 0.8 3.0 
7.4 4,3 6.0 0.4 
7.6 4,5 6,4 0.2 
6.1 4.3 7.6 0.0 
7.9 3.6 0.4 0.5 
LASTYEAR 
MAX. MIN. PCPN SUN 
9.6 2.3 0.0 9,5 
7.1 -0,6 1,2 0,0 
10.9 5.6 1,8 0,5 
10,9 3.7 14.4 6,1 
7,8 2,2 0,0 1.6 
9.0 4,0 7.8 0.8 
5.9 4,2 32.2 0,0 
DAILY RECORDS 
MAX. YEAR MIN. YEAR PREClP. YEAR 
17.1 1988 -2,2 1953 41,9 1972 
16.9 1988 -2.2 1959 78.7 1991 
16,4 1980 -5.0 1959 47.8 1991 
17,6 1989 -1.7 1972 55.9 1964 
14,7 1979 -3,3 1972 38.1 1963 
15,6 1961 -1.7 1966 46.2 1991 
18,3 1961 -0,5 1983 48,5 1960 
ROAD MAINTENANCE OPERATIONS 
Week of October 3rd, 1994: During the coming weeks patching crews will be tidying 
up for the Fall/Winter season. Brushing will be underway in the Thornhill area and 
crews will be completing shoulder work on Highway 37. Graders are in a regular 
cycle on all gravel roads. 
Please watch for and obey traffic control signing. To report road hazards, call 638- 
8383 during office hours. After hours, please call 1.800.665-5051. 
BROUGHT TO YOU BY: 
NECHAKO 
NORTHCOAST 
CONSTRUCTION SERVICES / d'z / ' 
/7 
Your  Road  Ma intenance  Cont rac tor  
An Environmental Citizenship Message From Environment Canada 
Many of our communities chlorinate their drinking water to kill bacteria, Although chlorination can also form harmful by-products, its benefits are much 
greater than the small risk of health effects from these compounds, , 






• LOCAL EMPLOYERS are offer- 
ing flu shots to their staff mem- 
bers in hopes of reducing the 
number of sick days taken. 
Seven private companies in 
Terrace along with the school dis- 
trict arc providing free influenza 
vaccinations to employees this 
year, according to public health 
nurse Ronel Vanrensburt. 
She said these employers pur- 
chase their own vaccine through a 
phannaccutieal supplier and then 
contract a nurse to give the shots. 
!.'This is one way for companies 
to try!to keep a healthy staff and 
• cut,back on the amount of time 
taken off for sickness," Vanrens- 
burr said. 
The local 
school ~ dis- 
trict first of- 
fered the free 
shots to their 
employees  
last year be- 
cause there 
was a threat of serious flus, said 
secretary treasurer Barry 
Piersdorff, adding tha! receiving 
the shot is entirely voluntary. 
"We offer this program for a 
number of reasons but mostly out 
of concern for the health of our 
employees," Piersdorff said. 
"We were also concerned about 
people getting sick and missing 
work, plus these people have the 
possibility of coming into contact 
with a large number of people in 
"This is one way for 
companies to try to keep a 
:healthy staff and cut down 
the amount of time taken 
off because of_sickness." 
the schools." 
The district purchases its own 
vaccine directly through drug 
suppliers and arranges for public 
health nurses to  administer the 
shots. 
A mobile clinic travels to 20 
district schools offering the free 
shots to those staff members who 
want vaccination. 
The $3,000 program started 
about a week ago and rum for at 
least two weeks, said Piersdorff. 
George Clark, owner of Terrace 
Travel, also began offering flu 
vaccinations to his employees last 
year. 
" I  bough t the vaccine myself 
and arranged 
for a friend 
who is a 
nurse to 
come down 
and give the 
shots one 
a fternoon,"  
said Clark. 
Seven staff members took the 
shots last year at the cost of $50 
for the vaccine. 
"It sure seemed to work be- 
cause no one got sick last 
winter," Clark said. 
He plans to offer the free flu 
shots to his staff again this year. 
"One of the reasons for ofl'er- 
ing this is really quite selfish," 
said Clark. "Winter is a very 
busy time for us and I need 
people to be able to work." 
Barry Piersdorff George Clark 
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ON THE RECEIVING end of 
.'13ngle's needle is Anna Yuner, 
public health nurse Heather 
one of some over 2000 senior 
citizens expected to recewe a free flu vaccination from the 
Skeena Health Unit between now and December. 
Health unit prepares for flu season 
By DANA HUBLER 
VACCINES ARE being offered 
to seniors and people with 
chronic lung and heart diseases to 
help ward off three flu strains. 
This season's flu vaccine is 
designed to protect against hree 
sl~ains thpt were sUrong last year: 
A Texas, A Shangdong and B 
Panama. 
"The strains most prevalent 
towards the end of the previous 
season are always put into the fol- 
lowing season's vaccine," ex- 
plained local medical health of- 
ricer Dr. David Bowering. 
The vaccine contains dead A 
Texas, A Shangdong and B 
Panama viruses. 
"These killed viruses can't ac- 
tually prodt~ce iilfectio~, but they 
can stimulate production o f  
antibodies to fight the infection," 
said Bowering. 
Because these ant~odies last 
only a year and new flu strains 
appear every year, he said, it is 
important for people in high risk 
categories to get a shot every 
year. 
Included in the high risk group 
are people over the age of 65 
years and people with chronic 
heart and lung diseases or other 
chronic conditions such as can- 
cer, immune system disorders or 
diabetes, 
• Bowering said the vaccine is 
75-85 per cent effective in 
seniors. 
"For people over the age of 65, 
who may have lowered im- 
munity, i t  drastically reduces 
mortality rates and rates,of hospi- 
talization for. pneumonia," he 
said:' 
The Skeena Health Unit pro- 
vides free shots for seniors, along 
with adults and children with 
chronic health diseases. 
This area has one of the highest 
rates of people with pneumonia in 
the province, according to IV(ar- 
lene Traviss, public health nurs- 
ing assistant administrator. 
"The high rate is one of the 
reasons we really try to run a 
good program," said Traviss, ad- 
ding that shots should be done by 
the end of November so the 
antibodies have time to develop 
before the flu season starts in De- 
cember and January. 
Those who do not fall into the 
high risk categories but still want 
the flu vaccine can purchase their 
own vaccine at local pharmacies 
and arrange for public health 
nurses to administer the shot, she 
said. 
People with allergies to eggs or 
egg products cannot receive the 
shot as there are minutes traces of 
egg protein in the vaccine. 
Traviss also said people with an 
acute allergy to thermasol, a pre- 
servative in the vaccine, should 
not get the flu shots. 
While most people have no 
reaction to the shots, she said, 
some may experience tenderness 
where they received the needle, a 
slight fever, mild nausea, chills or 
a headaches. 
Last year the Skecna Health 
Unit gave shots to 252 people un- 
der the age of 18 and 5281 adults, 
933 of whom provided their own 
vaccine. 
The health unit will be provid: 
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Coke, Sprite, GingerAle, Meadowva le  Old  Dutch  Burns Ham But tercup  
Rootbeer, Orange Crush B ut te  r C h i ps  B read  
12/355 ml 454 g Limit 5/customer 200 g. Assorted. Dell. 570 g 
3.29  eoJL 2 .89  J .99  J 2.39/ :J  .69  
Jumbo Purex • r Go lden  Award  
Bathroom Tissue F lour  
66% more per roll 
10 kg 
1.99/4  toll 
21.9912/4  roll cas~ • 3.99  
Pacific Canned Milk ~ Kra f t  D inner  
[]99/385 m, / .79  /22S g 
Faith Farms 
Cheddar Cheese 
Medium and Mild 
24/385 m, 8.791~/~ g 49  19.9  9 case ~ ~ ~ c a s e  " 
T "T Daybreak i i g  Catelli Pasta Kraft Cheese Slices Farms Eggs  Tide Or inal Rimini Can01aOil 
900 g box. Assorted 500 g. 16's and 24's. 1 Doz. Extra Large 12 litre 3 lives 
1.29  J 3 .99  I 1 .69  J 9 .99  4 .49  
Lakeland Can01a Margarine 
.79/454g 
7 99  12/454g 
" case 
Ocean Chunk Light Tuna 
1.19/184g 
2~ QQ24/184 g 
~ m ~  case  
M0tts Ciamat0 Juice ]r Tri-v Dog Food 
1.99/~36"  J .79/7o99 
e/~.36L ~ 8 .49  12/709g 
t 1 .~9 case case 
Scot t  J u m b o  
Paper  Towe ls  
1.49/2  ro, 
17 .89  ~2/2 roll 
case 
F i reworks  H a l l o w e e n  
T r e a t s  _ 
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Boatnapping • 
DURING THE wars between the American 
Cavalry and American Indians, a band of 
American Indians entered Canada to avoid 
hostilities. After a period it made arrangements 
with the American Calvary for a peaceful 
return. In doing so it required an RCMP escort 
to the border. 
At the appointed ay, a large and well-armed 
force of American troops appeared at the bor- 
der to take over escort duties. There, along with 
the Indian band, they were met by one, single 
Mountie. "Just one man!" exclaimed the 
American commander to the one Mountie. 
"But these Indians are dangerous! They could 
do anything!" "It's OK," replied the Mountie. 
"My partner's over there, lie's just doing the 
dishes. 
Who knows, the story might even be true. What 
it does do is signify the kind of mythical rela- 
tionship said to exist between the RCMP and na- 
tives. By implication, the story says a lot about 
the kind of protective powers we all enjoy 
courtesy of the nation's police force. 
All this became a bit strained over the recent 
events on the Skeena River. Gitksan who ob- 
jccted tO the presence of mushroom pickers on 
their claimed territory wilfully and with plenty of 
aforethought took without permission boats 
belonging to the pickers. 
When those pickers objected ~ they also 
received a bit of old-fashioned propaganda 
and things looked a bit shaky for the native side, 
the RCMP were called in. Thcir response was 
not to enforce the law that applies to the un- 
warranted seizure of private property - -  those 
boats but to consider laying charges against 
one of the. pickers for having a loaded firearm in 
a boat. 
Fair enough in the case of the firearm, but not 
fair enough when it came to what caused the 
situation in the first place - -  the removal without 
consent or permission of the pickcrs' boats. 
The RCMP are correct in not wanting to be an 
unwilling participant in some kind of messy and 
political escapade. But whether that takes 
precedence over this country's citizens having 
their property safeguarded is another matter 
altogether. 
In this matter, the Gitksan have proven once 
again that they enjoy a certain level of immunity 
not granted to others. 
;ROM THE CAP ITA!  
Liberal view 
NOT SO long ago provincial Liberal leader Gor- 
don Campbell drew praise for a promise to pass 
legislation making balanced budgets mandatory 
should he ever be elected premier. 
That kind of promise seemed shaky at the time 
and now is completely down the tubes given his 
statement that he'll negotiate compensation with 
Alcan in return for cancelling plans to complete 
the company's Kemano hydro-electric project. 
Must be nice to blithely have numbers in the 
hundreds of millions simply roll off your tongue. 
Must be nice to treat he money of others ~ tax- 
payers - -  in such a fashion. Must be nice to add 
up the pros and cons of provincial ridings in such 
a calculated fashion simply to gain elected 
power. Must be nice to live in the big city where 
such stuff can be treated in an abstract fashion. 
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Having fun with junk mail 
VICTORIA ~ I 'm a mailing 
list junkie. Unlike the privacy 
freaks who shudder at the 
thought of having their name 
in yet another computer, I love 
junk mail. The more, the met- 
her. 
I get it all and read it all, 
from Publishers' Clearing 
House mail drops telling me 
I'm just a step away from 
being a millionaire, to com- 
puter software upgrade offers, 
from government press 
releases, to Canadian Tire 
flyers. 
One of the most rewarding 
mailing lists I ever managed to 
get on is the Fraser Institute's. 
The stuff this Vancouver- 
based "independent Canadian 
economic and social research 
and education organization" 
sends me regularly is a 
veritable gold mine. 
Let me say right at the start 
that the Fraser Institute is no 
bleeding-heart Liberal outfit. 
These guys are trne-blue free 
enterprisers. They hate govern- 
ment with a passion. 
The other day, I received the 
results of the "1993 Fraser In- 
stitute Economy in Govern- 
ment Competition." The 34- 
page publication contains um- 
matins of 30 papers proposing 
cost- saving measures for 
government programs, includ- 
ing health care, education, so- 
HUBERT BEYER 
cial programs, as well as 
specific internal government 
operations. 
' Among the latter is an in- 
triguing proposal by a David 
Finlay to replace the Canadian 
once-cent coin with a three- 
cent coin. I 'm not making this 
up. 
Finlay's plan calls for a 
govermnent edict, giving all 
pennies a new legal tender' 
value of three cents. At the end 
of five years, the penny would 
no longer be legal tender. Fin- 
lay argues that his scheme 
would save $127 million over 
five years because it costs 
more than a cent to produce 
the one-cent coin. 
The institute definitely 
showed its colors by including 
in the winner's circle a chap 
who proposes that the govern- 
ment "claw back" the pen- 
sions Membc~ of Parliament 
receive. Frank Howard says his 
proposal was prompted by his 
experience as Member of Par- 
liament. 
Howard admits that the 
savings wouldn't be all that 
great, but it would at least 
satisfy the public's desire to 
eat politicians alive. 
A rather convincing paper 
was submitted by Donald 
Power, who suggests that Can- 
ada Post do away with stamps 
and issue stamp meters instead, 
containing $5, $10 and $20 
worth ofpre:paid postage. • 
The next one is right down 
the Fraser Institute's alley. Dr. 
Bill Weaver wants to revamp 
the Canadian health care sys- 
tem. No tinkering with the ex- 
isting system for the good doc- 
tor. We're talking demolition 
here. 
Weaver suggests that every 
Canadian, except the unem- 
ployed, the disabled and those 
on welfare, contribute six per 
cent of their gross income to a 
Medisave account o a maxi- 
mum of $3,000 a year. 
These contributions would be 
tax deduct~le and accumulate 
to a total of $20,000 for each 
contributor. When people need 
health care, they would pay out 
of that fund. I f  the bill exceeds 
$20,000, a "government dis- 
aster insurance" would cover 
the rest. 
Weaver doesn't stop there. 
All hospitals, out-patient 
clinics and extended health 
care facilities would be 
privatized. Public sector health 
care unions would become pri- 
vate sector unions. 
Weaver contends that "the 
heart of this reform is to 
empower the self-interested 
health care consumer who is 
spending his own money." A 
similar scheme, he says, has 
been introduced in Singapore 
with great success. 
The overall grand prize win- 
ner o f  the Fraser Institute's 
competition is one Judy Miles 
of Mind Brokers Inc., who 
proposes to stamp out welfare 
and health Care fraud by way 
of a universal electronic identi- 
fication card. To make duplica- 
tion of the card impossible, 
Miles suggests that the public 
might even accept finger- 
printing as a means of assuring 
that the holder of a card is, in- 
deed, the owner. 
Just think, I never would 
have heard of these proposals, 
were I not oll the Fraser In- 
stitute's mailing list. 
ONCE UPON a time no one 
wcnt to a dentist until driven 
by toothache. I never visited a 
dentist until my late teens 
when I had to have dental 
clearance as part of an applica- 
tion to nursing school. 
The dentist I chose proved to 
be an unfeeling alcoholic. He 
didn't need an electric drill to 
clean out a cavity. Tremor of 
his hand did the job. 
His chairsidc manner so ir- 
ritated me that despite my dif- 
fidence ~ I hadn't yet devel- 
oped a protective crust as a 
consequence of repeated 
stonewalling from bosses, un- 
accommodating vendors and 
bureaucrats - -  I delivered a 
powerful elbow to his beer bel- 
ly, yanked the bib from nnder 
my chin, and cxited to the 
street in one smooth procedure. 
My second dentist, a New 
Yorker decades past retirement 
age, worked out of one room in 
his third floor apartment. His 
equally elderly wife, silent in 




Dentistry over the decades 
shop near a ski resort. His of- mouth with cotton, clamps, 
rice gleamed with all their and suction tip, then sat back 
latest high-tceh equipment, in- on his stool to stare out the 
eluding a uniformed technician window as he wound up his 
beside each work station like story. I 'm sure in his imagine- 
The Price Is Right. tion he relived the noisy, stool- 
He favoured speed, on the ly scenes he was describing. 
mountain or in his office. His He had a comedian's knack for 
drill whined showering my making everything funny. I 'd 
face with a mist mixed with nearly choke on his punch 
tooth talc. I imagined his drill lines and cotton. 
reaming out my molar the way Eventually, he retired. 
a potter's thumb hollows a yes- Now I entrust my nippers to 
sol, leaving an inner rim to a dentist half my age and no 
secure the filling, war experiences to distract me 
CLAUDETTE SANDECKI As he worked, he chattered with. 
He maintained that speed of his latest downhill exploits It's been years since I 
was the cause of drilling and plans for the coming clutched the armrestsofa den- 
agony. He chose not to admin- weekend. For this Ken Read, ml chair in fearful anticipation 
ister anesthetic except m ex- administering to my denUl of a sudden jab deep into my 
treme situations. Instead, while health translated irectly into jaw, though I still dress as 
he drilled slowly, he told iiR tickets and lodge rent. though for an Antarctic ex- 
numbing stories of his nightly Then we moved to Terrace. I pedition even during a July 
expeditions patrolling in squad became the patient of a World hcatwave when the air con- 
cars with New York's morality War II Navy veteran who al- ditioning in incapacitated. 
squad, most took my mind off the But it's not the possibility of 
After the Connmish, I moved drill with his talcs of barrelling pain that sends shivers along 
to Montana where I became through Tokyo in a kamikaze my arms. It's the thought hat 
the patient of a blond dentist taxi loaded with buddies on forensic pathologists depend 
who had recently graduated shore leave, on dental x-rays to identify our  
He usually crammed my MindyTrans. from dental school to set up 
\~:~>",,mz ~ ~ >" \'I Hn~ '2.,,¢IIHI l.,,.'""c,~ A""'~L':[/-IF- I I THAT RURAL I)F-.PoT_q CA,/lOOT CO'H'IbARTMEMTI 
Saved by the bell? NOT! 
MAKING CHANGE while making spending money is Gord Birch, as a cashier. Birch has been working since he was 15 and says 
a 17-year-old Caledonia student who works part-time at Safeway he enjoys the money and experience he gains at work. 
Cash motivates student to work 
PERSONAL CHOICE, not 
necessity, drives Gord Birch to 
work part-time while going to 
school. 
Birch, a 17-year-old grade 12 
student at Caledonia, works as a 
Safeway cashier between 16-25 
hours per week. 
As he still lives at home, he said 
extxa cash is the motivating force 
behind trying to balance studying 
with working. 
"I own a big truck that takes a 
lot of gas and there's insurance 
and parts along with that," said 
Birch. "Plus I like having money 
for spending on entertainment 
and doing things with my 
friends." 
While he sometimes has to 
work 25 hours a week, Birch said 
20 hours is usually more than 
enough for him to handle. 
"On the weeks I work more 
than usual, it definitely affects my 
school because I 'm tired for my 
morning classes," he said. "You 
just have to work around it and 
make sure you get everything 
done that needs to get done." 
Birch said working gives him a 
satisfaction school has never pro- 
vided him with. 
" I  love working - it's all about 
being friendly to the customers 
and doing something practical," 
he said. "It sort of prepares you 
for what there will be in the 
world after school." 
Getting home from school at 
3:30 p.m., grabbing something to 
eat and doing a half-hour of 
homework before going to work 
at 4:30 p.m. is typical day for 
Birch. 
"After working until about 9:30 
at night, I just come home, go to 
bed and do it all over again the 
next day," he said. 
Although he enjoys having his 
own source of income, he wishes 
he had more time to spend with 
his friends. 
" f  can't really ever see them 
during the week because I 'm al- 
ways either working or trying to 
get my home work done or catch- 
ing up on my sleep," Birch said. 
He has been working part-time 
since he was 15, first at the 
Skeena Mall A&W and now at 
Safeway. 
" I 'm not really interested in 
school sports but I can't sit 
around in one spot like a vegeta- 
ble - -  I always have to be doing 
something and work gives me 
something to do." 
After graduating next June, 
Birch plans to take a BCIT 
plumbing apprenticeship. 
Principal points finger at changing society 
soC~TA[,'~ PRESSURES: are they want the money. On top of attending classes 20 praises employers for giving stu- 
leading more and more kids to 
feel they need to work while 
going to school, said Caledonia 
principal Geoff Shaker. 
"Society tells our kids that they 
need lots of clothes and vehicles 
to fit in," said Straker. "They're 
left with the impression that they 
must have a job to make money." 
While he acknowledges that 
some students work out of neces- 
sity, Straker said the majority of 
students he sees work because 
"I  think we really need to ask 
ourselves why we have changed 
as a society so much that school- 
ing has a second-class rating," he 
said, "The reverence with which 
education is held is lower than it 
was 10-15 years ago." 
He said he sees students choos- 
ing to live on their own or be- 
come parents at younger and 
younger ages, two of the reasons 
some students find it necessary to 
work. 
hours per week, Straker said the 
minimum amount of homework 
for senior secondary students 
should be 10 hours a week. 
"You're looking at a 30-hour 
job a week just to go to school, 
and then you add work on top of 
that?" he said. " I  think these 
kids are trying to do two full-time 
jobs and I don't think you can do 
either one successfully at the 
same time." 
At the same time Straker 
dents the opportunity to work, he 
also thinks these employers must 
be careful when criticizing the 
school system. 
"There is a segment of the 
workforce that is critical of the 
students coming out of the sys- 
tem, saying they don't have 
enough skills and competence," 
he said. "Yet some of these 
people are willing to employ stu- 




THE CAREFREE school days of 
a teenager are mythical to Lisa 
Clarke, an 18-year-old Caledonia 
student who juggles a full course 
load with a full-time job. 
Between classes, homework 
and her waitrcssing job at 
Denny's, Clarke has a 70-hour 
work week. 
"I don't have a social life at 
all," she said. "I 've completely 
missed out on having a teenage 
life - -  I don't know how long I 
can keep this up." 
Although Clarke now lives at 
home with her parents, she chose 
to move out on her own when she 
was 13 years old. 
While she initially tried to stay 
in school while working part-tinle 
at a fast-food restaurant to pay 
her bills, Clarke said she was un- 
able to keep up with her expenses 
on part-time wages and dropped 
out of school, 
She continued her schooling 
through correspondence ourses 
while working full-time but was 
still swamped with bills. 
Add the the expenses from a car 
accident she was found 
respons~le for last November to 
unpaid bills dating back five 
years, and Clarke is now strut- 
fling, 
" I 'm 18 years old and I'm 
$20,000 in debt," Clarke said. 
"It's a matter of either dealing 
with the school or the bill collec- 
lois," 
After being out of school for 
five, years, Clarke returned to 
school in grade 10 at Caledonia in 
September. 
Initially she was working a shift 
that began at 2:00 p.m,, causing 
USA CLARKE serves up the coffee during one of her waitressing shifts at Denny's. The 18-year- 
old works full-time at the restaurant while attending Caledonia full-time. 
her to miss the final class of the 
day. 
She sal0 the school was under- 
standing of her situation initially, 
but she ended up missing too 
many classes, 
"About two weeks ago my 
teachers were saying they'd have 
to expel me because I was miss- 
ing so many of the last classes," 
she said. 
She approached her boss at 
Denny's, Randy Chalifoux, 
hoping to rearrange her work 
schedule. 
"He was really understanding 
and we've worked it out so I can 
start at 3:30 p,m, and work until 
11:00 p.m. or so," she said, ad- 
ding that she will start alternating 
a 40-hour week with a 20-hour 
week, 
" I 'm bound and determined to 
graduate in June 1996, no matter 
how hard it is," Clarke said. 
After graduating she wants to 
complete a degree In nursing at 
the University of Alberta. 
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The Mail Bag 
Still unanswered questions 
An open letter to: 
Hen. John Cashore 
Minister of Aboriginal Affairs 
Dear Sir:. 
I would like to reiterate the three points I addressed to you at the 
Oct. 13 open house at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre. 
Firstly, the South Kalum Community Resources Board, which is 
engaged in the process of assembling a Land Resource Manage- 
ment Plan for the Kalum South Timber Supply Area has a rea- 
sonably broad profile of sectoral perspectives at the round table 
with the exception of First Nations. 
We do l~ave aTsimshian band member f om Lax Kw'alaams, Port 
Simpson, but all other bands and tribal councils owing to other 
commitments and position stances on resource issues have so far 
elected not to participate with the board. 
We do get a filtered trickle-down of their concerns through a 
forest service native liaison officer, but not sufficiently enough to 
grasp a holistic understanding of each nation's perspectives on 
forest values. 
This lack of face to face interactions between First Nations and 
our board has frustrated the work and indeed compromises the qual- 
ity of its results. 
I stated apersonal question concerning the financial settlement of
the various land claims throughout B.C. - -  some 42 at present 
count. I remain very apprehensive about he constructive good that 
vast lump sums of cash injected into settlements will achieve in the 
mid to long term for respective tribal and band council's individual 
families and constituents. 
I can endorse their greater role in co-management a d stewarding 
of the resources, and the strengthening of their community fabric 
and building blocks such as education, healthcare, infrastructure, 
language, culture, etc. 
If an apportionment of settlement funds could somehow be at- 
tached to community to community bridging of trades, vocational, 
marketing and computing skills in an accountable manner, leaving 
the details and specifies of the business plans to the First Nations 
recipients, I would find the process much more conscionable and 
supportive. 
Your 'Resolving Land Claims in B.C.' - Progress Report No. 1 
contains the statement "continued access to hunting, fishing and 
recreational opportunities will be guaranteed" needs further elabo- 
ration with respect to f~ee and unfettered access to those activities 
which were formerly just that on Crown Lands. 
These privileges which are inherent to all B.C. citizens and Cans- 
dians must not be infringed upon in settled territories (native 
resource management areas) so contemplated under the current ne- 
gotiations and those yet to take place. 
Your government's recent policy paper on backcountry tenures 
has slated that proprietary fights to structures and facilities on the 
land bases and water courses cannot preclude the inviolable right of 
the public to freely access and travel through these areas. 
The understanding is that if actual approved facilities by tenure 
holders are utilized or in some sort advantaged by the general 
recreating public, then compensatory cost recovery fees are permis- 
sible. 
What I do not want to see, especially regarding those persons or 
groups partaking in non-consumptive recreational pursuits are fees, 
surcharges,, permits, licences or other forms of bureaucracy affect- 
hag the unhindered access to natural resource values. 
How can you assure myself and many others that native resource 
management areas will embody this quintessential valued privilege 
to the recreating public when land claims are being negotiated? 




I would like to thank The Terrace Standard for the meetings pre- 
sented recently on the subject of First Nations' land claims. 
Both sessions were highly informative and provided unprece- 
dented access to pivotal figures in the claims negotiations process. 
Judging by the slight attendance atthe final session, it is apparent 
that most Terrscites now feel themselves adequately informed on 
the topic and have few unanswered questions and absolutely no ex- 
cuses for ignorance. 
For its contribution to condition of the body politic, The Standard 




Help given when needed 
Dear Sir:. 
Although Rwanda reminds us of mankind's cruelty, it also 
demonstrates how the people of British Columbia respond when 
they see others in need. 
I'm told that Canadians struggle with compassion fatigue and 
cynicism. Yet the golden rule of 'Do unto others as you would have 
them do unto you,' seems to live on. 
This province gave some $1,550,560 to help relieve the suffering 
people of Rwanda. It is an amazing feat in a country struggling out 
of a recession. 
My message is simple. On behalf of the recipients of this help in 
Rwanda, may I express our deepest gratitude. Your support is help- 
ing us locate parents of lost children, assist farmers, provide medi- 
cal aid and perform ahost of other humanitarian ctivities. 
Of course money is not everything, but it is a good indicator of 
people's attitudes and beliefs about what is important 
J. Don Scott, President, 
World Vision Canada, 
Mississagua, Ontario 
THE START IS FOR PEOPLE LEARNING TO READ 
The Start 
Flu season 
I T 'S  THE flu season again. ' : : - "  
The health unit is giving out shots. : ": ~= : 
These are for elderly people. They are also fo rpeop|e  
who have trouble breathing. And people who have heart 
problems can also get the shots. 
The shots contain dead flu viruses from last year, 
That helps to protect people from the flu this year. 
The shots will be given out until December.  
Some companies are buying flu shots for thdr  workers, 
They say that will help cut down on sickness, ~i~ ~ • 
The companies also have  to h i re :a  nurse to  g ive.the 
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BUSINESS REvIEw 
Builders hit the books 
TEACHING contractors to be better business people brought Irv 
Chasen to Terrace last week from Richmond, Virginia. As a part 
of Proof Management, Chasen has been teaching seminars to 
contractors since 1972, specializing in cost-accounting. Local 
contractors took a lO-hour course from Chasen Oct. 18-19. I 
Out & About 
THE LOCAL owner of the 
Uniglobe travel agency here has 
been named that company's 
rookie of the year. 
Diane Francis, who opened the 
agency last year, received the 
award at a Uniglobe fall confer- 
ence in Kelowna recently. 
The award is presented yearly 
to new agency owners for sales, 
training and motivation. 
"Next year, following our 
customer service strategy, we will 
be a Unlglobe star agency," said 
Francis in her acceptance speech 
at the conference. 
She also noted the efforts of her 
employees during the agency's 
first year. 
There are more than 1,000 
Uniglobe agencies in Canada, the 
United States,. Japan, the United 
Kingdom, Belgium and Luxem- 
bourg. Openings are planned next 
year in Germany and in Australia~ 
More than six years of service 
as the Skeena district highways 
manager ended has ended with 
the transfer to Victoria of John 
Newhouse. 
• He's now working in the minis- 
: try's maintenance branch section. 
Ministry official Laurie Fulford 
is replacing Newhouse temporari- 
ly. 
The job won't be Idled 
permanently for two years. 
Instead, the ministry is looking 
for four employees to each take 
on the job as a training assign- 
ment for six-month periods. 
The idea, says the ministry, is to 
provide a training opportunity for 
1993, a Price Waterhonse report 
on the state of the industry says. 
In 1992 the industry spent $2.59 
billion rising to $2.63 billion the 
next year. 
At the same time, the industry 
paid~$347 million in taxes and 
other:~charges to three levels of 
govenlment. 
Direct taxes increased but pay- 
men,s to government related to 
employment dropped between 
1992 and 1993 because overall 
industry employment also 
dropped. 
There were 8,899 people work- 
ing directly for the mining indus- 
try in 1993. 
Exploration and development 
expenditures rose between 1992 
and 1993, notes Price Water- 
house, but says ~nost of the in- 
crease was due to the Eskay 
Creek development. 
• k -k -k*  ~ 
Terry Morris has turned from 
airlines to small business. 
The former Canadian Airlines 
manager here has now opened 
Brass and Bullet, a recreational 
shooting supply business in 
Thornhill. 
"It's been a long time dream to 
do this and my retirement from 
Canadian Airlines became the 
time to do it," said Morris. 
He bought an older home and 
renovated it for the business loca- 
tion. 
Morris is not only the owner, 
he's the only employee. 
A GROUP of local homebuilders 
is two weeks into a rigorous 
course sponsored by the Canadian 
Home Builders' Association as 
part of the continent's f'~t self- 
certification program. 
It's partially in response to 
government suggestions that it'll 
bring in certification standards 
and partly as a way to improve 
the industry overall. 
The group consists of 25 
businesses, all of which have had 
their fees 75 per cent subsidized 
by the federal government. Each 
business can register two people. 
The course is 124 hours long 
and covers everything from sales 
and marketing to the technical 
end, including the building code. 
"lust the building code itself 
section is 40 hours long," notes 
city building department official 
Paul Gipps who helped organize 
the course through the Skeena 
Home Builders Association, the 
local affiliate of the national or- 
ganization. 
"What we're expecting is that 
if the (provincial) government 
brings in certification, they will 
recognize this course," he said. 
Successful completion of the 
course will result in official ac- 
creditation for companies and for 
individuals. 
In the ease of individual certifi- 
cation, it means they'll be able to 
transfer that accreditation to fu- 
ture employers. 
Gipps said the national home 
builders association wants to be 
at the forefront of developing cer- 
tifications. 
That, tied with the association's 
New Home Warranty Program, is 
to bring about a greater degree of 
stability within the industry and a 
great degree of comfort for 
customers and for mortgage 
lenders, he said,. ' 
"More and .more banks are 
saying they want '• that warranty 
program as a condition of lend- 
ing," Gipps added. 
Terrace is one of four provin- 
cial locations to offer the course. 
The other places are Prince 
George, Kamlcops and Van- 
couver. 
Instructors are coming from all 
over North America. The course 
is scheduled for a January com- 
pletion. 
¢ffr NB3L 
Save 25% On All L0ng.Distance Calls in North America 
(15% on International Calls) 
.Discount applies 24 hours per day, 365 days per year 
.On billings from $1,00 to $200 per month- Save 25%. If you use more, 
you'll save more, Billings of $201.00 to $500,00 per month. Save 30%, 
Billings of $501.00 or more - Save 35% 
• BC Tel is still your inter-exchange carrier. Discounts are in addition to 
B.C. discounts for evening and night calls, 
.One monthly statement from Glentel includes normal BC Tel charges 
and Glenters discounted long distance charges. 
• BC Tel Calling Card Calls are also discounted, 
• The Glentel Guarantee.. Try it for 120 days. If you're not completely 
satisfied, Glentel will reconnect you to your previous long distance 
cartier ... at no cost to you. 
.No Hook-up Fees. No Monthly Fees • No Service Fees 
For more information or an application, please call: 
RUTH SMITH 635-1934 (TERRACE) 
MAKE TRACKS 
To Ken's Marine for Unbelievable Pre-Season Deals[ 
On Pre-Owned Snowmobiles 
I 
1993 Arc t i c  Cat  
85799 550 cc Iongtrack, cover 
.992  Arct, c Cat 11 ' '92  P .azer  ,, I I 
EXT Special 
,.cc,on  II  o.,ac, Ca .acml l  
track, fox shocksS5199 ] ] EC l l r l l ' l l~  ~1 1 
,9 . ,  . .azer  ,, 1 ,9 .3  1F . .azer 11 
$47991 $33991[  
Wildcat 700 cc Paddles, .I Longtra, ck,,PS, !~l~¢I¢l(~l[,ongtrack, over,~ClQ¢lll cover - a99911 
II I I-'Ipe, sKI~_sKIns V ' ~ ~ I I  -skiskins "P 'w~"* l /~1 
i L I 
I Ken's Marinel 
xCe'llpay 
There's an aging second fridge chompin 
in the basement. Or perhaps you're thinl, 
buying a new fridge but you're not sure 
do with the old one. In either case, B.C.I 
will pay you $30 and haul it away. 
Free pick-up of yottr oM 
energy-guzzler. 
We'll pick up any fridge as long as 
it's in working condition and between 
10-24 cubic feet.* And using environ- 
mentally sound methods, we'll safely 
recycle the ozone depleting CFC 
refrigerant and all the metal. 
BOi]gdro 
d it awa  
vea cool sum of mo,ey. 
Lsc up to twice as intlch electricity 
:rgy-efficient models. By turning 
our old fridge, you can reduce 
tr Hydro bill by as much as $100 
,ear. And the energy ou save 
:es a load off the environment. 
~ an'angc Ibr free pick-up, 
.cfrigerator Buy-Back Hotline at 
-2274 through- [ ~ ~ 1 ~ :  
83-2274 in N ~ N ~ V  
vcr Mainland. 
Saves More I 
Than Money 
imtl,~l I l 0 per i'lt~loow,'. IL C./luho i¢,u;ri:e~ Ire Uqhl t~ ] 
• , , , , . . ,el  flw ,,Ih'r.I am' time .'ith.la/,i!.r ,i,!h'e: I 
one of its more senior positions. 
Mining industry spending in- 
creased marginally from 1992 to 
Biz fair 
Nov. 5 
TABLES ARE rapidly being 
booked for next month's busineas 
fair sponsored by the Terrace 
Home-based Business Associa- 
tion. 
As of late last week, only six 
out of 26 available sales tables 
remained open, said association 
spokesman Eircen Toovey. 
The fair takes place Nov. 5 at 
the arena banquet room and is 
one o f  two annual events put on 
by the association. 
"We have some out-of-towners 
this year u from Smithers, 
Kitlmat, Hazelton and a Prince 
Rupert one, too," said Toovey. 
The fee for one table is $35 
while two tables can be rented for 
$55 and a halfa table for $25. 
Toovey's phone number is 635- 
9415 for further information. 
The fair opens at I0 a.m. and 
closes at 4 p.m. Nov. 5, 
Ai -  IC fares worth leaving home for. 
Enjoy our evepyday low fares to one of 29 AirBC destinations across the West. That's Advance purchase, minimum/maximum stay and other conditions apply, Fares 
29 enticing reasons to visit family and fi'iends. Or simply get away for the fun of it. may be higher depending on dates of travel and are subject o change without notice. 
AIR  CANADA @ MrBC 
Call your travel agent or Air Canada now, 1-800-663-3721. ~Aeroplan 
t 
t' t 
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" . TH IS  
HALLOWEEN 
TH WORD IS:  
• ,,- : ."" make surethe "i ~:~. 
~, i t , / l '~c : ,  c, ~ family knows the . ~ --/~ 
G ~' ' j  '.:] 4631 Keith Avenue ~ ' 
, " Terrace '~ 
.,,~,,o,,,, ! . 'S BROUGHT TO YOU BY  THE 
' '~  rd.-~t' i.~ o sl~oVa 
~----~ I[~'~7 l.~:~l~',!) i{~''°~v ~ ~ 4946 Greig Ave, TERRACE STANDARD AND 
'~ ~ ~  I 635-2909 THESE MAN 'v COMMUNITY  
TERRACE ~ 13 ;~~ ~ t'q --~ ,, , .~1.~ MIND 1 E DBUSINESSES i CHRYSLER LTD. i ~-~ ~S~,~'~'~o~ " I  ' 
635-7187 ' .~. 66'~ ,~ ' 
r o Please take time to read and discuss 
J ~ ,,No,l.alletEic ' ' ~. ~ i .  ~. these Safety Tips with your children 
~~.~l~i"  . inexpensive, and L 
I ~~¢1¢ i¢k  safert/zan.m.sk" - fo re  they go out to 
,,w,,.~ <,o.,i,,~o,. , , , -o-_- .a.r .  ~ oin the many. afore deP 
r ' . .  I ,~stec,lw ,..pc ~.z ,,,,~ .,l~" " .~  ,,,<,~.~<~;.~,,;~ ~.~ Frick 'n' Treaters" 
-.9 aS,<,' ,~-,*" ~ . , .f~-~_ , 
SCHOOL D ISTRICT  . - ::;:, " : :,/ ' ::-.:.  
' 635;4931 . ~::-:. ;~:,,,, ~ 
, t~ ' " , ,~q ; , 
co~ ; 
t 3-err~ce " _ • 
\ 
. .  . '~ ,~ 
get " "  , '~ to '~J \~  " "~. 
. 1,.' "~'°'~ I , ~'~" /~/"A  ,'. 
{ IVch i l~ lo jan~ao ~ ~" " ' ~ . 
111Ol1¢ 501 Box277, Terrace 'E i 
'" u rightr ' ' 
' . '  I ~. i "" .~.l, ,  ~-  
-W ',-I ~<-='=~ "Z..f poss~I,, all 
tridc or ~reah'a~ 
~ i :  I i : ;~~  ~ ~[Ji'411 increasev,sibili~ .,AI,,~l;=~rt  . l i ,  t l tout .Me.  
4228.wy. ~Ewe~i-F'T ] li~;' '~ - s .91s~ / ,'J . 
i=i' %i ~ r~-:-"----, /.,'.,I 
. ~ . ; 
S±UMB,ER : 
) ., 63s-63 ~,. ,  
' , , , J ~ ' ] 
635-4997 .; 
- - - -~ , ,  'IS ' ',l/ .,, ;, J~ . 
~,,,-.. :+~ ~.. ~ -. 
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Plea 
entered 
THE YOUTH charged in the 
murders of Yvon and Jean 
Gosselin has pleaded not 
guilty, 
The 15-year-old boy is 
being held in custody until 
Nov. 10 when a date for a 
preliminary hearing is set. 
Also charged is George 
Bliss Hawthorne, 28. His 
preliminary hearing begins 
May 1. 
Hawthorne and the youth 
who cannot be identified un- 
der the Young Offenders Act 
- -were  charged after a wit- 
ness led police to the partially 
buried body of 25-year-old 
Yvon Gosselin near the Ter- 
race airport. He had been shot 
twice with a crossbow. 
RCMP began their investi- 
gation after the stabbed body 
of 66-year-old Jean Gosselin 
was found in the ashes of his 
Thornhill home Sept 26. 
The charges allege Haw- 
thome and the youth killed 
the man's on on Sept. 10. 
The preliminary hearings 
will be held to determine 
whether there is sufficient evi- 
dence to proceed to trial. 
Fire protection vote 
set for rural people 
RESIDENTS OF several areas 
adjacent o the city of Terrace 
will go to referendum on fire pro- 
tection Saturday, Dec. 3. 
"That's great news," said Paul 
Gipps, organizer of the petition 
which led to the proposed deal 
between residents and the city. 
The areas affcctcd are those im- 
mediately to the north of the 
municipal boundary, Braun's Is- 
land, Little Island and New 
Remo. 
The North Terrace area is an ir- 
regular shape bordcred by the 
Kalum River to the west. The 
northernmost point is one district 
lot north of where Deep Creek 
flows into the Kalum. Terrace 
Mountain,marks the southeastern 
comcr. 
Noting there had been several 
attempts to get fire protection 
over the past 20 years, Gipps~said 
this was the first to make it to a 
vote. 
"And it'll pass," he predicted. 
That was based on a door-to- 
door canvas to draw up the peti- 
tion during which he had found 
unanimous support for the 
proposal, 
The fire protection proposal 
I I Special of the Month :i;ii! i,i:!iii 
. .~  • L ' -  ~1 i 
;;:. .: .:- .....:' 
" OFF  f .  ?"~:. :L 
..... - : THE P IZZA OF YOUR CHOICE ' ~,,-,, ~"~ 
~.~" , t . . . .  ' , ,:~, 
: . :  (pick-up orders only) :'~:"+' .-~;:.i.i.: " , ,,: r,',> 
:: For Pick-Up or Delivery< 
::.:.~ :::, . : • . . 
""" 638-0644  i!ii !i :i.iiii? : "..]. ; ,  ,> ,  ,..,- : :  
.. ~..i., 4660 Lakelse, Terrace .::-. </. ;.~ 
Ricl ond 
coast to.co t 
{ 
]DfLlmfLtedl tfL]~e ~al[e ~t: 
Your Decor 
Terrace Carpet Centre Ltd. 
3202 Munroe Street at Hwy 16 W, Terrace 
635-2976 1-800-665-1657 
would see Terrace's fire depart- 
ment look after administration 
and provide one pumper fire 
truck while the Thornhill depart- 
ment would provide a 
pumper/tanker and tanker. 
Start up costs are estimated at 
$10,000 and operating costs at 
$60,000 per year. 
Residents would pay for the 
service on the basis of the as- 
sessed value of their homes. In 
the ease of an $80,000 home, that 
amounts to $32 for start up and 
$194 for operating costs. 
However, those costs will bc 
more than offset by the savings in 
fire insurance. A report from 
regional district administration 
indicated those savings would be 
approximately $340 for that same 
$80,000 home. 
It also noted insurance un- 
derwriters were prepared to pro- 
vide coverage at the reduced rates 
to any property that is within 
eight miles of the fire hall. 
Voting takes place at Clarence 
Michiei elementary school 8 a.m. 
to 8 p.m. on Saturday Dec. 3. 
? e~tet S.tov% 
No Chimney Required 
Come in and 
see how we do it/ 
pellet Empor/#, 
~e 3037 River Drive 
Terrace, B.C. 
638-1221 
There will also be advance poll 
Wednesday, Nov. 23, also 8 a.m. 
to 8 p.m., in the Kitimat-Stiklne 
regional district offices located at 
4545 Lazelle Ave. 
Those wishing to act as scruff- 
neers at the vote should contact 
chief elections officer Elaine 
Johnson at 635-2965 or her 
deputy, John France, at 635-7251. 
' Scott Welch 
3L SERVICES 
PET ODOUR - extraction to prevent carpet staining 
SMOKE ODOUR 
WATER/SEWER 
- 'UN-DO' to neutralize odour 
-Thermo-foggmg - odour conteractants 
- drying services 
- 'MICROBAN' to control mildew 
and "ba.cterial growth 
635-3558 . .  
At  Ter race  Co-op  
..% 
~ake a 
=, st,  





Terrace Co-op - Family Fashions Dept. 
Thursday evening - Nov. 3rd at 6:30 pm 
$35.00 
Bring your scissors, glue gun and glue sticks 
Deirdre McEwan 
For further information, l)lease see Judy in the Family 
Fashions Dept. Ask about future craft classes. 
MEGiI 
AIR  MILLS  
is Air Miles. 
~r tires and get 45 bonus 
;. Purchase 2 Goodyear 
lus Air Miles travel miles. 
xp~re November 30. 
products. 
24 Houm 
a day in 
Canada 
& the U.S. 
Rat tire replaced with spare. 
Available only at Fountain Tire with the 
Gold Seal Protection Package. 
S° Li 












$299" ,t,,,S39 °5 %~ . - -1 , -  





155/R13 44.95 PI6.../80RI 3 48.95 
175/70R13 54.95 PI85/75RI4 57.95 
185/70R13 58.95 PI95/75RI4 58.95 
185/70R14 60.95 P205/75RI5 68.95 
Fountain Tires battery 
offer starts from 
s699,5 '~"  445 7~;!ing 
50 MONTH WARRANTY 
To onsu lo  t l la t  you anu  your vehic le wil l  sail thfoil,~[l winter  worry tree we're 
olferln,~ you a SDOL:~a ~l l l te f i /a l lO l l  Package lot $39,  You wil l  ruculve thOSe 
IlnDOr rant  services 
1. Change o,. rel)lace lilter. 6. Rotate all ,1 tKres, and set 
ana luuncate, mr pressure. 
2, Adjust and t~gnten al drive belts. 7, Analyze the electrical charging 
3, Top up all fluids: brake, windshield, system and the battery. 
differentiaD transmission and Dower 8, Test emergencys~gnals 
steenng, and brake lights. 
4. Clean fronl and rear brakes. 9, Provide a four like jug of 
5, Top up radiator with antifreeze and windshield wasl~er fluid. 
test strength. 
offer available at participating Fountain Tire locations until Deceml)er 3:1. 1994. 
 #1inSe,,vice 
51 30  Hwy 1 6 West ,  Ter race  
635-4344 Fax :  635-4354 
4 ¼A,~IzS H, II/ ~ 
~;~;~"~: ""~'.~:'./. tJ!r.~ '" 
"The Sign of Excellence" 
I L 
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SMALL GROUP of area union members listened to speech by changes to unemployment insurance will bring hardships to sea- 
local labour leader Norm Lavallee Saturday• He said proposed serial workers living in the north. 
Fears raised for workers 
over proposed UI change 
PROPOSED CHANGES to un- of this? You all know it s all of the end of this week. There have already been 
employment insurance threaten us, Lavallee continued. One was held in Vancouver changes to the system which have 
northwest residents who depend He noted that tax freedom day yesterday and there's one planned resulted in payment cuts, reduc- 
for businesses r m January while for Prince Ru e Oc upon seasonal work, the president . . . .  " p rt t. 29. tions in how long payments are 
of the Terracc-Kitimat and Dis- 
trict Labour Council told a small 
demonstration in front of the 
Canada Employment Centre here 
Oct. 22. 
"I can't stress how serious this 
is and we've got to do something 
about it," said Norm Lavallee to 
union members and others from 
Terrace and Kitimat. 
He said the proposed cuts will 
reduce unemployment insurance 
payments to as low as 50 per 
cent, reduce the amount of weeks 
people can collect unemployment 
insurance and increase the num- 
ber of work weeks required to 
qualify for payments. 
"Seasonal workers will be af- 
fected the most," said Lavallee. 
"Forestry, construction and fish- 
ing. Treeplanters, fruit growers. 
All will be hiL" 
He added that the proposed 
changes will require that those 
who do collect undergo 
mandatory training and also per- 
form community service work. 
Lavallee said the federal Liberal 
government is taxing workers 
while giving breaks for 
businesses and rich families. 
The amount is in the billions, 
enough to take care of the federal 
deficit, he said. 
"And whose bearing the brunt 
for taxpayers, it's Aug. 6. 
"Whose getting the tax break 
here?" Lavallee added. 
The rally is one of many 
planned across Canada up until 
They're being held in response 
to the latest proposed changes to 
the unemployment insurance sys- 
tem as announced by the federal 
government. 
paid and increases in eligibility 
requirements. 
These latest proposals are to be 







Early bird shopping for Ski 
Club Members 8 am - 9 am 
9 am-2 pm 
Date- 
October 29/94 
Injuries Stop Here. 
+ 
T; 
:"', I I , J l I ' -Lv, + ,t%.~r ...311 i , r - -~: :  
" "  ~ l'd+[ + + I  ~ .,+.._L.'.:+ 
: ~ . . . .  " . . . .  ' G "3- 
LARGE CAPACITY 
FROST-FREE ~-  , ~ _  ., 
REFRIGERATOR / I~~~A/ i l  
.WhiteonwhiLe.21cetrays / I ~ I~~11 I/!l 
• Optional ice maker / I I~t~/ t~5,~l l t l t l  lid 
:p2et~31  width cantilever cabinet / I ~ J I / i [  
• 2 specially designed high and low | I ~ - ~ ~  l 
vegetable/fruit pans | [ ~ ~  ~ ~ ~  
• Tempered glass crisper cover / I k ~ L  If II IIII II((E IIIII 
• 1 meat pan / I ~- -~+~i"~U+-  , ,~==~"~/~+~l++~lllll 11111 
• 2doorshetws,~daiqdoor / I ~ ~ . .  I I~L I I I l~ - .~ l l l  Illtl 
• Textured steel doors I I ~ ~ ~ ~ l l l t  IIIII 
• Adjustable rollers / Illll 
" " ~ " ' ' ° "  / ~ ~ , ~ t l  lilll 
*727  
.. yo"e :'.i. . 
c 
1158 
"COUNTRYWIDE L~,  
FURNITURE & APPLIANCE (since 1963) ~ ~_~CH~n-~,~'"  
Owned and Operated by Totem Furniture & Appliance Ltd. 
CLOTHES AND FOOTWEAR 
Joins 
CROMARTY AND CO. 
Catering 
,YNNE CHRISTIANSEN'S 
Hand Painted Gifts 
OCTOBER 28, 12 pro- 8 p 
....,. ........ .Y, OCTOBER 29 I0 am --6 
4438 GREIG AVE 
• (at The Little House) 
V V V U V ~ V V V V V V V V V V ~ V V V V ~ ~ ~ V ~ ~  
The Terrace Cone r Sc,<:i,.=ty presents V ' ' '  
V V Adjust Your v The Arts Club Theatre's Production of 
V 
Head Restand s~a~ ~ vv ~'" ~~'~~ .,, ~q, 
Buckle Up. v ~c~ ~: v 
v L.. \ v 
v I " I  e 
V V 
 ' '/ v 
U V Pendragon Computers Inc ." ? ," 
Is pleased to announce the imminent ~ i v 
opening of its subsidiary ~ ~ ~ v 
v 
e ¢1 : All Grown Up" .: 
A Girl Group Musical  c reated  by v 4 ~ 
. . . .  ~ Ellen Kennedy,  Bonnie Panych,  v 
_e: Lori Va l leau and Leslie Mi ldiner v 
V 
Sponsored by The Terrace Standard V 
and Sight & Sound 
 rlin Solutio Inc 
: Saturday, November 5, 994 v 
V 
]'~S i R.E.M. Lee Theatre ~ v 
Located at 103 4716 Lazelle Ave behind McDonalds e v 
V Tickets: Adults - $15 Students~Seniors, $10 v 
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NISGA'A TREATY TALKS 
26,1994 
Precedent biggest hurdle 
THE BIGGEST HURDLE in he- beyond Meziadln to the head- talks based in Terrace. 
gotiating a Nisga'a treaty is the waters oftheNass. That person would be able to 
precedent i will set across B.C,, 
according to the federal govern- 
ment's chief treaty negotiator. 
David Osborn, speaking to 
about 50 local people at a public 
forum here last week, said reach- 
ing a deal with the Nisga'a might 
be relatively easy if that was all 
they had to worry about. 
"It would be OK if we were 
just dealing with the Nisga'a," 
Osbom said. "But we aren't. We 
have to ask what would be the 
implications of that settlement if 
it were transmitted to other 
claimed areas across B.C." 
He called the goal of reaching 
agreement-in-principle by spring 
"ambitious." 
"There will be no agreement 
unless all the subjects are, agreed 
upon," he said. "And there will 
be no deal at any price." 
The Nisga'a claim 25,000 
square ldlometres extending from 
the lower Nass to Stewart and 
But Osbom again made it clear 
the government is only prepared 
to give up a small fraction of that. 
"We have to preserve the 
authority of the Crown on the 
vast majority of the territory." 
Asked what a Nisga'a govern- 
ment in the Nass would look like, 
he said that it will "look more 
like a municipal government than 
anything else." 
Terrace mayor lack Talstra 
asked Osbom whether the federal 
negotiating team will consider ad- 
ding a municipal representative in 
the same way the province has 
committed. 
Osborn responded that it's more 
appropriate for the province to 
add municipal representatives, 
because municipalities are creat- 
ed by authority of the province. 
The relationship between 
municipalities and the federal 
government is much more distant, 
he said. 
David Osborn 
But he did say the federal 
government is seriously consider- 
ing opening a regional treaty in- 
formation office in Terrace. 
The goal, he said, would be to 
have a member of the federal ne- 
gotiating team in the Nisga'a 
, .4 /
provide information and collect 
opinions and ideas from people 
about he Nisga'a deal. 
And that person could also give 
information on other treaties the 
federal government is negotiating 
with other groups in the region. 
" I  hope to have an answer for 
you soon on that," Osbom said. 
Osborn offered no apologies for 
the confidentiality with which the 
negotiations have taken place. 
"This is a big, unwieldy, com- 
plex business and it requires an 
unwieldy consultative process," 
he said. 
If an agreement-in-principle is 
reached, he said, it_will be 
released for public comment. 
It could take another year to 18 
months after that, Osborn 
predicted, to reach a final agree- 
ment, which would be taken to 
the legislature for debate and ap- 
proval or rejection. 
III~ RADELET & WHITE 
• Barristers & Solicitors, Vancouver, B.C. 
Companies • Family Trusts • Tax Matters 
James W. Radelet Phone 689-0878 Fax 689-1386 
I N t '  
WtllTIHI]! 




Roland Computer Software 
Kurzweil Music Systems 
Samic Pianos 
COAST INN OF THE WEST ~ h 
Friday, Nov. 4 11 a.rn.- 8 p.m. ,~ ........ ~ 
Saturday, Nov. 5 11 a.rn.- 5 p.m. ~ .  
Brought to you by: 
THE B&B MUSIC LTD. 
316 George St., Prince George, BC 
CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-667-7888 
(The Choice is Clear) 
/ 
OFFER VALID UNTIL DEC. ~/1994. 
•PREMIUM 
Purified Bottled Water and Dispensers 
You'll never know the difference until you try it!l 
J 
-} 
,TILE iiRfillP TRiJ  II{RJ $T ii, IRfiltT. 
I 
In the Slumberlodge, Terrace ~ Telephone . . . .  (604) 635'6302 
' i 
now offer fully licensed dining . . . .  
with a new menu for breakfast, lunch and dinner. 
Plus Daily specials on all meals. 
Halibut & Chips 
with clam ch°wder °r salad $6  7 5  
only ...................................... [] 
8 oz Sirloin Steak with 
18 oz Crab Legs 
includes chowder $ 1 3 9 5  
or salad only .............. = 
6 oz Steak Sandwich 
with soup or salad 
11 am to 4 pm 
on,, .................. *6.95 
2 FOR 1 Pasta 
All you can eat. Spaghetti or Lasagna 
Includes Garlic Toast, 
 or - :oo m '8 95 
only . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " 
Steak & Eggs 
All day '~  
7 am - 3 pm 
' 6  95  only ............................. m 
 E T JRANT') 
In the Slumberlodge, Terrace 
(oTHE 
Book now for your festive season. Staf f  parties from 15 to 40 
people. Special menu offered to groups. Special beverage prices. ,°o,, 635-6302 
It doem't take a dq~ree in meteoro/oq)J to l.,tu, tv it,here itS" lmrmer. Throttyh May lYth, 
),eli call spcHd a it,eekcmt i t I/amotmer fi'om only $340 (hotel ~ ai~lre inchtded). Book yottr t)acka~e three da),s itt aduattce, 
stay Satttrda), t@ht, attd ),ott'll have a choice c?f the Cemm'), Plaza Hotel or otte of three Delta Hotels. 
H4' like to thittk this i.; a pretty good deal. F_.st;eciall)J comiderin,¢ it itlchtdes ailfare, attd afore" month head start on Spring. 
Canadian Regional 
eBILOING A BETTER AIRLINE. 
• ~0111~ conditions apply. Canadbm L~ a rcgistcr,~d tnldem.,rk ofC,madian Airlit,cs Intcrn.ltiOnal Ltd. 
f i | 
i 





WITH THE 1994 fire season 
officially over, the forest ser- 
vice has confirmed this year 
saw a record number of blazes 
across the province. 
There were a total of 4,068 
fires between Apr. 15 and 
Oct. 15 and fire fighting costa 
hit $79 million. 
Lightning caused seven out 
of every 10 fires, with the 
storm of Aug. 3.5 being 
responsible for 1,200 blazes 
throughout the province. 
However, the good news 
was the amount of forest 
burned was only about half 
the 10-year average. 
In the Prince Rupert forest 
region there were 224 fires 
which burned 7"41ha. Only 
two fires continued to bum as 
of last week. 
The northwest escaped the 
worst of the fire season. 
Extreme hot weather in 
southern parts of the province 
helped fuel fires that took 
place down there. 
One of the worst blazes took 
place just outside of Pentic- 
ton. 
Residents of Penticton s~ib- 
nrbs were evacuated at the 
height of the fire. 
Society zeroing in 
on native students 
LOCAL PARENTS are forming a 
society to help decide how $1.5 
million should be spent on native 
students in public schools. 
This isn't new money but it is 
money that was used before for 
programs not tied specifically to 
native students, aid Mac Derrick, 
who has been helping set up 
parent meetings. 
The plan for a society follows 
an education ministry directive 
that specific programs should 
taken in aboriginal anguage in- 
struction, aboriginal culture and 
support for native students uch 
as tutors and counselors. 
"It  can't be used, for example, 
to lower class sizes," Derrick 
said of the new guidelines. 
Correspondence from the edu- 
cation ministry indicates that sub- 
stantially less money is being 
spent on native students than 
what is being allotted. 
I t  also indicates that native stu- 
dents appear to do worse and 
have a higher drop out rate when 
compared to their peers. 
The ministry says that specific 
programs for native students 
should be decided upon with the 
consent of parents and of the na- 
tive community. 
In meetings held so far, Derrick 
said parents are concerned that 
students are being promoted to 
higher grades without first com- 
pleting lower grade requirements. 
"There are kids that are at a 
Grade 8 level but read at a Grade 
2 level," Derrick added. 
SKEENA CHEM-DRY ® 
The Carbonated Carpet Cleaner 
• NO STEAM .NO SHAMPOO 
~ -RAPID DRYING •NO STICKY RESIDUE • REMOVES MOST STUBBORN STAINS 
• ELIMINATES SHRINKAGE & MILDEW* 
~lrrl r~. *STAYS CLEAN LONGER* 
,~'~o~o *COMPLETELY SAFE* 
P~:~.~o ,> * Also Available 
o~C;~[.~°.~.~. O Deodorizing ,Carpet Protector 
,~ ,~ " , ,~  • Upholstery Cleaning 
FREE ESTIMATES 
~ ~ - -  . . . . . . . .  
Commercial 2436 Residential 
Royal Canadian 
Legion Branch 13 
4425 Legion Ave. Terrace, BC 
OCT. 28 and Oct. 29 
DANCE TO 
NORTHERN COMFORT 
9:00 pm to 1:00 am at the Legion Hall. 
SATURDAY, OCT. 29 is a 
HALLOWEEN 
MASQUERADE 
I Prizes for best costume 
. J  m 






.... Date& Time of Birth: 
Oct; 09/94 at 7:39 a,m. 
,Velghti 8Ibs 12 oz Sex: Male 
arents: Kevan & Naomi Peters 
. Babyis Name: 
Eric Glen Woods 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Oct. 11/94 at 8:07 a.m. 
Weight: 5Ibs l oz Sex: Male 
Parents::Sylvia Woods & Met 
MeCulloch 
Parents: Alan & Diane Ogilvy . . . .  " 
ORANGE HAT SALE! 
Of when wearing an orange 
hat from Oct. 26 - Nov. 1. 
Have you received your invitation? 
Invitation Night Nov. 9 
1-800-661-2990 Skeena Mall - 635-5236 
She said that some of that may 
be addressed by public schools 
going back to letter grades and 
away from the province's con- 
troversial Year 2000 system. 
Parents also feel there should be 
more cross cultural training, more 
anti-racism education and native 
representation on the school 
board. 
About half of the native stu- 
dents in School District 88 
which also takes in the Hazcitons, 
Kitwanga and Stewart ~ live in 
Terrace and area. 
And about one in five students 
in Terrace and area are native. 
In Terrace, E.T. Kenney and 
Clarence Michiel schools have 
the largest number of native stu- 
dents at 55 and 32 per cent 
respectively. 
Caledonia has a native popula- 
tion of approximately 17 per cent. 
There are two part time cultural 
training teacher positions in local 
schools, two full time and one 
part time home-school coor- 
dinators, an after school tutoring 
program at the Kermode Friend- 
ship Centre and plans for a 
similar program at Kitsumkalum. 
The parents meet again Nov. 1 
at 7 p,m. at the Kermode 
Ffienship Centre on Kalum. More 
information is available from 
Mac Derrick at the centre. The 
phone number is 635-4906. 
That connection between the 
school district and parents in the 
Hazelton area is to take place 
through the Gitksan 
Wct'suwet'en Education Society. 
That's an established group 
which has been working in that 
area for years. 
RECEIVING APPLICATIONS 
FOR THE NORTHWEST INTERIM 
REGIONAL HEALTH BOARD 
The Board is currently being formed as part of the Ministry of 
Health's "New Directions" Program. The Board will cover Dense 
Lake, Hazelton, Houston, Kitimat, Prince Rupert, Queen Charlotte 
Islands, Smithers, Stewart, Terrace, and the surrounding areas. 
Members of the areas listed are invited to apply for appointment by 
the Minister of Health to the Board. All members will serve as vol- 
unteers, although reimbursement for approved expenSes will be 
available. ' i i 
The purpose Of the Board is to develop aIiealth plan for the region, 
prepare budgets for submission to the Ministry, and del ver regional 
health services according to standards Set bythe Ministry. Work of 
the Board will be done through the assistance of enipl0yees. 
The purpose of the Ministerial appointments to this Board are to 
ensure: " [ 
• participation by traditionally under epresented groups; 
• that the Board has members with experienCe inhealth Car e = 
governance; 
• a regional perspective within the Board; 
• inclusion of a wide spectrum of sectors. 
Individuals wishing to have their name s submitted to th e Minister 
for consideration are requested !O submit an appl cation on or 
before November 7,1994. The Minister will be considering names 
submitted from a number of sources. 
For more information, or to obtain an application to serve on the 
Board, please call the Northwest Regional Health Board Steering 
Committee at 627-8738. 
Terrace Co-op 
TECHNI CAL . . . . . . .  ~.~ 
TECHNI-CAE 
TE¢I I CAE : 7 '7  ~ r 
For that one pet in a million, 
i:i i: ~!~ [!i/~:/. '(ii ~ i/~: ~ • 
your 
i ,[ [ i::i(i. 7 ~ 
, , (  • • < [ i 
"arm and Garden Centre, 
II i " :  
Across the parking 10t from the main C0-0p st0re, 
i I 
i (  
(i 
[!71 ~I~ 
i . . . .  
TERRACE CO-OPHOME CENTRE '  
' 2912 Mo l i to r  S t .  
STORE HOURS:  
MONDAY THRU SATURDAY 
8 a .m.  - 6 p .m.  
OPEN SUNDAYS 11:OOAM - 4 PM 
635-9595 
, ~ii: 'S j : .  
~i:~::,iiii!!:~:i:! ~ 
• i !~  ~ 7 ~ 
• : . . . .  ! * 
TERRACE CO-OP DEPARTMENT STORE'( i 
4617 Gre ig  Ave .  
' Grocer ies  STORE HOURS:  I "Lottery Centre 
Cafeter ia  Men, - Wed ...................... 9 a .m,  - 6 p.m; I • Hardware & ~r ~ 
• Fami ly  Thurs. - Frl . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  e a.m. - e p.m. Houaeware 
Fash ions  Saturday,. ......................... 9 a .m,  - e p.m. • Sporting Goads 
• Post  Of f i ce  Sunday .................. ;........ 11 a.m, - 5 p.m. • Appl iances & 
635-6347 Electronics 
BULK PLANT 
4821 Hwy.  16  
BULK PLANT HOURS 
MONDAY- FRIDAY 
8:00 a.m. - 6 p.m. 
SATURDAY 
9:00 a.m. - 1 p.m. 
635-7419 
CO-OP FARM & GARDEN CENTRE 
4617 Gre lg  Ave .  
STORE HOURS:  
Men.  - Thur8  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  9 a .m.  - 6 p .m.  
F r iday  ............................... 9 a .m.  - 9 p .m.  




4821 Hwy.  16  
GAS BAR HOURS 
Men., Tues., & Wed ...... 8:30 a.m. - 6 p.m. 
Thursday & Friday ........ 8:30 a.m. - 9 p.m. 
Saturday ....................... 8:30 a.m. - 6 p.m. 
Sunday . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  11:00 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
635,7419 
i 
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Terrace has been best bet 
for real estate in the north 
RESIDENTIAL REAL estate has 
proven to be a better investment 
in Terrace than in either Kitimat 
or Prince Rupert over the past 20 
years, indicates a report of a local 
appraisal company. 
Average sale prices in Terrace 
went up by more than 300 per 
cent from 1974 to 1994 compared 
to 200 per cent in Kitimat and 
242 per cent in Prince Rupert, 
says Lane Appraisals Ltd. 
The report also states that the 
cost of renting has gone up the 
most in Prince Rupert - -  by 300 
per cent compared to 228 per cent 
in Kitimat and 287 per cent in 
Terrace. 
In dollar terms, the average sale 
price of a home in Terrace is now 
$108,000 compared to $33,000 in 
1974. 
Prince Rupert's average sale 
price is now $94,000 compared to 
$38,000 in 1974 while Kitimat's 
average sales price on Skeena 
Street, for example, is now 
$65,000 compared to $31,500 in 
1974. 
Average household income has 
risen about the same, in the low 
500 per cent range, for each of 
the cities over the 20-year period. 
But given the increase in sales 
prices over the same period, it's 
become more expensive - -  when 
compared to house prices ~ to 
buy one in Terrace than in the 
other two cities. 
Average household income 
using Statistics Canada 1991 fig- 
ures for Terrace is listed at 
$55,000 while it's $57,000 in 
Prince Rupert and $57,000 in 
Kitimat. 
Specifically for Terrace, the 
TERRACE RESIDENTIAL real estate has proved itself to be a 
good investment and that means work for homebuilders like Dar- 
ten Hedberg of Hedberg Construction, shown pounding the 
pieces together for a new home on Gordon Avenue. 
average cost per square, foot to 
build a house has risen by 292 per 
cent - -  from $32.50 to $95. 
A view lot on Westview Drive 
cost $18,500 in 1974 but now 
goes for $65,000. 
A non view lot on Tuck cost 
$9,500 in 1974 compared to 
$35,000 today. 
A five-acre parcel on the Bench 
fetched $18,500 in 1974 but now 
costs $65,000, 
And acreage for development 
on the Bench now runs at 
$10,000 per acre compared to 
$3,500 in 1974. 
A Soucie Ave. home in the 
Horseshoe that coat $40,000 in 
1974 will now cost $115,000 
while a home on Weber Ave. 
now costs $70,000 compared to 
$23,500 in 1974. 
About the only factor that 
hasn't changed is the mortgage 
rate. 
A typical five-year ate in 1974 
was 10.5 per cent compared to 
10.75 per cent today. 
 -iousing market still strong 
Ferguson pointed out those fig- 
ures apply to all of northwestern 
B.C. and that the Terrace and area 
market continues strong. 
He also said exclusive listings, 
those which are held by individu- 
al agencies and not placed with 
the Multiple Listing Service, are 
not counted as part of the board's 
overall sales figures. 
"Quite a few of those exclu- 
sives don't make it to the board 
level and we don't keep track of 
those," Ferguson added. 
Despite whatever official fig- 
ures may indicate, Ferguson 
pointed out that prices continue to 
rise. 
That's because sale prices have 
yet to reach what it costs to build 
homes. 
"You're looking at at least $95 
a square foot, if not $100 a square 
foot re build. Sale prices aren't at 
that replacement level," he said. 
And although the residential 
housing construction industry is 
strong, there haven't been a large 
number of spec homes - -  those 
built without first having an 
owner lined up - -  or subdivisions 
developed, Fergusou said. 
"We're not overbuilding for the 
market, so we can expect selling 
prices to remain strong. It really 
is a ease of supply and demand," 
he added. 
"We hear that in some cities 
where there is overbuilding the 
market is taking a bit of a beat- 
ing," said Feguson. 
" I  like to feel that here we're 
just plugging along. Prices will 
probably continue to go up with 
.no major jumps and no major 
drops," he said. 
T 
GRANT DAVIS 
4727 Lazelle Ave., 
REAL ESTATE sales figures 
may be down but it's not a sign 
the market's slowing, says a 
spokesman for the Northwest 
Real Estate Board. 
Instead, says Verne Ferguson, 
the supply of available homes has 
yet to reach the demand. 
"There are fewer homes avail- 
able. There's just about nothing 
in the $!20,000 range. It's pretty 
tight," he said. 
Ferguson was commenting on 
official sales figures for the Mul- 
tiple Listing Service of the North- 
west Real Estate Board. 
For August, those figures indi- 
cate 43 sales of northwestern 
homes compared to 63 for August 
of 1993. 
The average price for August 
was listed at $96,000 compared to 
$90,000 for the same month last 
year. 
I Fall is a time of colour changes; 
I . therefore, in October, 
I Changes offers you: a co/our, cut 
I and blow dry for ~35.00  
'V I  635.7737 ~ ,7 
TAMARA THEISSEN 
CHANGES Terrace, BC 
a 3 
at4 --~ f * - -  615 L 
'~)'~'P' " aZe]]eAve "11. ,  ~(%, .  . 
lO:oo  5," 
._ Ow..,_ to 4.n,~ girl 
i 
Speeding Costs Almost 8,000 Injuries A Year. 
Please, SlowDown. 
Your Image 
Is Our Concertt 
Only 1 salon offers you: 
11 Stylists 
4 Estheticians 
• All Esthetic services, including electrolysis. 
• Stand up tanner that gives you complete tanning 
with no stripes. 
' Friendly services by professionals who care, 
because at Images... Your image is our concern. 
Open unt i l  7 pm Monday  - F r iday~ 
~ ~ , Saturday  9 am - 4 pm 
SOME PEOPLE WILL OFFER YOU 
CLOSE OUT PRICES 
OR 
GRAND OPENING OR WAREHOUSE SALES 
BUT ALWAYS REMEMBER.. .  
In  fac t  i f  you  f ind  a 
lower  adver t i sed  pr i ce  anywhere  in  
Ter race  we ' l l  meet  that  p r i ce  and  
g ive  you  




FurnituT i~NeyS offers 
a oeSt 






FIREWORKS AND fire- 
crackers can only be sold up 
until Nov. 1 and only to 
people over the age of 19, 
warn the RCMP. They can 
only be set off until Nov. 1 
and only on private property 
unless specifically authorized 
to do so by the fire chief. 
There's also a ban on giving 
fireworks or firecrackers to 
people under the age of 19. 
Violations will result in the 
seizure of fireworks and pros- 
ecutlon, add the RCMP. 
"Fireworks/firecrackers are 
dangerous and responsible for 
numerous permanent injuries 





TWO MAJOR highway 
projects at Gitsequecla east of 
here on Hwyl6 are finished, 
says the highways ministry. 
Both projects, constructing a 
two-lane overpass with walk- 
way over top of the highway 
to connect the two sides of the 
village and replacing the con- 
crete deck of a bridge across 
the Kitseguecla River, started 
last year. 
And both were completed 
ahead of scheduled, says the 
ministry. The overpass project 
cost $850,000 while the 
bridge deck replacement cost 
an estimated $1.7 million. 
The bridge work was done 
by Cortez Construction of 
Kamloops, the same company 
that has the contract to build a 
one-lane vehicle bridge across 
the Nass River in the Nass 
Valley to Gitwinksihlkw. 
Greens give 
thumbs up 
MENIBERS OF the Green 
Party in northwestern B.C. 
say they're happy with the 
return of Green Party mem- 
bers to the federal German* 
parliament. The German 
Greens will have 47 of the 
656 seats in the German 
Bundestag. 
"A  result like this will be a 
big boost to B.C. Greens who 
are preparing for the upcom- 
ing provincial election," said 
Prince Rupert resident Peter 
Mehling .who was Skeena's 




A HIGHWAYS ministry test 
to increase the visibility of 
highway shoulders in bad 
weather continues in north- 
western B.C. with new mark- 
ings between Terrace and 
Prince Rupert. 
A test already completed on 
the highway between Kitimat 
and Terrace found that new 
markings were about as 
visible as the system currently 
used. 
"Extreme weather condi- 
tions in the north make high- 
way safety our number one 
concern," said highways min- 
ister Jaekic Pement. 
Motorists will be asked, by 
questionnaire, about he effec- 
tiveness of the test. 
Airport 
meet=ng 
MORE INFORMATION on 
the federal government's plan 
to get out of the small airport 
business should be forthcom- 
ing next month at a confer- 
ence in Vancouver. 
The Vancouver Internation- 
al Airport Authority, the 
agency which now runs that 
facility, is hosting a confer- 
ence for other airports in B.C. 
"We have been a local 
authority for two and a half 
years and I think our experi- 
ence can  benef i t  communi t ies  
that are preparing to take over 
management of their airport 
from Ottawa," says Van- 
couver airport authority presi- 
tent David Emerson. 
Invited ai~. airport, civic and 
~uslness officials from 26 
B.C. airport communities, 
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, October 26, 1994- A13 
City won't ease 
its parking rules 
CITY COUNCILLORS are tak- 
ing a hard line with a developer 
who wants parking restrictions on 
a downtown lot eased. 
Wayne Braid's company 
MiWay Holdings wants city ap- 
proval to build a two-storey 
retail/office building with two 
apartments on top on the lot of 
the ' former Quarterdeck 
Restaurant. 
City parking regulations require 
12 parking spots for the proposed 
use, but Braid wants to proceed 
with just four parking spaces on 
site. 
That's not good enough, coun- 
cillors said at last Thursday's 
planning committee meeting. 
They decided they want to see 
eight to 10 spaeea ttached to that 
site, and will tell Braid to go back 
to the drawing board. 
Councillor Gordon Hull said he 
doesn't want to stifle economic 
development i  that area, but said 
council has to take a stand to be- 
gin addressing the parking 
shortage in town. 
"How many times has the 
Chamber of Commerce come 
here and razzed us about doing 
nothing on parking," he 
demanded. " I f  we allow some- 
thing like this to go ahead we're 
only compounding the problem. 
You have to start somewhere." 
"Four spaces is just way too 
low," added councillor David 
Hull. 
He also said allowing the prop- 
erty owner to lease spaces in a 
parking lot elsewhere may not be 
the solution. 
Rental lots may dissappear in 
the future and be replaced by 
other developments, David Hull 
said. 
"Then what do you do?" he 
asked. 
Planner Jack Hepplewhite said 
a bylaw may allow the new build- 
ing to operate under the looser 
parking restrictions that applied 
to the Quarterdeck building. 
He said the city is seeking legal 
advice to determine whether they 
can override the arrangement for 
the previous building. 
The city is checking out a series 
of options to open up more park- 
ing lots in town. 
The city is also moving to ex- 
tend one.hour parking restrictions 
to the south side of Lakelse Ave. 
from Kalum St. to Apsley. 
Kermodei Ka 
'~'~ I ' ~ ~  • " 
_ 
:i/'0% In{erest ; i :  : i 
No Down Payment 
Do Not Pay Until April 1,1995 
Approx. 50 Participating Merchants 
~' Avoid High Credit Card Interest Rates 
~' 24 Hour Pre-Approved Credit 
~' No Maximum Credit Limit (OAC) 
~' Kermodei Ka$h of $25, $50, $100 
~' Shop from Nov. 1 to Jan. 7! 
For complete details and : 
application form,contact 
AVCO Financial Services 
"~I  ~ 4557-A Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, B.C. VSG 4E1 
635-2826 Fax 635-3694 
=.r the remarkab/e 
ence of Mastey. 
~o and Conditioner 
~. your hair a fuller, 
;a/thier look. 
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GALLERY 
D Keith Ave. 
PACK UP 
]?Itl  S VIN(IS,,, 
MENS JEANS LADLES 
$111 JEANS $1tl 
Request & Gasoline .......... I ~ '  OFF by Manager ...................... a l l  V OFF 
SPORTSWEAR 
byENUF, Mens& ~l~n/  LONG SLEEVE 
L~iigeiSngSs,W.e.a.},s,'-,T.',s, '. ... g U 70 OFF T -SHIRTS  0 
cono, e::::,:::t.:. . ............. 20%. 
CASUAL • LADLES SWEATERS 
PANTS S 20 0  PACK' ......... ,,...,.,.., , ........... m i= Iv  m w vr r " ,  ~ I
• ' i " 9/94 
There's nothing like a West Coast getaway to cure the fall & winter blues. Especiall), at these prices, t 
A change o f  scenery  w i l l  do  you  good .  
. . . .  . , , , , _ _ _ _  _ . . _  . . . _  , 
professional sports and ex- 
Choose  Vancouver. 
One of the world's tnost vibr;mt and beautiful 
cities. With mountain v~cws, magnificent Stanley 
Park, unique shops on Robson 
, ' I s  l i lth' ,L¢ 
Strect. fi,,ecuisine, xciti,,g s 2 9 9  
..li!'l;irc I.; ~h'COlllt,odathqt 
ceptional performing arts, ./,,. 2,,,'~h,., 
Vancouver isCanada's year round playground. 
' (¢ 
Choose  V ictor ia .  
hnagine aheritage ctty alive with the romance of an era 
/ 
when tall ships moored alon~ide the wharf. Where gar- 
dening and golf are year-round 
passions, and afternoon tea is 
still taken in the traditional 
"tii~*hurried manner. Discover 
,'Is Iitdeas 
s299 
/I j!l[;le ~ dl~'OIItl#loddttoll 
;,,.2 ,,(~tn~ 
the natural beau W and civilized charm of Victoria, 
Choose  Both .  
There's only o le tiff lg thats better than a getaway in 
rather Vancouver 0r Victoria. And that's agetaway in 
both. Our 3-night, 2-city l- ~.,u,t, , 
I S44.¢' 
Sped~lpri&.'Go 61ead:ai~d*:'l -; '*~ . : .. *, " 
i 'sp01i yoUrsdf. 
our travel agent o rA i rB  
 i-800-561-4199 
Chok'e of  52 hotels. Price baird (.) doubk' occup,u,cy wr  p~rm., taxc~ cxm~. Mhlimum ,fftw~, .ight~ ~ta~: F(mr da D adva,u'e ptir('.h~i~e ~iitlff 
tc  ) . . . . . . .  -L" " ~:~il" , ..... ~ ~: I~'U~ subject t(, x,'aihl,ility Travd mint be complet,:d by IX.o:mbcr 14. I ~).i. I ackagcs,lrc no,Ftrallffurable and all .~alt:s aw fi l l  I ~. 
, t 




THE CAMPAIGN to raise money 
for the Terrace Public Library's 
expansion hasn't yet officially 
begun and it's already raised 
nearly $28,000. 
"We had one anonymous dona- 
tion of $5,000," said library 
board spokesman George Clark. 
"That's just txemendous." 
That bodes well for reaching 
the goal ~ $80,000 over two 
years. 
Serious fund-raising gels un- 
derway in November, with the 
printing of a brochure about the 
library. 
That plus a letter soliciting 
money will be sent to corpora- 
tions and area businesses. 
They will also distribute en- 
velopes to patrons asking them to 
'Remember the Library at Christ- 
mas'. 
"We're about nine-months 
through the year and the library 
has run an absolutely bare bones 
budget," he added. 
Conferences and travel were 
eliminated this year, and acquisi- 
tions were cut back to help raise 
more money. 
Patrons can contribute money to 
the library directly at the front 
counter, Clark added. 
They also hope to raise money 
at some events they're hosting in 
the coming months. 
The first such event akes place 
in mid-November, when the li- 
brary hosts a talk by CBC com- 
mentator and author Gwynn 
Dyer. 
Clark said they may continue to 
raise money even after the 
$80,000 goal is reached to get 
things like air conditioning and a 
book security system. 
"Those things aren't included 
in the expansion, so if we want 
them, we're going to have to raise 
money for them." 
The library needs to raise the 
money for items that were cut out 
of its expansion project. 
Those items were eliminated to 
bring the project in line with the 
budget set aside for the expan- 
sion. 
Most of the expansion money 
comes from a set amount author- 
ized for borrowing by taxpayers 




HERE ARE convictions result- 
ing from recent cases heard in 
Terrace provincial court: 
August 26 
Bernard Romeo Desjardins was 
convicted of assault. He was 
sentenced to 14 days in jail and 
one year on probation. 
George Leslie Monahan was 
convicted of assault. He was 
given fined $200 and placed on 
probation for one year. 
David Samuel Gladstone 
pleaded guilty to narcotic posses- 
sion. He was fined $300. 
August 31 
Cecillia "Bernadette Clayton 
pleaded guilty to ~cft under 
$1,000. Clayton was given a 
suspended sentence, six months 
on probation, and was ordered to 
serve 25 hours community work 
service. 
September 7 
Vernon Christopher Stephcns 
pleaded guilty to causing a dis- 
turbance and was fined $75. 
September 16 
Gerry Joseph Johns pleaded 
guilty to two counts of theft under 
$1,000, possession of stolen prop- 
erty, fraudulently obtaining ~'ans- 
portation, and escaping lawful 
custody. He was sentenced to six 
months in prison. 
Darlene A. Seymour was con- 
victed of driving with a blood- 
alcohol level over the legal limit 
of 0.08. She was sentenced to 30 
days in jail and is prohibited from 
driving for one year. 
Jeffrey Brian Quock pleaded 
guilty to breach of probation. He 
was scntenced to 30 days in jail. 
Ted Jerry Watts pleaded guilty 
to narcotic possession and was 
fined $100. 
September 20 
Daniel John Schweng pleaded 
guilty to assault and was 
sentenced to nine months on 
probation. 
Wendell Everett Williams 
pleaded guilty to two counts of 
theft under $1,000. He was 
sentenced tosix days in jail. 
September 22 
Gordon Marcel May was con- 




~1~ m CANADIAN ASSOCIATION 
DIABETES CANADIENNE 
ASSOCIATION DU DIABC'TE 
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CHILDREN'S UBRARIAN Holly Nguyen keeps the mercury 
moving upwards on the library's fund-raising thermometer. The 
fund now has $28,000 after receiving an anonymous $5,000 
donation. The goal is set at $80,000. 
C H R Y S L E 
i~  ~ I I I l mm I mm umu I l ib  I I I 
_ Reforms(- ORGANIZ ING ,.,,.,.,'N.' 
I SEND ENQUIRIES TO - P.O. BOX 718 TERRACE~ BC VBG 4B8 
I 1 year membership $10.00 each I 
I 
1 Name ( ) ~ 
TITLE FIRST LAST I 
i Address 
I M~U.o  I 
I STREET I 
.BC I 
I CiTY POSTAL CODE 
1 Phone HOME WORK FAX I 
I WOULD LIKE TO JOIN (~} DONATE (~)  VOLUNTEER (.--) | 
I I I i mm i I i i I mm i mu i i l l  
It's a Canadian first. With 4.5 million sold since 1983, 
Chrysler MagicWagon is the best selling minivan in the world. 
Be a part of this great Canadian success tory. Test drive 
the '95 Dodge Caravan or Plymouth Voyager today. 
1995 DODGE ~.n , ' . . , ,au~,  vun ,  n'u .nw~_cn  
The afforda 




~lt~ A ~ ,  ,~ ,*  INCLUDING 
, , FREIGHT , 
24T Package ,ncludes: ~ ' i~  i g X  " F r°nt  wheel dr!re 
• Standard front dual air bags I~V~ J~ ~ l~ lZ~ ' 7passenger  seating 
:Standard side impact bean, s includingS'750 Factory Rebate.* : R;e:ft:::Yc AM/FM stereo 
Air condit ioning ,~,.  ,4,o ' 
• - . . . .  L~ULuKey.-.. 
~uromaric transmission OR - • . . Power liftgate release 
s348 • 3.0 litre V6 engine **PerMo~h .. • And much more 
SEE YOUR LOCAL CHRYSLER DEALER. 
F~V~ ~T~ 5~=RV|¢~ mo~,,hterm.t, osedonveh~cleeq~i;~e3o~de~cn~ Ami~m~d~nL`emen)~e~)ent~r~I~?~32~i~requi'ed~"~p~n~e~e~mde~5t~A~dt~W~u~R~t~3~I~"~[~mI~ r-L,u ..... . 
~tlRYSLEK 
lymo tl} 
Jeep]  Eagle W'enol use en!~' (¢~me~c,~ ~'ehkles ere e~du~ed T¢csl terse ~,gch~, e~cI~ng ra=es ~ $13,ll 5, bee hlomem oe Emiled fo 6'2,500 ~, (l~Qe of ~.06/}i~me~e [o( ex(e~$ omef~e$, Offer moy IlOl he ¢~med wi~ olhe¢ o~er$ (Lmen~ M~ble from (htylle~ Cted, t C~,~ lh=s ~, a tloled er~ lee~ th no [,,:~d ~eeu~te~ent, I~ng he~¢t ~ excluG~ ke~,insuro~e, leg~offon ~ laxe~, [~lrve~y l[~ token Irom ~e~ i~loet ~td  ~e offer See de~e'fo~ ~el~, 
Take Home A Wor ld  Leader:  The 1 995 MagicWagon.  
Dr Thomas Nenninger 
announces the opening of his practice in 
GENERAL DENTISTRY 
at 101-4619 Park Avenue 
Office Hours 
Mon.- Wed. 8 am - 5 pm 
Tues. - Thurs. 8 am - 8 pm 
Fri. 8 am - 1 pm 
Please call 635-1213 for an appointment. 
Sunday Appointments are available on request 
R ' S 
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CLASS FD D ADY TmSING 
W P 
E 
TERRACE STANDARD or SKEENA MARKETPLACE Terrace Standard 
I o r  ACTION ADS Skeena Marketplace 
20 Words or less 
One week Terrace Standard 
Additional words at 15¢ each 
$ 
Classified Display 
Bordered Ads ................... .... $9,51 per inch 
Birthday/Anniversary 
Picture Ads-3" Minimum ................ $25.53 
Plus $9,51 for each additional inch 
Obituaries 
3 inches ........................................... $20.53 
additional in~~5,51  each)~-~ ~';= 
O• Business Directory 
"Let 'The Standard' dor your sales." 
Includes GST The Terrace Standard and the Skeena 
Marketplace will present your business card 
to over 30,000 potential buyers every week. 
Classified Ads must be at 
our office before 5:00 pm 
on Friday for publication 
the following Wednesday, 
or at 5:00 pm on Tuesday 
for weekend publication. 
- ~ '  "~ - " ~- t /  J . I1. J ( - , '1  r 
For 6 insertions in either The Terrace Standard or Sk 
Marketplace, or 3 insertions in each paper. 
20 Words or less, Additional words at25¢ each Includes GST 
O• 
Business Directory ads are billed monthly 
and sold On a 3 month contract 
Business Card in the Terrace Standard 
s26 84 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . per  week  tax inc luded 
" . . .  . 
Add the Skeena Marketplace 
fOr an additiOnal $ : :~'~; " :~: .. , per weektaxincluded 
Contact Mike, Janet or Sam 
at 638-7283 
Yellowhead Classified 
The Terrace Standard 
Houston Today , Vanderhoof Express 
Fort St. James Caledonia Courier 




interior News , The Skeena Marketplace, Smithers ' 
• Burns Lake District News 
BC / YUKON 
N ETWOR K ADS 
Network classifieds will appear in 110 member 
papers throughout BC and the Yukon. 
| 
4 weeks of advertising 
B 
20 words or less 
50¢ for each additional word 
Non-commercial use onlv Plus GST 
O• 
Reach 1.6 million 
One Insertion 
25 words 






Reach over 60,000 potential buyers in the 
• Quesnel Observe 
, Williams Lake Tribune 
• 100 Mile Free Press. 
4 weeks of advertising, 20 words0r lessl ~ 
* For non-commercial use only 
O• 
Plus GST 
50¢ for each additional word. 
CANADA WIDE 
Place your ad in 594 community newspapers across 
the country. Your ad will reach approximately 
4,397,000 households. =1183 ~° 
25 words ($24.50 per word over) plus aST 
Terrace Standard & Skeena Marketplace 
Classifieds & Business Directory 
Phone 638-7283 Accepted over the phone 
FAX 
" 638-8432 
. , i 
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R.D. In Brief 
Call to extend park swim area 
REGULATIONS prohibiting or restricting the use of motorised water 
craft on Lakesle Lake are not yet needed, says the Kitimat-Stikine 
regional district. 
However, it is asking B.C. Parks to keep them further away from lake 
park beaches. 
At the moment he boundaries for those parks Furlong Bay, the 
Lakelse Lake picnic site and Gruchy's beach - -  extend out into the 
lake for a distance of five chains (ll0yds.) from the high water mark. 
The district wants that doubled to 220yds. and from the low water mark 
with all craft banned from that roped offarea. 
Thc rccommcndation is intended to avoid swimmcr-motor c aft con- 
filets in high useareas uch as the parks, 
By-law enforcement on the way 
THE NUMBER of unsightly premises in Thornhill is increasing be- 
cause public perception is the regional district does not enforce its by- 
laws, an administration report admits. 
But all that will soon change. The district has agreed to contract out 
its by-law enforcement in that community. 
Directors agreed the district should fLrst attempt o hire the city of 
Terrace's by-law enforcement arm. If, as administrator Bob Marccllin 
suggested, that proves impossible, the district will hire its own enforce- 
mcnt officer. 
While taking action against unsightly premises is expected to be the 
major part of the enforcement officer's job, monitoring building 
projects to ensure adherence to by-laws will also get attention. 
That latter is now in the hands of the planning department but the 
report concedes taff don't do enough of it "due to workload priorities 
or lack of desire for enforcement proceedings beyond voluntary com- 
p l i a n c e . .  
And it points out voluntary compliance has proved ineffective ither 
because projects are too far advanced by the time an infraction is dis- 
covered, owners have deliberately contravened the by-laws because 
they know the district doesn't enforce them or "because the owner 
does not care if by-laws exist." 
Enforcement of the Dog Control by-law would remain in the hands of 
the current domestic animal protection officer. 
Thumbs down on gravel pit 
DIRECTORS HAVE recommended rejection of a request o renew a 
gravel pit licence of occupation. 
In objecting to the request, the planning committee noted applicant 
Erhard Diessner had held the iicence for eight years without developing 
a pit. It also queried his need for the pit since he was neither a con- 
tractor nor builder. 
T•RRACE 
BB 1 VOLUNTEER 
~r  BUREAU 
VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES 
B.C. SPECIAL OLYMPICS: 
Bowling scorekeepers (training provided) Saturdays 4:00 
p.m. - 5:30 p.m. (Can you do 1 or 2 per me,?) 
Coaches and Assistants for swimming Men. and Wed. 8:00 
p.m. -9:00 p.m. (Can you do 1 or 2 days per me.?) 
TERRACEVIEW LODGE: 
Urgently need bakers for Christmas Bazaar bake sale. Use 
Terraceview kitchen - ingredients .provided. Bring your own 
recipes. 
SKEENA HEALTH UNIT: 
Helping at Well Baby Clinics. Tues. or Thurs. 9:30 a.m, - 
11:30 a,m. or 1:30 p.m. - 4:00 p.m, 
GIRL GUIDES: 
Amateur photographer needed. 2nd.Monday of each month. 
7:00 p.m, 
Phone for further information: 
Freda  Schmidt or Lovina Tyler 
TERRACE VOLUNTEER BUREAU 







~ . " ' Winners of 5 Million 
Select Plus Points. 
Glenn and Sharon Beard were the 
lucky winners of 5 million Select Plus 
Points (worth $5000 in Overwaitea 
Gift Certificates) from Kraft General 
Foods. Charles Brunette, Kraft 
General Foods Sales rep. (left) and 
Overwaitea Terrace Manager Dale 
Lufkin made the pl'esentation. 
9 
8 










Min, 4 steaks per pack 6.57/kg 
Boneless Beef 
Blade Steak 
8.77 /kg  
Bottom 
Round 
Boneless Steak / Min. 4 steaks 
per pack 
Top Round 
Boneless Beef Roast 
6.57 /kg  
Cross Rib 





Bone-in / Min. 4 steaks per pack 
Also wing steak 
Boneless Beef Steak 











REGULAR HOURS: Men. - Fri. 9 a.m. - 9 p.m. • Sat. &Sun. 9 a.m. - 6 p.m. 
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FAE COLLINS MOONEY 
Slow down, you 
move too fasl: 
I DON'T KNOW about you, but I 
never seem to have the time to 
browse. I dash downtown with 
shopping list in hand, dash from 
store to store quickly making my purchases, 
and dash home again,, seldom stopping for 
even a quick glance at something new or dif- 
ferent. 
Well recently I decided to take the time to be 
a home town tourist. Instead of shopping for 
necessities, I went browsing for the fun of it. 
I know m another vacation already? So soon 
after summer vacation? Call it research. Any 
excuse will do. 
And so, I went browsing. Just for an hour or 
SO each afternoon. 
Blue sky, majestic mountains, nice setting for 
a vacation. The weather was sunny and mild 
on day one of my research, always an impor- 
tant factor during any vacation. 
• Looking through the eyes of a Terrarist (Ter- 
race tourist), it was easy to see the sort of 
things you write on postcards to send back 
home. 
And that's one of the things I did on day one. 
Dipping in and out of shops I bought some 
postcards, but not to send off in the mail. 
In my scrapbooks I have postcards tucked 
away from almost every place l 've ever visited 
but few or none from the places I've lived. 
So into my scrapbook went postcards of 
what else, a Kermodei bear, snow-capped and 
glacial mountains, a rainbow arching over a 
swollen river. And a souvenir or two as well. 
What Terracite has a Terrace mug, what Ter- 
rarist doesn't? 
I visited the Terrace Art Gallery, too, which I 
never seem to have time for. 
When I visit the public library, it's a quick 
dash in, a quick dash out, and nary a glance 
downstairs at the latest exhibit. But vacation 
research provided the time. I was impressed. 
After a pause in a little restaurant I had never 
tried before I was treated to a personalized tour 
of "the local brewery." 
Not exactly a big-name national brewery, and 
not likely to show up on my "to do"  list either 
it was a vacation bonus. And it was fun. 
A lot of little pleasures added up to equal a 
refreshing afternoon. 
Day two dawned wet. I donned rain gear. A 
good day, maybe, for mall walking. I bobbed 
in and out of shops, took the time to look, 
stopped to chat with friends I bumped into and 
hadn't seen in ages... I bought a box of fudge. 
The rain let up a bit so I ventured own main 
street. Each little shop I explored like a gallery: 
admire but don't touch, browse but don't buy. 
I broke down at one shop. After that it was 
easier. Bills began to,pass from my purse like 
they belonged to a true tourist. Dangerous. It 
was time for a break -
A decadent dessert at a restaurant renowned 
aro.und town for its decadent deserts (one of 
the advantages ofbeing a local Terracite is that 
I already know where all the good places are, 
if only I had time for such indulgences; all, but 
which I do have time while I 'm a Terrarist). 
With an attitude of live today, diet tomorrow, 
I ended the second day of my vacation with no 
regrets. 
The next day I decided to walk off the pre- 
vious day's indulgences and browsed through 
a few out-of-the-way shops. 
Day four I explored a different part of town 
again sampling shops I usually don't have time 
for, only look for what's on shopping list, buy 
it and scram. But I was on vacation. So I 
paused and indulged and enjoyed. 
The last day of my vacation was sort of a 
walkabo~t, my last chance to leisurely enjoy 
my town before it's back to work, business as 
usual. 
The fudge I bought at the beginning of my 
vaeation is gone, but in my kitchen cupboard is 
a mug with a Kermodei bear on it. And filling 
a few pages of my scrapbook are postcards, 
pamphlets, and brochures I gathered uring my 
home town vacation. 
You know, one of the best things about vaca- 
tioning inTerrace is I can do itlanytime , and 
often as I choose, 
• I'm already here, 
• Remembrance 
THE ROYAL  Canadian Legion held a 
dedication ceremony Sunday, Oct. 16 to 
unveil a headstone at the municipal 
cemetery commemorating Terrace's war 
dead. As the bugler played the Last 
Post, the colour party lowered their flags 
above). Then, as the crowd stood, 
eads bowed, Terrace Pipes and Drums 
pipe major Audrey Kerr struck up a la- 
ment on the bagpipes. The headstone 
marks that part of the cemetery where 
the vets were laid to rest, 
..° 
FIGHTING OFF FEAR 
Program helps victims regain dignity, confidence 
B RANDY Alexander 
still nervously re- 
members the day a 
year ago when she 
walked in on two burglars in her 
home. 
The thieves fled, but the inci- 
dent left the 12-year-old girl emo- 
tionally scarred. 
"She was really shaken up and 
really scared - -  scared to stay at 
home alone," says Brandy's 
mother, Sandy. "She'd hear 
people coming up the stairs." 
"It changed her from a brave 
little girl into one who was afraid 
of her own shadow." 
Until then, Sandy had never 
heard of the Terrace Victims As- 
sistance Program, 
The police sent a volunteer 
from the program over to the 
Alcxanders' house to talk to 
Brandy. 
"They came over right away," 
recalls Sandy. "They had three or 
four sessions with her to help her 
get over it." 
The support she got from the 
volunteers completely turned her 
around, says Sandy. 
"They helped her out a hcck of 
a loL" 
But it didn't end there, 
Program volunteers helped 
Brandy get ready to testify in 
court against he burglars. 
They explained the court pro- 
cess and talked her through what 




[] MORE THAN 250 flies 
and nearly 500 victims as- 
sisted each year. 
[]  ASS ISTANCE and Info 
provided on police and 
court procedures and case 
progress. 
[] EMOTIONAL support 
provided. 
[] PRACTICAL help in get- 
ting Information and refer- 
rals to other agencies. 
[] ACCOMPANYING and 
supporting victims at hosp- 
tlal, police detachment, 
court, and home. 
[] HOME security info. 
• CRISIS intervention In 
severe emotional trauma 
cases. 
being a victim of crime. 
Break-in victims, sexual assault 
victims, bereaved relatives of car 
accident victims are all among 
the clients they handle. 
"We deal with everything the 
police deal with," says program 
coordinator Jan Le Francois. 
They do their be.st o deal .with 
the stress they're exposed to in. 
the work. 
But Lc Francois says it's also 
tremendously rewarding when 
they manage to help someone. 
"When you see that you've 
The thieves ended up pleading helped somebody to regain some 
guilty, so she didn t have to of their own personal power -  
testify. Bet she would have bonn 
ready if called upon, 
Now 13 and much more confi- 
dent, Brandy owes a lot to the 
Terrace Victims Assistance Pro- 
gram, says Sandy. 
"They were just tremendous," 
she says. "I 'd do anything I can 
to help out the program." 
Brandy's is just one of the cases 
the program has worked on in the 
last year. 
Volunteers with the program 
deal with nearly 500 victims each 
that to me is probably the most 
rewarding thing," she says. 
The program operates out of an 
office a t  the Terrace RCMP 
detatchment. 
Cases are frequently referred to 
them by police officers there. 
It's a i0w-prof'de operation, but 
one that provides a big service to 
the area. 
They d~n't have a lot of 
volunteers and can always use 
more. 
Anyone who wants to find out 
year. more about he program or un- 
The Terrace Victims AssiStance dergo training as a volunteer can 
Program helps a wide• range o f :  contact Jan [,e Francois at 638. 
people overcome the terror o f :  0333 
i 
i 
OLGA POWER was named top victim assistance volunteer in 
B.C. for 1994 at a conference Oct. 15. 
Olga named top volunteer 
VICTIMS ASSISTANCE 
volunteer Olga Power has been 
• named B.C.'s outstanding vic3m 
services volunteer for 1994 for 
her work with the Terrace Vic- 
tims Assistance Program. 
The award is presented each 
year by the B.C. Association of 
Police Affiliated Victim Witness 
Services. 
The announcement came and a 
plaque was given to Power at the 
association's annual conference 
in Vancouver Oct. 15. 
About 450 delegates from 65 
volunteer centres across the pro- 
vincc were there. 
TVAP organizer Jan Le Fran. 
cots has also been named to the 
association's provincial board o f  
directors. 
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( lTY CE/ /E 
.MUSIC 
• CALEDONIA MUSIC FALL CONCERT ,94 features 
Caledouia Sr. Secondary's concert bandi stage band and choir 
at 7:30 p.m. on Wednesday, Oct .  26  at the KE,M. Lee 
Theatre. Admission by donation, • 
• QUARTETTO GELATO brings their spicy classical 
repertoire to the R.E.M. Lee at 8 p.m. on Saturday, Nov. 12. 
A Terrace Concert Society presentation. Tickets at Erwin's 
Jewellers in the Skeena Mall. Tickets $15 for adults, $10 for 
students and seniors. 
' • NORTHERN COMFORT plays a 'Hard Times' benefit 
dance for the Terrace Anti-Poverty Group at 8 p.m. Saturday, 
Nov. 12 at the Thomhiii Community Centre. Tickets $10 
single, $15 double. 
A NORMAN FOOTE,  children's entertainer, performs at 
the R.E.M. Lee Theatre at 2 p.m. on Saturday, Nov. 19. Tick- 
ets $8 at Sight & Sound ($10 at the door). The concert is a 
benefit for the Kermodei Choristers to help the youth choir 
travel to the provincial children's choral festival in May in 
Campbell River. 
JACK JACKSON brings his brand of Christian counb7 music 
to the Terrace Pentecostal Assembly at 3511 Eby St. at 7 
p.m, on Oct. 28 and 29. It's Jackson's second trip to Terrace. 
He tours North America with the Jordan River band. 
• KARAOKE N IGHT is every Thursday and Sunday at 
George's Pub in the Northern Motor Inn, every Sunday and 
Monday at Hanky Panky's and every Friday at the Thomhill 
Pub. 
THEATRE 
• I ' LL  BE BACK BEFORE MIDNIGHT, a thriller pro- 
duced by Terrace Little Theatre, hits the stage at the McColl 
Playhouse on Kalum St. from Oet. 27-29, Nov. 3-5 and Nov. 
10-12. Curtain at 8 p.m. Tickets are $12 at Carter's Jewellers. 
Upcoming 
• ARTS CLUB THEATRE presents the hit musical All 
Grown Up at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre on Saturday, Nov. 5. 
Tickets are $15 and are available at Irwin's Jewellers in the 
Skeena Mall. A Terrace Co~cert Society presentation. 
MOVIES 
• FORREST GUMP with Tom Hanks plays until Thurs- 
day, Oct. 27 at 7:15 and 9:30 p.m. Also ending Thursday is 
THE SCOUT, playing at 7 and 9:15 p.m. 
Starting Friday 
• THE RIVER WILD, with Meryl Streep and Kevin 
Bacon, plays at 7:15 and 9:30 p.m. from Oct. 28 to Nov. 3. 
Also starting Friday is ONLY YOU with Marisa Tomei and 
Robert Downey Jr. at 7 and 9:15 p.m. 
ET CETERA 
• K ITLOPE REFLECTIONS is an art exhibit on display 
at the Kitimat Centennial Museum from Oct. 21 to Nov. 19. 
Make the "Scene? Call 638-7283 or fax to 638-8432 to 
add your event o the Standard's free entertainment list- 
ings. The deadline is 5 p.m. Thursday for the following 
week's paper. 
I ~.~.``~i::}:`~i:.)~:~.:.~"~)~:!}!~``~`~.~``!~..~:.;~*`~.(!~.~!..!~?7~TERRACE INN -.: -: :i:i):,::,/ 
" ':,:ilH6meiof GiG i ' s  Pub  l i ve  enter ta inment  with  ::? ::ii ~:: 
• ::: ' ,  Crackle Ber ry  P ie 
: - , :~- i :  °{'a 'a " OctOber  31  = November  12  " " " " 
Personalized ll 
ORDER NOW'FOR CHRISTMAS 
o Hand Drawn Pictures Ill 
~ %~L'~D~)~' Phone635.2477 ][ I
(~ ~ j )~- - -~ '~ FAX: 635-1477 Ill 
Debbie Minhinnick 4834 McC0nnellAvenue Ill 




~" Ter race  L i t t le  Theat re  
P resents  
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A Thr i l l e r  
by  
Peter  Co l ley  
Guest Director: Lindy Meadows 
October 27, 28, 29 
November 3, 4, 5 
November I0, I I ,  12 
Curtains at 8:00 p.m. 
McColl Playhouse 3625 Kalum Street 
Tickets: S 12.00 at Carter's Jewellers 
i 
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Wednesday, October 26 
TERRACE LITTLE 
THEATRE holds a public 
reading of George F. 
Walker's comedy Escape 
From Happiness at7:30 p.m. 
in room 108 at Northwest 
Community College. No ex- 
perience necessary. Call 
Marianne at 635-2942 for 
more info. Auditions to fol- 
low in November. 
TERRACE MULTI- 
CULTURAL Association 
hold its annual general meet- 
ing at the Terrace Art Gallery 
(lower library) at 7:30 p.m. 
READY" OR NOT, a free six- 
week parenting program for 
parents with kids 8-12 years 
begins and runs from 7:30 to 
9:30 p.m. It's sponsored by 
the Terrace Women's 
Resource Centre. Preregister 
by calling Candlce at 635- 
2116 or Margaret at 635- 
2472. 
Thursday, October 27 
OUTDOOR RECREATION 
COUNCIl meets at 7 p.m. at 
the Terrace Womens 
Resource Centre for an annual 
general fall meeting. 
DIABETIC KIDS CLINIC 
takes place at Mills Memorial 
Hospital. Call Dana Hill, RN 
at 635-2211 local 250 or 638- 
1956. A doctor's referral is re- 
quire& 
Saturda% November $ 
STUFF'N SUCH craft sale 
and bazaar happens from 10 
a.m. to 4 p.m. in empty stoer 
at 4615 Lazelle, across from 
Golden Flame. 
Monday, November 7 
CANADIAN I'ARENTS 
FOR FRENCH hosts an 
adult French conversation 
course to help brush up on 
your high school French. It 
happens at the Cassia Hall 
school library. For info call 
Sue Trombley at 635-4691. 
• November 8 
Terrace Anti Poverty Group 
holds its annual general meet- 
ing at the Carpenters Hall at 
7:30 p.m. New members en- 
couraged and welcome. Call 
635-4631 for details. 
November 9 
DIABETIC REFRESHER 
CLINIC takes place at Mills 
Memorial Hospital. Call Dana 
Hill, RN, at 635-2211 local 
250 or 638-1956. A doctor's 
referral is required. 
November 10 
PROMISE KEEPERS, an 
interdenominational men's 
ministry, meets at the Full 
iii 
Dual side impact beams 
provide added protection 
from side collision 
Available full-size dual 
airbags (SRS). 
Front and rear crumple zones are designed to 
absorb impact from a collision. 
A one-piece outer side panel replaces ix separate ones 
and gives Accent greater body integrity and strength. 
Available 4-channel ABS 
braking system 
Antl-submarme /~{ 
seats" help prevent " /~  
you ~:~ 
from sliding out 
from under 
the protection 
of seatbelts. ~'¢" 
In t roduc ing A Graduate  From The  
Schoo l  of  Hard Knocks .  
Saturday~ October 29 
INDOOR GARAGE SALE 
at Thomhill Community 
Centre from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Call 635-3259 for table rent- 
als. 
Tuesday t November 1 
TERRACE TOAST- ........ 
MASTERS meet at 7:30 p.m. 
at the Terrace Inn. Contact: 
Diana at 635-5905 or Linda at 
638-1856. 
BREAsTFEEDING SUP- 
PORT GROUP meets at 8 
p.m. at the Mills Memorial 
Hospital Education room. For 
more into call Terry at 635- 
4694. 
LEGION LADIES Auxil- 
liary meets at 8 p.m. at the 
Legion for monthly meeting. 
November 2
A new approach. A new style of engineering. A new 
way of looking at what a small car can give you. 
It starts with major safety features that set new 
standards and includes those commonly overlooked but 
no less important touches uch as child seat anchorage 
and rear door child safety locks. 
It starts with a driver oriented interior and a stylish 
exterior. It starts with you. 
THE A LI_.N E\K,' 
That's why the engineers at Hyundai made absolutely 
no comprises in getting asuperior 
handling, rigidly solid and safe vehicle 
from the drawing board to your 
driveway. Add one of the best HYur 'BDI=i l  
warranties in the business, and 24 
hr. roadside assistance and you'll see why the Accent has 
just raised the stakes of what a small car can be. 
A TOUGH CAR TO BEAT 
T h  o rn  h i l l  M o  to  rs  
"The Dea ler  Who Cares"  
3026 Hwy 16 East DLR# 7041 635-7286 
Gospel Christian Fellowship 
at 8 p.m. 
Nov 11-12 
TERRACE ALLIANCE 
CHURCH holds an old testa- 
ment seminar from 7 to 9:30 
p.m. Friday and 9 a.m. to 
noon Saturday. Phone Garth 
Friesen at 635-7727 for info. 
Tuesday 1 November 15 
TERRACE TOAST- 
MASTERS meet at 7:30 p.m. 
at the Terrace Inn. Contact: 




EXAMINATION clinics take 
place at Emerson Medical 
Clinic the last Saturday of 
each month. Free inslzuction 
by qualified nurses. Call Lita 
Flynn at 635-6263 or Emer- 
son Clinic at 635-7234 for ap- 
pointment. 
MONDAYS 
BIG BROTHERS & Big 
Sisters hold a board meeting 
the third Monday of every 
month at 3237 Kalum St. at 
7:30 p.m. They're looking for 
volunteers and board mem- 
bers. Contact Lois at 635- 
4232 for more info. 
MILLS MEMORIAL Hos- 
pital Auxiliary meets the third 
Monday of each month in the 
board room at 8 p.m. Every- 
one is welcome. 
The Terrace Standard of. 
fers the What'== Up corn. 
munity calendar as a public 
service to its readers and 
community organizations. 
This column Is intended 
for non.profit organizations 
and those events for which 
there is no admission 
charge. 
Items will run two weeks 
before each event. 
We ask that items be 
submitted by 5 p.m, on the 
Thursday before the Issue 
in which it is to appear, 
Submissions should be 
typed or printed neatly, 
1 Cub creations 
TERRACEVIEW LODGE got a welcome addition of 25 birdhouses built and installed by mem- 
bers of the 1st Terrace Cubs. The birdhouses have been distributed throughout the grounds, 
and there's one visible from indoors at the end of each corridor in the seniors' home. It's 
hoped the houses will attract more birds to Terraceview. Donations from local businesses 
helped make the project possible. That's Cameron Gellatly and leader Ron Gellatly (back row) 
and at front are Arthur Thomsen, Brent Webb, Justin Unrau, Kristian Gough and Johnathon 
Derrick. " PHOTO ~ KIM GELLATLY 
OCTOBER 1994 
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LUCKY DOLLAR BINGO 



























Ter. Comm Friendship 













































































Sat. Afternoon Games Doors 1 i :30 a.m. Games 12:45 
Evening Games Doors 4:30 p.m. Games 6:15 
Thurs., Fri., Sat. Late Night Games Doors 9:30 p.m. Games 10:00 p.m. 
Family Bingo Every Saturday Afternoon Last Wednesday ofthe month=; DOUBLE BINGO 
T.V. MONITORS SMOKE REMOVAL AISLE CONCESSION 





goes on sale 
THE LANDSCAPE and people 
of the Nass Valley will be fea- 
• turcd in a 1995 calcndar that will 
be in stores oon. 
Published by the Nisga'a 
Tribal Council, the calendar is 
entitled Nisga'a: People of the 
! Nass,-River~ ,and- will .retail for 
' $14.95: ....... 
In addition to colour photog- 
raphs for each month of the year, 
th~~:ealendar contains historical 
a~ i: present day information 
ab0utthe Nisga'a. 
There's also an explanation of 
Ayuukid Nisga'a, the 10 basic 
laws under which the Nisga'a are 
governed. 
The calendar is a follow-up to 
publication of a coffee table book 
!ast year which had the same title. 
It.features more photographs by 
Gary Fiegehen, whose photos 
also appeared in the coffee table 
book. 
Trick or eat, 
say  churches  
INSTEAD OF trick-or-treating 
or partying, church youth groups 
here will be going door.to-door 
on Hallowe'cn collecting dona- 
tions for the Terrace Churches 
Food Bank. 
The youth will be meeting at 
the Pentecostal Church on 3511 
Eby St. at 6:15 p.m. on Saturday 
night and then will spread out 
throughout Terrace to collect 
food'for those in nced. Any teen 
interested in helping out is urged 
to attend. 
The tcens will be identifiable by 
a small, orange pumpkin badge 
worn on their jackets. 
If no teen comcs to your door 
and ),ou are interested in donating 
to the food bank, please drop off 
yoi~r donation at the Terrace 
Pentccostal Asscmbly. 
For more info, call Darcy 




TWO DRYCLEANING ~lab- 
iishments are once again accept- 
ing donations of winter coats for 
adul~ and children. 
They'll be cleaned and repaired 
and' then given to the Salvation 
Army for dislribution during its 
Chrislmas hamper program, says 
dry cleaner John Heighington. 
"..The program's called 'Coats 
for Kids' but it's also for adults," 
said Heighington who has been 
doliig this for five years. 
Donations will be acceptcd be- 
ginning Nov. 1 and lasting until 
Nov. 12 at Richards on Emerson 
or Spotless Cleaners on Lakelse. 
li!l 
!::i!.!:? 
i:~;f:,::'ji'~:~ ~ FRESH Best SelecTion of Halloween HALLOWEEN 
"""::::: PUMPKINS Treats Comp, iVtivoly Priced CAKE 
last. lIMIT OF ONE PER FA~IILY PURCHASE. 7 Inch 
BATTERIES FILM 
"C', "D', "AA ~ or 9 volt, Sofeway Multipack 
_,Fach 2, 4 or S's I00/SO. 135.24 Sdeway. 
4 99 2 99, ii i ',i ii i:  PEANUTS * * °" .COOKIES 
iiiiiii~!iill rr~,~ oo~,~ nou,~,o,U.S.A IS Your Flashlight Ready? Is Your Camera Ready? ,~o,,~ 
! # 2 Ib Bag COMPETITORS COUPONS WITH A SMILE l 
:.:': :.:.:.:.. 
: :.:,:.-< 
:::'Qv:::. ' " , , • . . " " i , i  <:1 ' ' : :  " " -~> ' :>" : i :  + :  "v>" '  <?:ii' >' : ' : : r ' : "  "i:i>'K 'p  " : " "  : :  " '>" : ' "5 , "  : " ' :7 . " / " . : : '  
~:~'~:~'::!::i~i:!;~:j~ii ~:'d uslrat::::::::::::::::::::::omS~me ~ :~':::L:: "~" ::~:" ':' '':: : " terns ay  :::  >::~::~:: ':~ ::not~:::~be ~:::::ava::" ab ~:~:#:~: : : :e  at a :stores; :::: ::: :::?' :~: ::Advert :~::sedpr: :: ~ ces': ........ ~o?<:not ~? ~ include "::~ :':~ ~ :~G S :: :::~::: : 1".Some~ :::   '~~:~:dems:may ~ : ~  #<:::u;: : r :~ :::: 
iliF:i!!fill :::::: ::::: : ::::::::::: > ~:~*:. ,~::':> ~ >~: ' :  ........ . : :  ~:: : . . . . . .  : :  : :  : .... ~: , ; :  . . . . .  ~ ~::::::~::>:~.: ~: : :: ::,:: ~:.:~'< ~ . . . . .  ~:::::~::~<::::~?~::~:~:~: ..... ~:::: ,:::~ :::::A r:M~ es Internat onal Ho din s N V,~ Lo a Mona ement Grou Canada Inc Authonz~ User~ On ~terns w~ 
============================================= ; :  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  "*':':~ .
i~:!@~.~:~: ~.~:  
Heighington said the program .~.~,:~* ......... ~:~=~"~~ 
resuited in l 200 coals being !~i~i~ ~g!~ 
donated last yearand the year be- ~!~! ~ i  
CALL  FOR 
Customer 
Service . . . . .  635,7206 
Manager . . . .  635-7280 
Dell . . . . . . . .  635-1374 
Bakery . . . . .  635-1372 
Floral . . . . . . .  635-1371 
Pharmacy , ,  ,635-1375 
Fax . . . . . . . .  635-4569 . 
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Around Town 
JANE BRAAM and other volunteers with the Canadian 
Diabetes Association will be canvassing door to door starting 
Tuesday, Nov. 1. 
! ¸ ! ¸ . . . .  : iii i i  i ~ i i i~ ii(~!i: i i~iiii'~ ~ ii~ ! 
i! ~ ~ ~i ~ ~ 
• MOVE MOUNTAINS WHY °°° 
WHEN YOU Ca l Jrive Over THEM, 
, 7 
1995 Chevy Blazer 4-Door 
. . . .  Chevrolet invented the species inthe early '80s and now we've redefined it for the '{ills.'rhe 1995 Blazer is all new from the i~iside ::t .......... 
0ut: sleek, rounded aero styling: a totally ne'~,,' interior; new comforts and convetiiences: n w Standard safety features and an exclusive 
lie w Blazer Drk'er Control System that precisely harmonizes suspension a d steering for exceptional dr ving control. , , 
i . . . .  
Fe ike: ~tures 1 
: • Driver's side air bag . i : l l 'AM/FMStereoCaSsctie i : - : 
.... :i:.:::.i!:i :~{:::;3:~::.:. • 4.3L V-6 200 horsepower Cruise control : :.:-: 
. ~  ~iii!7::i:::ii~i!i~::!iii!:!i:!i::::; • 4,wheel anti-lock brakes  • Alloy wheels : : . : 
: ~  • Driver control system: i Ai!:d:! it!Oh ilauci}:ll]oi.e! , : : : ,  : :, 
i : "  : : .  ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: . . . .  : • : ~ . . . . . .  : : 
Diabetes money sought 
CANVASSERS for the Canadian Diabetes Association hit the 
streets of Terrace Tuesday, Nov. 1. 
Organizer Jane Braam said they raised just over $10,000 in 1993 
for diabetes research, education and training. 
"We did extremely well last year," she said. 
About 85 canvassers are ready togo  so far, she said, and they 
hope to get more volunteers to work the south side of town. 
Money raised also supports children's ummer camps, where 
diabetic hildren arc flown down for a week of fun and training in 
diabetes control. 
For more information about the Canadian Diabetes Association, 
call Jane Braam at 635-2894. 
RCMP riders raised $12,000 
RCMP BICYCLISTS who cruised through town in October raised : 
$12,000 in their ride for bone marrow transplants. 
Terrace residents gave $1,200 to the campaign. 
The money raised by the RCMP tour will help the ]Bruce Den- : : i i  
niston Bone Marrow Society's unrelated bone marrow program by , 
increasing staff levels and purchasing more high-tech equipment. 
Officers hope that will help increase the numbers of possible bone 
marrow donors being processed and make it possible for more 
ieukemia"~a(ients io get transplants. 
More than 400 people on the waiting list looking for a match . . . . . . .  
McEwan GMin Terrace 635-4941 
7:$?! 
British Columbia's Best 
~Chev-Olds ~ GeO Dealers 
HEY KIDS - 
Before you go out on Halloween read 
this carefully and talk about these NINE 
SAFETY TIPS with your parents. 
1. Wear a Halloween costume that will not cause you to trip 
or fall and a mask that allows you to see clearly. 
2. If you are not wearing light-colored clothes, be sure to 
attach reflecting tape to your costume. Be careful when 
cross in g streets. 
3. If an adult is not with you, make sure that an adult knows 
exactly where yo u are going, who is going with you, and 
how long you will be gone. 
4. Do not walk in the street. 
5. Stay away from houses that are not well lit. 
6. Accept treats only from people you know. 
7. Do not eat anything from your bag until it has been 
checked by an adult, 
8. Never eat candy or chewing gum that has been 
unwrapped. 
9. If you put a candle inside a jack-o'-lantern, be sure to 
place the jacko'-Iantern away from walls or other objects 
that could catch fire. ,..._ l l~ , i~ l  _.., II 
GRAND 
PRIZE  n 
. :  • . . 
MOUNTAIN B IKE  / fl i 
Sponsored by 
Culinar Foods /,/, 
Plus Chances at Six More Prizes of Terrace Co-op 
Gift Certificates i 
Ages 7 & Under Ages 8 to 12 ~ N-AME ' ' 
1st Prize - $25.00 1st Prize - $25.00 
2rid Prize-$15.00 2nd Prize-$15.00 . ~  
3rd Prize - $10.00 3rd Prize - $10.00 P--H-0-NE 7 ' 
BRING THIS PAGE TO THE TERRACE ~~_.~~ ~z~~ 
CO-OP BEFORE 6 P.M. ON OCTOBER 31. 
(ALL PRIZES ARE BY RANDOM DRAW) 
I Sponsored By: 
I TERRACE C0 0P r tYour~ O£ ® • --  i TERRACE II 
il{~~i~~ O~4~rT,MffvN'6~3~03~ I~ 5',!:2ery HomeDEverAyweRD 
~")/~~ =~;~;~0o~';;;:~ .Farm & Garden Centre 4647Lazelle 
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Remove this # 
Sec io t n for 
Future 
Reference 
. . . . . . . .  ,J .'!~. ~.. z, 
. . . . .  - ~ :..,~,,. 
FEATURE 
HOME 
QUALITY CHARACTER HOME 
Come and see the many features of this quality character home 
on the southside. Entire home has been renovated over the past 
few years. Kitchen has been redone with oak cabinets, built-in 
oven and stove and features a bright sunroom for your morning 
coffee. The sunroom leads to the deck area which is also 
connected to the spacious livingroom. The livingroom features 
sliding glass doors to the deck, corner fireplace, vertical blinds 
and quality carpeting throughout, Other rooms on the main floor 
include a modern 4 piece bath, laundryroom, dining room and a 
den (or 3rd bedroom). Upstairs contains 2 more bedrooms 
overlooking the large (.37 acre) yard. The yard area is extremely 
well landscaped with mature trees, flower garden and fountains. 
Also in the back yard is a 24x26 Insulated, wired shop which is 
heated by wood, with concrete floor and garage door. An 
excellent shop for the hobbyist or repairman. 
All of the above for $132,500 MLS., 




is courtesy of: / 
I ! N~ >, .... . k 'i7 k>;}~ 
i~_  .... <~7114 , .2!1Ii'i1 111!! 
UP -I-I~HHAI.;E~ 638-1400 
q~ 
i I 
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EAL 
• '% ~" t 
, . t t  = ',-1 ~I ," '~ , .~  I 
' . ,~- . .~-~ : ~ . . _~L '~.  
MAIN FLOOR PLAN 
1228 SQ. FT. (114.0 M ~) 
I ""°" F::-LLI ' ~ , l :~h~ ,~o,oo. /
u~,,o °'"'"° ~ ~  'oo~~a~'~:~7:  ~ov~,,o 
~t~ = IOe ..'~ILT~,',':'LC.IJ_ J2 I: 
LOWER FLOOR PLAN. 
SPECIAL FEATURES: 
v" eye catching exterior features roundtop 
window and refined stucco detail, 
,/stepped design totally captures view to 
front of the home. 
,/covered deck can provide many relaxing 
hours of outdoor enjoyment. 
,/master suite Is complete with two closets, 
3 piece ensure and sundeck access. 
/ lower level may be finished at a later date to 
increase living area. 
/ I " / / ".=~.¢'~1 UECHAHCAL I 
" ' " ' / '1  ' ' - : " ' "M;  ' I 
I Two C*R / : ~ , 
rxmL'~ I ' I .-,oo. , , ,-, ~,JuR . . . . .  ~_~.~'~ ~."  
• ~,~t . ; ,~  "~.~_- ' .~A~-_  " J,. :::::; . ., . . -',~t~ , -- . . . . . .  .2..,. 
~,:~) 
-~ TOTAL: 1228 SQ. FT. (114.0 M =) ~ ~,-~--.~ ~ - ' - ~  -~~-~,~' "  
WIDTH: 49'0" (14.9 M) ' - ' ,~- -~ 
DEPTH: 30'0" (9.2 M) Alternate Exterior 
WEINMASTER HOME DESIGN [PLAN N°" 9142 ] 
House Plans Avai lable 'Through 
cellar: 
~R~nM-  BR. ART 
MEMBER OF TIM-BR-MARTS LTD. 










Your message, to your market.., the active, news- 
paper-reading consumer. 
Newspapers deliver the right message to the right 
market at the right time.., when you need it... to get 
to your customers. 
Newspapers. 
Delivering your message to the right market at the 
right time. 
STANDARD 
4647 LAZELLE AVENUE 
PH. 638-7283 FAX 638-8432 
TERRACE,  B.C. V8G 1S8 
TATE 
OF TERRACE 638-1 
Horses---'hoe MLS $229,500 - -I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I Bench EXC $177,500 












Horseshoe MLS $24,900 
PARK 
Bench Park MLS 
$36,000- $79,000 
3517 Gordon EXC $224,900 





6 years I 
experience in 
l real estate. 635-2697 
joyce findlay 
i• 
Thornhill MLS $24,500 
Horseshoe (Comm) MLS $169,500 
Thornhill MLS $174,900 
% 
Thornhill EXC $448,500 
I experience in
I real estate. 
I 635-3004 
I sheila love 
t i ,  
10 years ~: i 
experience in :.!iil , .... 
real estate. ~.-~ . 




~i ' i l  ' : ' .~  | .... i~!R i .~:  ~ I expe,encein . . . . .  ~ ................ ~!) , :  ,,:;.~, I real estate. 
Thornhill EXC $128,500 I olga power 
¢q 
Bench MLS $143,500 
m ?~ "i 
Bench MLS $187,500 
I experience in 
I real estate. 
I 635-6236 _ 
I diana wood 
Horseshoe MLS $104,900 Keith Estates MLS $99,900 
I experience in M~'~' 
I real estate. " ; ' :~  
1638.0047 I,~:~?~ • 
I steve cook 
2 
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Narrow family home 
suits corner lot 
Plan no, U-884 
By M. Tynan 
An angled entrance and a 
contoured design for the 
upper  floor make this home 
interesting to view from the 
f ront  and s ide  and 
consequent ly  suitable for a 
corner lot. 
Enter  through double 
doors' into a spacious foyer 
open to the second storey. 
French doors  lead into a 
formal living/dining area which 
' o f fers  a cosy gas fireplace, 
feature windows, and another 
french door which leads from 
the dining area into a gourmet 
style kitchen. The chef in the 
fami ly  will enjoy the handy 
work island, the efficient u- 
shaped work area, and plenty 
of cupboard and counter 
space. A large family room, 
open to the kitchen and 
nook, provides a comfortable 
a tmosphere  for informal 
gatherings. The den, se t  
apart from the main traffic 
areas, would make an ideal 
home office or study room. 
. . . . .  Upsta i r s ,  all th ree  
bedrooms are a good size. 
The master features a five 
piece ensuite with a raised 
i swirl tub. The games room, 
complete with a closet and a 
three piece ensuite, could be 
used as a nanny suite. 
P lans  for U-884 may be 
obtained for $425.00 for a 
package of five complete sets 
of working prints and $39.00 
for each additional set of the 
same plan. Al low $15.00 
extra to cover the cost of 
postage and handling (B.C. 
residents add applicable 
sales tax to plan total)(AII 
Canadian residents add 7% 
GST to plan total plus 
postage and handling). 
This is one of our new 
des igns ,  Many innovative 
plansare now available in our 
home plan catalogue for 
$13 .85  including postage 
:: and handling and & 7% GST. 
Please make all cheques, 
money  orders, and Visa or 
MasterCard authorizations 
payable to: Terrace Standard 
Plan of the Week, 13659 - 
108th Avenue, Surrey, B.C., 
V3T 2K4. 
.,,P. N <. ::,++ 
- -  
!,:,~ -:t~ i > '1_.. 
i + . . . . . . . . . . . .  
i :.:,,.,._+ i 
UPPEF~ FLC~C)f~ PLAN 1157 ~.  FT. 
• ( , 
i 
< . . _ .  ~ 
.+; ~ "~C×"-C-  
I i' 
d"- ' . . . . .  2.. J . . . .  
3~ ,C 
MA'tN FLOOR PL~,N .t.2,52 ~.  ~ I 
TOTAL  FLOO~ ARE,& 2409 S=~. IT ,  
EAL E TATE 
I :,-+,..+._+:.,:c~- - ]  ................................. . . . . . . . . . . .  
] TTN~N E~.5~.~N LTD. I • .t2(=,59- LO~.~ ~ v en,.,~. 
~tr~,  B'Cr '/ST 2KA 
P lan No.  U -884  
2409 
T~ C~'ck~'... 
Phone : (~O~) 5~:-57~ 
Fax : (6Oa.' 581-~;822 
GREAT DECORATING 
OPPORTUNITY 
2 year old home just off of Old Lakelse 
Lake Dr. needs someone with a 
decorators flair to finish this 1280 sq. 
foot home. Large country kitchen with 
solid birch cabinets, a den/sun room 
spacious living room and a full basement 
already framed in make this home a 
terrific opportunity for someone to enjoy 
country living only minutes from town. 
The 2.2 acre properly has an approved 
septic system and new well system. 
MLS listed for only $98,900. 
2ACRE LOTS 
Sub.division located in Jackpine Flats 
on Solomon Way, lots are treed, water 
known on adjoining properties at 80 ft., 
good drainage, build in a new area. 
Asking $24,000 to $26,000 MLS, 
':~'~ LARGE SPLIT-LEVEL 
P"31~I~ ' Tastefully renovated split level home 
:,~i~  on the 4800 block of Soucie. 4 
: '~ bedrooms. 3 washrooms and approx. 
~r 1872 sq.fl. Fully fenced backyard and 
~ i  double paved driveway make for an 
i ';: excellent family home close to schools 
and down town. Offered for sale 




10 acres, level, cleared site, adjacent 
to C.N. Railway trackage and south of 
Thornhill Creek. Restricted use zoning 
by scrap yard, reload, asphalt plant 
etc. are some of the approved uses. 
Asking $65,000 MLS. 
3738 RIVER DRIVE 
1/2 acre light industrial lot with 1040 2 
bedroom home in need of finishing. 
Great potential for home based 
business or shop. Listed MLS $47,500. 
NO GST 
Located in a new subdivision ice 
large lot with all underground wiring 
and city sewer & water. Listed MLS 
$34,900 
New 3 BR Home - 5233 Mtn.  Vista Dr. 
This custom design features a floor plan to take advantage 
of the spectacular view on Mtn. Vista Drive. 
3BR, 2 Bath (or 2 BR & den). 
$174,900 .  
, Spadous front entry leads to rear • Living room and Dining area 
living room with cathedral ceiling, each access Sun Deck area. 
gas fireplace & spectacular view • Den with closet can be used 
' Large Master BR, with as third bedroom .... 
walk-in doset, ensuite • ! 356 sq. ft. plus 2 car garage 
i 
: Purchase this or another quality home now 
~i and you select your own decor colours and finishes ! 
(Carpet, tile, paint, etc) 
Call Mr. McCarthy: 638  -8990 
Vis  View 
i l l l l l l l lm l l l l l l l l l  ASSOCIATE 
ROYAL LEPAGE BROKER 
~l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l  NETWORK 
HOUSES ON ACREAGE 5 BEDROOM HOME 
Three houses located on 2.61 acres on Great family home with lots of outdoor 
Old Lakelse Lake road in Thornhill. space. 1056 sq.ft.with full basement. 
Presently non-conforming in the area, New roof with 50 year warranty. Newer 
there is sub-division possibilities, and gas furnace recent renovations on the 
potential for re-zoning. There is a 3 main level. Very light in decor. Patio 
bedroom, 2 bedroom and 1 bedroom doors lead to a wrap around deck 
home, large garden area, lots of fruit satellite dish is included as well as the 
trees, bushes and lawn. Asking new sewer system. Listed EXC 
$169,900 MLS $134,900. 
FORTYACRE PARCELS 
Offering 4 parcels approx. 40 acres 
each fronting on Egan Road, with a 
great view of Goat Mountain• Property 
has been logged, and there is a small 
steam running through all parcels. Call 
in for map and further particulars. 
4 LEVEL SPLITI 
Immaculate 4 bedroom home with 
wood fireplace in the living room, 
large family room with wood stove, 
gas heat, double carport, wood and 
brick exterior. Excellent family home 
close to schools. Listed MLS 
$162,900. 
DEVELOPMENT ACREAGE 
Possibility to subdivide this 8.21 acres 
into 2 acre parcels located near the 
college with beautiful mountain views• 
Listed MLS $156,000. 
REDUCED!! 
.59 acre building lot located in ThornhilL 
Lot is cleared and levelled with water 
system available. Listed MLS $25,000. 
2147 QUEENSWAY 
AFFORDABLE LIVING 
A clean, well maintained, 3 bedroom 
mobile in Timberland, natural gas heat• 
Listed MLS $25,000 
2 RENTAL TRAILERS 
Units are located at 3319 Kofoed Road 
in Thornhill, total rent $1025 per month. 
2 bedrms., nat. gas heat, small joey 
shacks. ASKING $19,900 Exclusive RURAL LOT ON MERKLEY 
JACKPINE LAND ROAD 
Vacant, well treed property on the Treedlot, outsidetheCitylimilscouldbe 
corner of Old Lakeise Lake road off used for a trailer or home, purchaser 
Jackpine road. Pdced to sell at $17,900 would have to develop their own water 
MLS and septic system, Asking $10,000 MLS 
DELUXE SIDE BY SIDE 2.49 ACRES AT USK 
DUPLEX Your own piece of land can be yours on 
the Railway side of the Skeena River for 
Well appointed unit featuring 3bedrms., only $6,500 Exclusive. 
3 baths, N. Gas radiant H'eat, gas fplce 
in family room and master bedroom, 2
patios, neutral decor, 5 appliances, SOUTHSIDE LOT 
alarm system, built in vac and much Suitable for a duplex, water and sewer 
more• Less yard work, no condo fee. frontage, paving LI.P. has been paid. 
$122,900 Each. MLS Listed MLS $32,000 
Ralph Godlinski Lisa Godlinski Rusty Ljungh Christel Godlinski Joe Barbosa Lynda Boyce 
635-4950 635-4950 635-5754 635-5397 635-5604 638-1073 
Catalog 
Our ,' 
!A lUoCC e E S S s ~  !sting 
catalogs continue to climb the best seller's list. 
Featuring photographs and detailed descriptions of 
NATIONAL's listings from across North America, 
NATIONAUs catalogs lead the way to successful buying 
and selling. 
Whether you're looking to buy or sell a house, farm, 
condominium or investment property, NATIoNAL's 
catalogs, coupled with HOUSE By MOUSE TM, the 










"~. ,  ~. '~553 GLi'N RD, ' ..... 
$139,900 MLS 
' ..~, ~ • ~ ~ I~ ' :  I l i t *  .~ t,, , ! I lib I 
#103 - 3616 LARCH AVENUE 
$67,50O MLS 
OLD REMO ROAD 
$169,000 MLS 
PROMISE  OF  







..... • +E:' ~i 
4702 GRAHAM AVE 
$95,900 EXC 
D 
Ric White David D. Hull 
635-6508 638-1 327 
$36,500 MLS 
= t ~  " i=  
2305 EVERGREEN 
$145,500 MLS 
• :, : in i l l~ |  
SOLOMON WAY i 
$167,000 MLS i 
SERVICE  
~m,,~,,,,,t,d~ Local &2. 
1st Ave. & 
McBride Blvd, 
.52 acre. 130 
fl. frontage on 
F~RI.~,F I I 1stAve, 
" z $34,500MLS 
~= D ~v;~;~n~d s - S u ~;;e8~l~son D; ;~ ,K;;;,~dy Wanda Walberg Ran Redden 
798-9534 638-1915 
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The obligations & expenses 
of a home purchase 
Cost of your purchase 
As a general rule your 
should look for a home where 
your mortgage loan debt 
service ratio (principal, 
interest and taxes) will not 
exceed 30 per cent of your 
gross annual income. Consult 
your real estate professional, 
bank, trust company or 
prospective mortgage lender 
to determine the amount of 
mortgage loan for which you 
qualify. Your current gross 
debt ratio (amount you owe 
on car payments, department 
store and credit cards) will 
have a bearing on the final 
sum the financial institution 
will approve. 
Down Payment 
When you make an offer to 
purchase a property, you will 
tender a "deposit" with that 
offer, and that sum will 
become part of the "down 
payment," which is generally 
the amount of the total 
purchase price that is not 
covered by your mortgage 
loan. (i.e. -- on a $100,O00 
purchase you have qualified 
for a 75 per cent mortgage 
loan, or $75,000, which 
means the down payment will 
be $25,000. The deposit 
would probably be in the 
neighbourhood of $5000 -- a 
sum that will assure the 
vendor you are a seriously 
motivated buyer -- leaving a 
further $20,000 of the down 
payment to be tendered at 
the closing date.) 
Other Closing Costs Are 
Cash Costs 
It is wise to remember that 
in addition to the down 
payment there are other 
payments that must be 
considered part of your 
purchase obligation and you 
should make sure sufficient 
money is available for'. 
Mortgage Costs -- these 
could include appraisal fees, 
mortgage fees, interest 
adjustment, legal fees and 
mortgage insurance .  
Sometime these are added to 
the mortgage and sometime 
they are not , so ask in 
advance when you are 
checking with your financial 
institution. Remember too, 
GST is charged on such 
services as appraisals and 
both GST & PST are levied 
on legal fees, but not on the 
mortgage itself nor the 
mortgage insurance fees, 
Legal Fees -- which will be 
charged by a Solicitor or 
Notary Public to attend to 
the conveyancing procedure 
necessary to convey title of 
the property to you, register 
the change in the land Title 
Office, and protect your 
interests in all parts of the 
transaction. Your real estate 
agent can probable estimate 
to you what these costs will 
be. Again, be prepared to pay 
seven per cent GS.T & 7% 
Provincial Sales Tax on the 
bill for this service. 
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Supporting CNIB services n your 
community may be the best charitable 
investment you could make today, 
for tomorrow. 





for the Blind 
B.C. - Yukon Division 
~.~ 
INTEGRITY 
Either you have it or you don't. There am no 
shades of gray whep it Comes to honesty and 
forthrightness. Thewel l -known trademark 
REALTOR. is your assurance of integrity 
when it comes to buying or selling. Only 
R_EALTOR`S are members of The Canadian 
IZeal Estate Association, and only R.EALTOI~S 
are governed by a strict Code of Ethics and a 
27-point Standards of Business Practice. Our 
pledge is to be honest in disclosing property 
information and forthright in providing the 
Facts needed to help you make oile of the most 
important decisions of your life. ll.emember, 
only a R`EALTOI1. has access to the Multiple 
Listing Service'~, Canada's most powertifl real 
estate marketing System. 
I II 
REALTOR ® 
ONLY A REALTORIS QUALIFIED 
TO HANDLE THE MOST IMPOKTANT 
FINANCIAL TRANSACTION OF YOUR LIFE. MULTIPLE USTING SERVICE ~ 
~.~ Stan Parker, Jim 
" . ~ r~'" ~E" 635-6361 
(~) i INDEPENDENTLY OWNED AND OPERATED 
21 Real Estate C0r Used Under License" 
President Duffy 
635-4031 635-6688 
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of the remaining 
Lots MLS 
AIR MILES TM SPON 
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Can be yours with this 197 
12x68' mobile home set up In a 
mobile home park, Three 
bedrooms, Natural gas heat. 
Priced to sell at $19,900, MLS 
LOADS OF POTENTIAL 
For the person who Isn't afraid of 
whipping a property into shape, 
we have tills 1152 sq.fl, 
doublewlde mobile home located 
on ,42 acre, Full basement, hNo 
baths, natural gas heat, Call Jim 
about this property listed at 
$59,500 MLS 
SICK OF YOUR EXISTING 
JOBI 
Why not become a farmer? I have 
one of the few working farms In 
the area, Price Includes', 27,1 acres 
of land, 6160 sq.ft,, Heated end 
refrigerated Quonset building, all 
farm eq,, farm has existing 
contracts for the crop. Great 
family business asking $370,000 
MLS Call Dennis 638.6093 
4 SOUTHSIDE LOTS 
74'x130" fully serviced, on paved 
street R2 zoning $27,500 oa, Call 
Dennis 638-8093 MLS. 
J !~' . " ,~ ..~, 
SUITE 
$145,00 - EXC. 
CALL HANS 
CUTE l COZY 
$112,500 MLS. 
~!~i ;  ~:~>.~ " '" 








IN TOWN LOTS 
These 2 lots are within city limits 
on the Bench, City water and city 
sewer at property line, Each lot Is l 
75'x112' and ere prleed at $32,000 i




Thinking of developing some 
land? This 4,34 acres In town on 
the Bench could be what you are 
looking for, Call Shaunce for more 
details, $115,900 EXCLUSIVE 




This ,90 Acre lot with excellent 
highway exposure and great 
access for a commercial 
adventure. Cell Shaunce for more 
Information, Asking $102,000 
MLS. 
LOOKING FOR PRIVACY? 
Then check out this 020 sq,ft. 
bungalow located on 110x137 lot 
In town. Two bedrooms. Unique 
large wood cookstove for looks 
and heat. Carport. Also 12x16 
cabin which Is wired and heated. 
Call today about this property 
priced at $73,500 MLS, 
$69,900 .MLS 
CALL JIM 
GREAT FAMILY AREA 
1400 sq. ft. newly renovated 3 br, 
home on 1/2 acre lot. Features: 
living room and master bedroom 
has vaulted ceilings, Jenn Air, 
Whirlpool tub, and landscaped 
yard with fire pit. Asking $139,500 
MLS, Call Dennls 638-8093. 
CENTRAL HORSESHOE 
A 4 bedroom home In the 
Horseshoe, 1232 sq,ft, and full 
basement, Has s large workshop 
and garden shed. Asking $135,000, 




UNIVERSITY OF V ICTORIA  representative was among the 
college and university reps who made enrolment pitches to 
graduating Caledonia students at a meeting last week. It hap- 
pened the same day as celebrations marking the school's 
25th anniversary PHOTO - -  AISHA MANJI 
!hank you for your support 
.3aledonia ~ ,~ o~ 
nar.ks 25th i! i ~l D iabetes  
mn,versary i ;I . =  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
tUl Z'Z~o, ?::,~.:;,1' 
IT WAS LIKE A trip down 
nemory lane for everyone with 
;ond memories of Caledonia Sr. 
~econdary School. 
Last week, staff there staged a 
~th anniversary celebration of 
he school's establishment at the 
LE.M. Lee Theatre. 
The' idea was conceived by 
eacher John Chen-Wing and was 
tssisted by Robin MacLeod, Gary 
rupper and many others, said 
)rincipal Geoff Straker. 
"There were quite a number of 
)eople from the early 70s who 
• urrently have kids in school or 
vho have just graduated," said 
gtraker. 
A ceremony was held to recog- 
dze honour roll students there 
ast year and also students who 
eceivcd Passport to Education 
=wards. 
There was also special tribute 
)aid to long-serving staff, like 
eacher Ed Harrison, who's been 
tt Cal since the school opened in 
L969. 
Eliie Higginson gave a rendi; 
ion of the school song Consider 
(ourself, lyrics of which were 
vdtten by singer/songwriter 
.aurie Thain. 
A plaque commemorating the 
vent was unveiled and goodies 
~ere served, followed by a time 
~r socia! mingling. 
Snow Valley Ford Sales Ltd. 
is pleased to annouce the 
appointment of 
DAN MAISONNEUVE 
to our sales staff, 
Dan hails from Hay River, 
N.W.T., where i=he received 
national distinction from Ford 
of Canada as one of the top 
120 salespeople in Canada for 
3 years in a row. 
We hope you Willmake Dan 
and h is  wife :Gwen feel 
welcome as he looks forward 
Yo meetlnglthe'f!re~Llly people 
; of Kitimat, Terrace and area. 
Dan shares our commitment 
to provide ou r customers with 
the best service possible, now 
and in years to come. 
SNOW VALLEY FORD 
KIT IMAT - 632-6182 
~ ' o l .  (,I.~/(,6.7 cc. 
P,)wcr 2.8/L.I kW. 
Weigh! iml. bar a,d chain 7/7.1 kg. 
Bar Icnglhs 16-28"/.I0-71 cm. 
. . . . .  J MODELS 62511/670,  GET FREE SAFETY KIT 















THAT'S QUALITY - AND SAFETY - SWEDISH STYLE 
B RIVER INDUSTRIES u.~.=, ,  
(TERRACE) LTD, ~',~'r.~ 
4427 Highway 16 TERRACE, B.C. V8G 5L5 
635-7383 - FAX: 635-4076 
"Complete"Automotive, Logging, Mining & Industrial Supply Centre 
A ~..,,.,~,r Ionsered Promotion effective ~lultu.~t I"  to 
Novc,, her 3"0. 1994. 
II 
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• 13" screen 
• With remote 
sA  Yo 
PORTABLE DI, ~ 
PLAYER 
MODEL CDP 45 
• Rechargeable battery 
pack 
• AC adaptor 
S.lLg¢. 
The Art  o f  Enter ta inment  '~ 
DOUBLE CASSETTE DECK 
MODEL CTVV 403 
• Full logic touch • Dolby B&C 
' 299 .32  
JVC 
MULTI DISC PLAYER 
MODEL XLF 215 




MODEL DAS 500 
• Digital answering machine 
• Full function remote 
• 2 digit call counter 
PORTAB,LE STEREO 
MODELMCD Z16 
• AM/FM radio 
• Compact disc 





MODEL CLT 6250 
• Any button talk 
• 21 day standby 
• Luminated key pad 
s15  
~r~ P l lO~E _Ejr~ • 
The Ar t  o f  Enter ta inment  TM 
MULTI DISC PLAYER 
MODEL PDM 423 
• Six pack magazine • Random play 
• High light scan 
'28 .321 
~1~ I - j |ONE -F_i-~ ° 
The Ar t  o f  Enter ta inment  '" 
PROJECTION 
T,V. 
MODEL SDP 5071 
• 50" screen 
• Black screen 
• Cinema wide | 
s3999°32" 
JVC 
DOUBLE CASSETTE DECK 
MODEL TDW 107 
• Dolby B 
*: 6NoN2 
CASE LOGIC CDW 12 
CD CARRYING CASE 
Holds 24 CD's 
S:lLg.32 
TDK SAC 90 
AUDIO TAPES i 




MODEL VHR 5214 
• Remote control • MID mount . 2 head 
ll lllm B 
sA  Yo 
(~,:; 
T.V. ~'~ 
MODELAVM 2764 ~ 
• 27" screen :u~'.,,, ' ~'~ 
• Remote control ~"'~ ' :'~ 
• Free stand 
s699.32  ] 
sA tvYO I 
STEREO 
MODEL DCD 12 
• Mini stereo 
• Compact disc changer 
• Double cassette 
• AM/FM tuner 
[_ 9.321 
JVC 
COMPACT DISC PLAYER 
MODEL XLV 161 




MODEL GRAX 70 
• VHS C format 
• 12x zoom 




MODEL C 20CL5 
• 20" colour T.V. 
• Remote control 
s42E 
E DISTRICT: 





J.D. WHITNEY CDRW 200 
CD STORAGE TOWER 
Holds 200 CD's 
s99,32 
SKEENA MALL 6354948 KEITH AVE. 635-5333 
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TO CELEBRATE October as Women's History Month, 
Yvonne Moen created a library display remembering the late 
Luella Brooks' achievement of being Terrace's first graduat- 
ing nurse. Moen shares the history, pointing out Brooks' first 
report card to Keith Goodwin and his daughter, Katheryn. 
Celebrat ing  
women's  h i s to ry  
OCTOBER has been official- 
ly declared Women's History 
Mont& 
The mouth was chosen to 
remember October 18, 1929, 
the day that Canadian women 
officially became "persons." 
In 1928, the Alberta Five, 
Irene Paflby, Louise McKin- 
ney, Henrietta Edwards, Nel- 
lie McLung and Emily Mur- 
phy, petitioned the Supreme 
Court of Canada to recognize 
women as "persons" in what 
became known as the Persons 
Case 
The court decided that under 
the terms of the BNA Act 
women were not "persons" 
and there could not be ap- 
pointed to the Senate of Cana- 
da. 
In 1929 the case went to the 
British Privy Council, where 
the Supreme Court decision 
was overturned. 
On October 18 it deemed 
women to be "persons" al- 
lowed in Senate. 
Cairine Wilson became the 
first woman appointed to the 
Senate of Canada in 1931. 
/ / 
Vm I . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
New Saztitone Supreme has an 
optical brightener tomake whites and 
brights their most vivid. This process 
is only available from . 
Certified Master ' . ,S -~ your 
Dr/cleaner. ~"~"'~;:" 
QUALITY 
DR YCLEA NING 
& REPAIRS 
4736 Lakelse Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1R6 
635-2820 
~.~ , ~,~ 








Gi f ts  and  
In fo rmat ion  are  
the  Key  to  Your  
New Communi ty  
BREAST HEALTH MONTH . 
Educat ion  key [  EA. uP 
in f ight ing s =N 
breast, ca.. cer  ,, 
Contributed between the ages of 35 and 54 ~ 1  -" 
SIMPLY BEING a woman and ~ In BritiSh ColUmbial 2,500 CCM PUMP Skates ., 
growing older are the two most 
important risk factors for devel- 
oping breast cancer. 
In 1994, this devastating illness 
will strike 17,000 Canadian 
women, approximately one-third 
will not survive. 
Breast cancer is most common 
in women over 50 years old yet, 
these women remain less in- 
formed than their younger 
counterparts. 
In 1994, every 90-year-old 
woman in Canada stands a one- 
in-nine chance of facing a breast 
cancer diagnosis. 
For a woman of 30, the odds of 
women will be diagnosed with 
breast cancer. Of those women, 
600 will die. 
An amazing 70 per cent of 
breast cancers are detected in 
women with no known risk fac- 
tors, 
But for many women beating 
the odds is a reality. 
Discovering the abnormality in 
the breast at the earliest possible 
stage reduces the need for aggres- 
sive treatment, improving the 
quality of life during and after 
treatment. 
For more information contact 
Terrace Breast Self-Examination 
devcloping the illness arc one in coordinator Lita Flynn at 635- 
2,500. 6263 or 635-2211 local 304. Or 
Still, breast cancer emains the call the Cancer Information Line 
leading cause of death in women at 1-800-663-4242. 
CNIB canvassing this week: :~ 
VOLUNTEERS WITH the Canadian National Institute for the Blind 
are going door to door this week raising money for the organization's 
annual Eye Appeal Campaign. 
The Institute presently serves 41 blind and visually impaired people 
in the Terrace area. Four new people have come to CNIB for the first 
time this year. 
CNIB has provided $31,000 worth of services to clients in the Ter- 
race area in 1994. 
The organizer of the Terrace canvass effort is Alma Joachim. If 
you're interested in volunteering o r donating, contac t Alma at 638- 
7969 . . . .  
Model 652 
;pecial ~.299 ~°.269 °° 
Limited Sizes Avai~ . ~  
~aUere~o"ao'°S ~ 
;pecial $249" 
Limited Sizes Available 
Sherwood Gloves 
Model 4070 
,. , Special $699~ 
*Special Prices on Recreational 
Hockey Team Jerseys 
Si/k Screening and Numbering Done on Premises 
To Order Call Toll free 1-800-667-6770 
S ~ @ FORD & MERCURY .~,~ ,~ ~, _ _ ! ,  
LE C 
I _ Truck & M|mvan Event  
0 
" ' . . . .  WINDSTAR 
AEROSTAR VILLAGER 
The best  dea ls  o f  the  year  on  some o f  the  
best -se l l ing  t rucks  in the  wor ld !  _..~_ ___  _~ 
DEALE~ 
SPECIAL 0N F-SERIES* AN 
EXPLORER ~ ~  = . . . . . . . . .  




I] LOW ,,11 F-Sin. "~___ JL__~~ ~ ~ ' ~  ~ \ AEROSTAR/" A 
• " RN--A,-CIN"G! " . . . . . . . . .  ~,"~0",~'~~) ATTENTION. . _~ P 
PRICES ARE AS LOW AS THEY CAN GO! 
THE "MAXIMUM CLEARANCE" EVENT ENDS NOVEMBER 2 :~ YOUR LAST CHANCE TO 
HAUL OFF WITH A HECK OF A DEAL ON A HUGE CHOICE OF BEST SELLING 1994 FORD TRUCKS! 
British Columbia ~ ~1 
J 
A TRUE STORY:  
Wishing locals 
speedy recoveries 
THIS WEEK I would like to send 
out very special get well wishes 
to my very good friend Tilly 
Roders, John Roders' mother. 
Just a few days ago I received a
short note from Tilly and she 
would like me to tell all her 
friends that she is now recuperat- 
ing well at her daughter Karen's 
home in the Fraser Valley. 
A few weeks ago Tilly went in 
to the St. Paul's Hospital in Van- 
couver and the doctors removed a
brain tumour that turned out to be 
non-malignant. 
Tiily says she is in very good 
spirits and says hello to everyone. 
Hurry and get well Tilly. 
Wishes for a very speedy 
recovery also go out to Mr. Kaul 
Kaulheek who is in the Mills 
Memorial Hospital. 
Again I would like to talk a 
little about the Terrace Beauti- 
fication Society, a small group of 
people who meet on the first 
Thursday of every month at City 
Hail. 
"The society, because we have 
only a few members, is looking 
,for more new members to come 
'out and help in projects. 
Our next meeting is on Novem- 
ber 3 at 7:00 p.m. at City Hall. 
For more information about he 
Terrace Beautification Society 
please call me, Yvonne, at 638- 
0423 or see George Clark'at Ter- 
race Travel. 
If you are cleaning out and have 
any old newspapers, clippings, 
old books, magazines, old hair 
wigs and. pieces, old hats or ac- 
cessories of any kind and old pie- 
tares, they are always needed. 
Please phone me, Yvonne, at 
:! :1 ;l'~J--~i' d:i :1 ;| m 
YVONNE MOEN 
638-0423. 
Who can tell me when tea bags 
first came Out? 
TILL 
remc 
Also, when were nylons and 
pantyhose first put on the market 
for sale? 
Get F,-eshl 
Subway Sandwiches and Salads beat burgers everytime Let 
a Subway sandwich artist create your personal sandwich 
masterpiece on fresh baked bread right before your eyes. 
Our menu includes an assortment of: 
• Footlong Sandwiches . 6" Sandwiches 
• 4" Round Sandwiches • Salads 
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 UGIES 
NER SPECIALS 
...... Shrimp Fettucini $5.95 
...... Beef Stir Fry $5.95 
~y...New York Steak & Caesar $6.95 
...... BBQ Ribs $6.95 
...... Prime Rib $6.95 
...... New York Steak $6.95 
Peal for a Hot Meal/ 
erved from 5:00 8:00 pm 
BEVERAGE CHARGE OF $1 75 
ERRACE INN 
e, BC V8G 1M7 635-6630 
 GORILLA " 
$ DISCOUNT FIREWORKS 
m Off*  a , 
' I 
m Foot long  Sub  ..... mm i \ 
*With the of a medium soft drink -,~790n 
l One coupon per customer per v i s i t  ~ IO IA~ SAVI I~( ;S  
i Not valid with any other promotional offer. Good only at Terrace Subway 
MARy lOS, y 
HOLIDAY 
GIFT IDEAS 
Mary Kay fragrance Lim!ted 
edition gifts are perfect for 
everyone on your list.And the 
gift wrapping is free! Call today, 
FOUNTAIN S, COMES 
~IUMMEROOS, CANDLES- 
BARRAGES, MINES 







I Offer Expires Nov 15/94 
, , 
4744 Lakelse Ave  635-1994 
lmm m m m m m m ~ mm am m m m mmmm 
"HOW A IRBC CURED MY 
FEAR OF FLY ING "~ITH A 
LITTLE INTENSIVE CARE." 
Nicole Robinson 
Nicole Robinson had a little 
problem with flying. She was 
totally terrified of it. In fact she 
stayed close to home for about. 
eighteen years. 
Her fiance was doing a lot of 
travelling howeveh as he played 
tbr the Vancouver Canucks hockey 
l'arm team. A rendez-vous was set 
and she was given her tickets. "We 
hadn't seen each other ill fotu" naonths...so basically I had no choice except o fly." 
Fortunately the AirBC crew did what they do best, making people feel totally com- 
tbrtable. "I saw the AirBC steward and he smiled and said hi. The pilot smiled as 
well. The steward talked to me about where I was going and how I was feeling and 
before I knew it we were landing." 
The experience changed NiCole's attitude about flying forever. "I love flying 
now, I can't wait until the next time." 
. J rBc  . . . . .  
OUR AIRLINE IS MORE THAN PLANESIIT!S PEOPLE. 
AirBC has tl!e first flight of the day to Vcmcom,er and o,r Com,enient Schedule 




BLAZE OF GLORV 
REG. 125.00 
NOW 99,99 
. . . .  ~ ROMAN CANDLE 
GET ONEFREE nun = I I I :  
BUY AlUV ONE OFTHESE~.~. . .. 
CHOOSE A 2rid ONE FREE~:I i,;~! 
99¢. 
#5 FLORAL STAR SHELL #8 
#5 THUNDER & LIGHTNING 
#5 WILD THING SPARKLERS 
#5 CHRYSANTHEMUM SHELL BOX OF SiX 




SHOP EARLY  FOR BEST SELECT ION ! 
FOUR LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU: 
City Centre Mall 
#276 City Centre, Kitimat 
Belmont Hotel 
741-3rd Ave, West, Prince Ru pert 
m~AFI  l - -a - - - - l - -=  A . . - -  ~ . . . . . .  
Ocean Centre Mall 
309-2nd Ave. West, Prince Rupert 
Keith Avenue Mall 
4710 Keith Ave., Terrace 
. 5 ~...<~ ;~- : .~>: .  ~>: ,  i}  ~ ¸ ; : .~ " . . . .  ~ I . .~*  T~/ .~!~.~5-~ ~ 'T~ ' 
i 
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- A vanta e The Terrace Co op 
it, s our 
Thursday, Oct. 27-Friday, Oct. 28 ~1~ 
~!i~i~!~!~i ! . and Saturday, Oct. 29 _ ~ 
II CashBack. II 
tl A, theCash,eg, ste, ll 
II tl : _ :~-II ~ ~%'  ...... Cash Back ! 
II, -a= 1,w At the Cash Register.= I 
o Cash  Back  FUFFIl:!i~Fr~ti;eB ak  rYD e h a n d 
~ At  the  Cash  Reg is ter  iiii~&~a&r~P°r;i;gosGt°g~i:e 
"itemsthat never-goonsa/-e ~ ~/~ B -t ( ~ ~ It thee  ticalsh~o I 
~ ~  st~ery Centres B~,  .. ~~I~ /~~ _ '~ ~"~ [ thce~ I 
~ - - - J  . . . . . . .  -~z 
Ter race  Co-op  - Where  be ing  a member  saves  
CO-OP FARM & GARDEN CENTRE 4617 Greig Ave, 
STORE HOURS: 
M0n.- Thurs .................... 9 a.m, - 6 p.m, 
Friday ............................... 9 a,m, - 9 p,m, 







. Post Office 
. Gas Bar 
TERRACE CO-OP DEPARTMENT STORE 4617 Grei,q Ave. 
STORE HOURS: I 
Men,- Wed.. ................... 9 a,m,- 6 p.m, 
Thurs,- Fri . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  9 a.m,- 9 p,m, 
Saturday . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  9 a,m,- 6 p,m, 
Sunday.,,, . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  11 a,m,- 5 p,m, 
~:~-~:~47 _ _ _  _ _ _ _  
I 
i 
, Lottery Centre 
, Hardware & 
Houseware 
* Sporting Goods 
, Appliances & 
Electronics 
TERRACE CO-OP HOME CENTRE 
2912 Molitor St, 
STORE HOURS: 
MONDAY THRU SATURDAY 
8a,m, -6  p,m, 
OPEN SUNDAYS 11:00AM - 4 PM 
635-9595 
you money:  
BULK PLANT 4821 Hwy, 16 
I BULK PLANT HOURS: 
I 
MONDAY. FRIDAY 
I 8:00 AM,- 6 P,M. 
I SATURDAY 





SPORTS MENU C2 PORTS 
II I,~, ~L. 
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SKEENA ANGLER 




HILE THE two new Zealanders 
double-haul energetically from 
the far bank, Lambroughton has a 
drink with Adam, Felix' modern 
COunterpart. New Wave fishermen with 
neoprene waders, long-billed ball caps, the 
latest in pile and high tech rain gear, they talk 
techno talk: Teeny Five Hundreds, Teeny 
Three Hundreds, the latest high modulus rods, 
how to get more and bigger fish. 
Van Egan stands in the background, a 
fisherman of the Old Wave, rain slicker, 
wading staff, fifteen foot rod, tweed hat, 
listening with a bemused look on his face. 
AS quickly as they came, they are gone. The 
ceiling drops lower. The rain falls all night 
b:ating a tattoo on the tarp. We get up fre- 
quently to COllect buckets of water. 
Even the deer mice which have been scurry- 
ing over our feet and gear for the last eight 
days have fled. 
Two days of deluge and the river has cov- 
ered our water gauge. Pete Several and party 
float by, fleeing the rising river. We hear later 
that the pilot of the sched flight needed four 
t~ies to get them out, and that those who have 
made it to Hagensborg are being bused to the 
Caribou because Wilderness Air can't land. 
The mountains are shrouded in mist. We 
wonder if Skelly's chopper can make it. The 
rain is incessant. The wind howls. Storm after 
storm swirls down, up, and around the valley• 
The fishing is over for us, but not for the 
camou,clad Rambos 1~f Mountain Equipment 
Gang who can still be seen bouncing about in 
the Victoria Run, casting and casting and cast- 
ing and dodging logs bumping dangerously 
down the muddy Dean. 
Even the deer mice which have 
been scurrying over our feet and 
gear for the last eight days have 
fled. 
• "I remember the time, years back, when 
Harold Baker's party was forced to break 
down the camp and pack it a mile inland when 
the river rose six feet in one night," Pete says 
gravely, as I watch the waters lapping against 
the bank and Arrattempts oretrieve the water 
gauge. 
Pete and Krt make the hike to salt where 
Mrs. Hill, the widow of packer Tony Hill 
he was swallowed up by a raging Dean River 
two seasons ago - -  serves them up tea and 
muffins. 
While they dine then go looking for salty 
chum salmon, Van and I talk, tie up leaders, 
watch new waterfalls pring to life, and mark 
the disappearance and reappearance of the 
lowest, lying mountains until Pete and Art 
return, sopping TeL 
"Mike Ramscy will call Skelly on his radio 
tomorrow, and see if he can fly, says Art. 
The night of Day 11: the last drops of scotch 
are drunk. I wonder how long these coastal 
• storms can last. We all think about he work 
of taking down the tent and the heavilybound 
tarp then finding out that the air machines 
can't fly. Sleep is fitful for everyone but Art, 
who has ear plugs. 
In the morning there is a hole. The ceiling 
lifts, The mountains are visible again. We hur- 
riedly break camp. 
Mike shows up and says Skelly will be here 
by ten. At ten exactly we hear the hum of a 
helicopter. Skelly overflies the canyon. Van 
and I view the cataracts. We touch down, 
transfer to the sched flight, and after the bag- 
gage is loaded fly out over the ocean then up 
over the mountains and into Hagensborg. 
Wilderness Air lands. There will be no bus 
Runners to face final test 
Smithers this weekend for Satur- 
day's zone race, they won't be 
looking for a trip to the provin- 
cials, he adds. 
Murphy explained the idea this 
season had been "just to get (the 
sport) off the ground again." 
That, the relative youth of the 
Terrace runners and the expcnsc 
of the trip south meant the 
THE TRUE test is about o come 
for Terrace Schools cross-country 
team members, says coach Joe 
Murphy. 
But when the squad heads to 
CROSS COUNTRY runners at lhe Terrace meet shrugged off chilly weather and light drizzle as 
they raced the Ferry Island course. To ensure their distances were absolutely accurate, coach Joe 
Murphy found a volunteer to ride his odometer-equipped mountain bike around the course. 
Soccer zones 
are wide open 
ANYBODY'S: that pretty well their first meeting, Charles Hays 
provincials had never been part of 
the plan. 
However, if all goes well, next 
year could be different. 
In the meantime, Terrace run- 
ners continue to put in strong per- 
formanccs. 
At their own meet held last 
Thursday, Morgan Evans con- 
tinued his winning ways in the 
grade 8 division, posting a 21:08 
time for the 5kin Ferry Island 
C O U r s e .  
Justin Keitch also kept up his 
form in the grade 11-12 boys, 
completing the 7.5km course run 
by the older athletes in 28:15 for 
the victory. 
Steve Critcldey took fourth, just 
three seconds behind the third 
placed runner, and Rob Freeman 
clocked exactly 30 minutes in 
crossing sixth. 
Brant Stokkeland posted a solid 
35:25 in the grade 9-10 boys 
category but had to settle for fifth 
in a tough field. 
Murphy also highlighted the 
performances of Mike Davies, 
making his cross counUy debut, 
and Monique Charbonneau both 
of whom also ran into strong 
fields. 
More than 30 runners from 
across the northwest ackled a 
coarse Murphy descried as slip 
pery and cold, drizzly weather. 
Five days earlier conditions had 
been even more demanding when 
Terrace faced Prince Rupert run- 
nets in the coast city. 
That course included an ex- 
tremely wet section plus a rocky 
and slippery downhill stretch 
which demanded runners slow 
down markedly. 
However, Terrace ntries hand- 
led both the course and their op- 
position, winning three of the 
four divisions they were in. 
Evans again took his division, 
holding off teammate Murray 
MacCarthy by 28 seconds over 
the 5.1kin route. 
Keitch, Critchley and Freeman 
finished one-two-three in senior 
boys over a truncated 6.8km 
course, Stokkeland took the vic- 
tory in junior boys and Charbon- 
neau was runner-up among senior 
girls. 
Foot note 
RUNNERS AT the schools cross ~ 
country zones have been cau- 
tioned to keep their eyes open for 
more than just their opponents. 
The package sent out to partici- 
pating schools has attached to the 
front a late note: "Bears may be  
around so make lots of noise." 
Times may be a little slower 
than usual if participants have to 
keep looking back over their 
shoulders as they run the course. 
sums up the senior boys soccer 
zone playoffs coming up this Sat- 
urday• 
Caledonia, Kitimat and 
Smithers tangled here in an Oct. 
15 tourney which only underlined 
how closely matched they were. 
Caledonia opened with a come- 
narrowly went down to Cal again 
last Tuesday, 2-1 this time, and 
on their home ground• 
That last match gave Cal a taste 
of playing on Hays' Astro-Turf 
surface, experience that could 
prove vital in the zones. 
"It's very fast and bounces 
true," Erasmus aid of the Rupert 
surface, "and the ball rolls 
forever." 
torn'behind, 5-4 w in  over 
Smithers only to drop their next, 
6-4 to Kitimat. 
But Smithers denied Kitimat he 
chance to win the round robin by 
defeating them 5-3 to leave all 
three teams with a 1-1 record. 
However, Cal got one clear 
message from the day's play: 
they have to solve Kitimat if they 
are too emerge as northwest tit- 
lists. • 
I t  was the second meeting of the 
shor t  season for the two teams 
As a result, players used to 
playing on grass fields have to 
make some significant adjust- 
meats, most notably pulling back 
on the power of their kicks. 
"You just have to tap the bali," 
Erasmus aid, adding if a player 
kicks with the sort of power 
needed to send a long through 
ball on grass, "it's gone•" 
Another thing players have to 
• e"  ' ' " • ' tap to Anah un Lake. We re rote the clouds• I l and  second victory for Kittmat. remember is the ball bounces 
watch the pilot and co-pilot adjust some of the : Earlier* on their home ground, much higher off that surface than 
many dials on the control panel, finish off The IGthnat llad doubled Cal 6-3. they are used to, 
Sh~opingNews just before we hit the tarmac at ii But,~with the teams due to meet The overall effect Is to produce 
Vancouver • i : iagain in Smithers last weekend, much faster paced games, he 
Taylor and Straight are there to greet us. Lee i ~ !~i:  ~aeh Art Erasmus forecast, added, noting the surface doesn't 
grabs a piece of luggage and shoulders the ~ ! "We!ll turn that around,,, change much even in the rain. 
cam rifle P . Hays of Prince Rupe~ Erssmus aidthe reaction of the 
"You look pretty formidable with that rifle • i~ust ibe hoping for the Same Cal players to the surface was 
slang over your shoulder,!' I tell him, ~ i ~i!when it come~ to Caledonia, mixed, some liking it, others bay- 
" I 'm formidable without It, '~ says Lee. losing in  a shoot oat in tag some dlfflcuity adjusting, 
= Net result 
JUNIOR GIRLS volleyball teams ~om across the northwest 
were in town last Saturday as Thornhill played host to a 10- 
team tourney. Above action i! from the Smithers -Stew~ 
match up in whlchthe easterners rebounded forthe win. ' 
I 





TERRACE YOUTH SOCCER 
annual general meeting at the 
Happy Gang Centre, 7:30 p.m. 
Men's Rec Hockey 
Okies v Timbermcn 9 p.m. 
Convoy v Wranglers 
10:30 p.m. 
THURSDAY~ OCT. 27 
Men's Rec Hockey 
Back Eddy v Coast Inn 
10:30 p.m. 
SATURDAY~ OCT. 29 
Volleyball 
CALEDONIA SIL BOYS host 
tournament at Caledonia, 
Sr.Giris hold theirs at Skeena 
Jr. Secondary. 
Men's Rec Hockey 
Okies v Wranglers 8 p.m. 
Convoy v Timbermen 
9:30 p.m. 
SUNDAY~ OCT. 30 
Rod and Gun 
HALLOWE'EN HAUNT 
IPSC club match at the Thorn- 
hill range. 
Men's Rec Hockey 
Precision v Coast Inn 
9:30 p.m. 
All Seasons v Skeena Hotel 
11 p.m. 
TUESDAY~ NOV. 1 
Men's Rec Hockey 
Norm's Auto v Skeena Hotel 
9 p.m. 
Precision v Back Eddy 
10:30 p.m. 
Straw tops in Madness 
siT~n CnOdURSrrEffahSish~a~n~? bdCt OUJdt~heorugt~ain;g ~OvP?VoC;p~t~s e Gregg (414)got the nod because 
only McCoy finished ahead of 
Brian McCoy missed carrying the 
day at the latest IPSC pistol meet. 
Seventeen shooters tackled 
McCoy's Madness at the Oct. 16 
competition held at the Rod and 
Gun range in Thornhili. 
None could match Fred Straw 
who posted a525 point total on a 
scoring system that takes into ac- 
count both the number of hits and 
the time taken. 
McCoy finished second overall 
at 444 points with Bob Gregg, Ed 
Morris and Terry Morris filling 
shooters were in 'C' Class, Ed 
Morris was named official winner 
in that division. That's because 
shooters were not allowed to be 
winners in more than one event 
'D' Class was topped by Mark 
Kennedy who edged out Robert 
Tiernan by just 4.2 points with 
Greg Broadway third. 
Jim Manson's 378 tally nailed 
down the Open Class ahead of 
George Gregg and John Glen- 
cross. 
In the Stock Gun division, Bob 
Score Board 
Men's  Recreat ional  Divis ion 
TEAM GP W L T ( IF  GA PTS 
All Seasons 8 6 0 2 39 27 14 
Coast Inn of the West 7 5 1 1 38 28 11 
Norm's Auto Refinishing 8 3 4 1 52 42 7 
Skecna Hotel 7 2 4 1 35 40 5 
Back Eddy Pub 7 1 4 2 28 40 4 
Precision Builders 7 0 4 3 33 48 3 
October 11 
Skecna Hotel 6 Precision Builders 6 
All Seasons 6 Norm's Auto Refinishing 5 
October 15 
All Seasons 6 Back Eddy Pub 4 
Norm's Auto Refinishing 8 Precision Builders 6 
October 16 
Coast Inn of the West 5 Skeena Hotel 4 
October 18 
Skeena Hotel 5 Back Eddy Pub 2 
Coast Inn of the West 5 Norm's Auto refinishing 2 
October 20 
All Seasons 4 Precision Builders I 
Oldt imers  Div is ion 
TEAM GP W L T GF GA PTS 
Terrace Timbermen 3 3 0 0 11 4 6 
Riverside Auto Wranglers 5 2 2 1 12 15 5 
Convoy Supply 5 2 3 0 17 17 4 
Northern Motor Inn Okies 5 1 3 1 13 17 3 
NOON HOUR HOCKEY 
sessions go every Monday, 
Wednesday and Friday 11:45 
a.m.-1 p.m. Players must be 19 
years and the limit is 20 
players on first-come, first- 
serve basis. Fee is $3 but 
goalies with equipment get in 
free. " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Lakelse'I.;ogging ....... 
SNOWMOBILE Association 
meets the first Tuesday of each 
month 7:30 p.m. at the Sand- 
man Inn. All snowmobilcrs 
welcome. 
CONTRACT BRIDGE dub 
plays the second and fourth 
• Thursdays of each month at the 
Lcgion at 7:30 p.m. For more 
information, phone Pat Zapor- 
,.an at 635-2537. 
BADMINTON CLUB prac- 
tices every Tuesday and Thurs- 
day 8 p.m., Sundays at 7:30 
p.m. at Thornhill Jr. Secondary 
school. For more information 
phone Diane at 635-3564. 
him. Jim Manson was next ahead 
of Grcg Broadway. 
And the Ladies title went to 
Sarah Lambert who beat out 
Louise Folmcr by 17 points with 
Jean Nidd third. 
Lambert is about to take her 
turn organizing a shoot, the Hal- 
lowc'en Haunt set for Sunday 
Oct. 30 at the Rod and Gun range 
in Thornhill. 
Participants who don't show up 
in costume pay the price in the 
form of a point penalty. 
FUN DART LEAGUE plays 
every Wednesday night at the 
Legion starting at 8 p.m. All 
games doubles, open to all and 
newcomers/rookies always 
welcome. 
TERRACE ROD & GUN 
Club meets the first Wednes- 
day of every month, 7 p.m. at 
the clubhouse on Rifle Range 
Road in Thornhill. 
New members arc welcome. 
For information, contact Frcd 
Shaw at 635-2874. 
To get an event on to 
the Sports Menu, bring, 
the details into the office 
at 4647 Lazelle Ave., 
phone .Malcolm at 638- 
7283 or fax them to 638- 
8432. 
October 16 
Convoy Supply 7 Riverside Auto Wranglers 4 
Terrace Minor Hockey 
Midget House League 
Dcdiluke Surveying 
Terrace Chrysler 
Bantam House League 
Hcaman Trucking 
Bantam Rcps - 
Terrace 
Terrace 















12 Terrace Chrysler 3 
8 Dediluke Surveying 6 
4 Remax Realty 1 
-3 Heaman Trucking 1 
7 Prince Rupert 0 
12 Prince Rupert 2 
3 Farwest Fuels 1 
6 Ken's Trucking 2 
13 Prince Rupert 5 
10 Prince Rupert 2 
6 All West Trading 4 
5 Lazelle Mini Storage 3 
9 Centennial Lions 7 
5 Gieselman Bruins 3 
4 Long's Logging 2 
8 Legion 3 




B~. & WKON 
Box 22, 
IMPROVING Terrace, B.C, Major Credit Cards 
YOUR VSG 4A2 Accepted 
ODDS Yonr donation is 
AGAINST Mar~orie ,Park tax deductible 
CANADA'S 638-1167 
#1 KILLER 
Your In Memoriam gig is a lasting tribute, Please send your 
donation to the address above, along with the name and 






Ric l'aul King 
FOITI ATION 
This Foundation is committed to financially supporting 
community recreation projects and programs including the 
addition of a Second• Sheet of ice. 
For information call 635-6948 or write to 
Rick and Paul King Foundation, 
P.O. Box 203, Terrace, BC, V8G 4A6. 
The Rick and Paul King foundation is a registered non-profit 
society and has applied for registration as a charity with 
Revenue Canada. 
i~;i~i.i!i~iI~!.iIi~.f~.M!!~MT;:~i~.MT~:TM.i.::;M~M;i:i;~:;:~:.:72ii::~:~.?;:~%;:~;~:i~iiii~i~i~i::::i?~ i%ili~i i i~ii:i:i i;~; : ;;;:~ii:~ i;ii !i~::!iii ;i~::~:;~i i i  ::::~ :~,  ............... 
leastSUrelYonetherecoachiS outat lii~ti~~pply::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::: ~ ;~ '~ Ltd.  
of all the youth soc- ~ ~ t ~ ~  Oa, e35.2218 | Y('I~ "]'e;;ace 4736 Lazelle Ave.... 
cer teams that is / (Just behindMcDonalds) 
worthy of nomina- ~ Our friendly, knowledgeable staff have 
tlon for Coach of ~ over 70 years combined experience to 
the Year, help them serve you better. 




Or any ofithe other 
many sports played 
in this community? 
Yet with only two 
weeks left before 
nominations close, 
all of these coaches 
are getting the 
brush off. 
Come on, players 
and parents, let's 
see  more  o f  those  
hard working 
people get a bit of 
recognition. 
You have until 
Thursday, Nov. 10. 




literacy in the developing world 
For information, call 1-800-661-2633 
*Auto parts, accessories and tools for summer and winter 
* Over 13,000 part * Overnight delivery on 
numbers in stock on special orders 
O ~,. • . I Come in for a coffee I_J ur  -xpenence is I . ,d  browse 
,~  ,z _ ~  M0n.- Fd ........ 8am-6 pm |N 
~ ~ ! i  Sat .................. 8am-5 prn ~1 
~ i l i  iii~iil ~: ~ ~ - ~ : : . ~ l  
TERRACE ARM WRESTL ING 
ASSOCIAT ION AND 
THE TERRACE INN 
present 
.~ ~RRA C6 




es for rr 
AND PF 
Buy any Buy any Bu! 
3 Items 2eltems !1 
Get a fourth item* t a third item* .... a set 
for just for just for 
: ii I 
, i 
ICE HOT. Totem Ford goalie Rod Mclnnes was at the top of his game Saturday afternoon as the 
Terrace Midget Rep team played host to Fraser Lake. Above, he turns aside another shot to keep 
the home team ahead on the board in a game marked by a regular procession to the penalty box. 
Reps rip up Rupert 
TERRACE REP teams got their new season offto a 
winning start Oct. 15-16 and in convincing style. 
The Bantam Reps shut down Prince Rupert 7-0 in 
the Friday night opener then swamped their coastal 
rivals 12-2 the following day. 
Meanwhile The PeeWee Reps wer e just as merci- 
less with their Rupert opponents, pounding the 
home team 13-5 and 10-2. 
The Midget Rcps didn't get a chance to complete 
the sweep when Prince Rupert cancelled out of 
their Tri-City league games. 
In local house league action, the Elks launched 
their Novice division season with back to back wins 
over the Gciselman Bruins (5-3) and Copperside 
(10-0). 
Wilkinsons and Doyle's Blazers each scored vic- 
tories in their openers. 
Dediluke Surveying and Terrace Chrysler split 
their two meetings, DedUuke hammering their 
Midget rivals 12-3 in the first but dropping an 8-6 
decision in the rematch. 
Atom teams Drifters, Kinsmen and All Seasons 
all opened with vic~ri~ whil e Bradford~and Rotary 
did the same in PeeWee.action, . . . . . . . . . . .  
TNJ SOUND SYSTEMS 
& $ HITACHI 
. .  ! ~,:,,:: 
i'! ~! i'
Yes, we have breadmakers. Three great models 
to choose from...starting at $279.00.  
TALK TO THE GOOD GUYS TODAY! 
TNJ SOUND SYSTEMS 
Phone 638-1200 Downtown Terrace ~"~,  
I 
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There is a perception - and 
initially, it seems perfectly obvious 
- that with the NHL shut down 
indefinitely, all other levels of 
hockey will prosper. It's natural to 
assume that died-In-the wool, 
gotta-getta-fix rink rats who can't 
watch the best league will turn to 
the next league. And it's true that 
attendance is up in junior, senior 
and professional leagues all 
across North America. But would 
that attendance be up anyway? 
At least one prominent hockey 
man in Canada feels that other 
levels of hockey will not prosper 
without he NHL leading the way, 
David Branch is the long-time 
commissioner of the Ontario 
Hockey League. He's watched it, 
or more appropriately helped it, 
grow from a fledgling junior loop 
with changing ownership to a 
rock-solid, profitable league with 
prospective new investors lined 
up to join in. Branch says 
attendance is strong this season 
but he doesn't see the NHL 
lockout as a windfall for the OHL. 
"Actually, the absence of the 
Toronto Blue Jays at a time when 
they usually dominate the scene 
in Ontario is probably the real 
reason for a surge in 
attendance," he said from his 
office in Scarborough, Ont. "The 
success of the Toronto Maple 
Leafs since Mr. Fletcher took 
over is the real catalyst for every 
hockey league in Ontario and a 
long NHL shutdown might mean 
a general apathy. I don't think the 
situation will help us at all." 
The point is easily overlooked 
but on second thought, what 
prompts kids to grab a stick and 
head onto the street for some 
shinny? More than likely an NHL 
game on TV. And who do they 
pretend to be and wear the 
sweaters of in their games? With 
respect, it's not Smith and Jones 
from the local squad, but Gilmour, 
Bure, Lafontaine and Ranford. 
And it doesn't matter how much 
money they're making, it's the 
moves they make and league 
they play in that count. 
To further gauge the 
importance of the NHL in the 
remarkable growth of hockey all 
over the continent, ponder these 
questions: Did the East Coast 
Hockey League, that now has 18 
A The Voice of 
~ T h e  Canucks  
by Jim Hughson 
teams in places like Wheeling, 
West Virginia and Tallahassee, Expo fans in Montreal didn't 
Florida, grow on its own or did the drive en masse to Ottawa to 
spillover from the NHL provide watch the Lynx. They put away 
the ferti l izer? Has the their caps and went to dinner 
International Hockey League and a movie. The same thing 
expanded rapidly because it's so might happen to hockey, fans 
darn good or because hockey's who can't see the best won't 
popularity as a whole has created settle for the rest. 
a demand for more teams and If hockey's unprecedented 
rinks? success is a trickle-down from 
When major league baseball the top league in the world, 
shut down, fans found other then it's hard to imagine a 
things to do. Minor league source dammed up too long 
attendance was strong but had having a positive effect on 
been all along, The disappointed anyone downstream. 
In Season 
Specials 
Cooper SK2000 Sherwood 5030/SC 











~" All Seasons 1@ Source For Sports ~ 
14555 Lakelse Ave. 635-29821 
YOU LEATHEB, I L 
SPECIALIST 
Personal Leather SE 
• Chaps ,Jackets 
• Pants .Vests 
• Saddle Bags 
I f  " 
? ., ] 
per & Trailer cushions & curtains 
• Load Strap Repairs 
• Boat Cover Repairs 
UEE SWI CUSTOM 
LEATHER WORKS 
÷÷93 QUEEXSWAY I~IVE 
TE~EACE 
63~-7721 .I1 
C4 - The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, October 26, 1994 
TERRACE STA N D~ARD 
CTION ADS 
ACTION RATES ' ; VNCOUV oc LUXUOUS OM 63E 7283 home, minutes to Chemainus. Quality 2 -sunny  Vernon, located onry 5 minutes 
I~q bdrm private full suite down, oak floors, from downtown. Only footsteps from Kin 
• large sundeck, skylights, heat pump, Beach Park and beautiful Okanagan 
k workshop, shed, fenced, vinyl siding, nice Lake. 4 bdrm, 3 bath, air conditioning, 
DEADL INE:  FR IDAY 5 P .M.  garden, fireolace, diningroom. Appraised security system, hottub, sauna, too many 
$170,000, tax $1026. Trade for home h other features to mention. Asking price 
Classified and Classified Display ~ Cariboo. 1.245.7884. $344,000 or will trade for house n 
Terrace or W.H.Y. W~II consider holding 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a star holiday falls on a WE W O R K  T O G E T H E R  ;OR SALE IN THE Horseshoe on a some financing, 635-1810. 
50'x122' lot, newly renovated 4 bedroom 
Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline Is Thursday at 5 p.m, FOR YOU! I1=.~11 Rancher style home on n/g, Custom NEW BENCH LISTING. Charming 1250 
for all display and classified ads. Joyce Flndlay Sheila Love ~ country cabinets, new carpets & ling eq. ft. home, full finished basement, 3 
TERRACE STANDARD, 4647 LAZELL:E AVE., 635-2697 635-3004 ~ through out..Sundeck, Gazebo, large bedrms, 2 baths, rear sundeck, single 
TERRACE, B,C, V8G 188 ~ shop. Fully landscaped with fish pond and garage, paved driveway, large 
All classified and classified display ads must be prepaid by either cash, Visa or ~ waterfall and much more. Quick landscaped lot 82x150 ft. Exclusive with 
possession. A must seal $89,900. Serious Rusty Ljungh, Terrace Realty Ltd, 638- 
Mastercard. When phoning in ads please have your Visa or Mastercard number ~ inquiries only. 638-0147 after 4:30. 0371 or 635.5754. 
ready. 
CLASSlFIEDWORDADS LEGAl.ADVERTISING I~.~1 NEW 2500 SQ.FT. HOME IN SilverKing. 2 ACRE LOTS. 4 LOTS ON Solomon 
20 words or less $10.36 per column inch ~ F~II basement, 2 car garage, 3 bedrooms, Way in new Subdivision, serviced with 
1 insertion-S5.00 BIRTHDAY/ANNIVERSARY ~ ensulte, appliances, blinds, sheers, large road, hydro, telephone with water 
3 insertions-S12.00 $25.53 for3 inches, includes 1 photo. I rec. room w/fireplace, sundecK available in the general area by 80 ft. 
6insertions-S15.00 *Additional t $9.51 perlnch $209,000. For appointment to view 847. wells. Lots are lightly treed and there s 
good drainage. Asking $24- $26,000 
*Additional words 15¢each OBITUARIES ~ 3605. MLS ~ GST. Phone Rusty Ljungh 638- 
CLASSIFIED DiSPLAYADS $20.53 for 3 inches ~ 10 ACRES CEDAR RIVER RD. 0371, or 635-5754, Terrace Realty Ltd. 
$9.51 per column inch *Additionalat $5.51 per inch ~ '~ Rosewood. Trees. Box 676, Terrace, 
CO..,0E..A'.OXSER~CE JUST LISTED $198,900 MLS B c.,v8G 4B8. 2. MOBILE HOMES Pickup $2.00 Mail out $5.00 
For regional coverage place your ad In the weekend edition of the Skeena 2312 Pear Street ~ SMALL 3 BEDROOM HOUSE and 3 1976 14X70', WAS 3 BEDROOM BUT 
Marketplace. bedroom double wide sold together on now. 2 bedroom, 1 bath. Totally redone. 
OVER 30 CLASSIFICATIONS! Pr ide  of ownership!!! 5 bedroom, completely i doublelot private, fenced yards.Currently Kitchen island. All light colours. They 
rented. Great location, must se11.$75,000, don't come any nicer. Delivered for 
renovated home on a double landscaped lot. ~.~ 842-5498 $21,350. 1-403-973-6617 
1 Real Estate 12, Motorcycles 24. Notices ~ I l l  I lm~m~;~ ~ ~  • ~ ~. , - - ,~  - -~ ~,~:~;~' . ' - '~ :~. ,~. l~ l  ~ . ~ : ~ s / . ~  [ ]  ~. ~&~{~!~..:~?~!~ ~,~ 2. Mobile Homes 13. Snowmobiles 25. Business ~ BB b,,.._~.;~i~!~¢¢.~:>?~:~:. 
3. For Rent 14. Boats & Marine Opportunities ~, ,  ~ '~.: ~:~: ..... ~ ,~.::. !~i, ,~ ~ - -  
4. Wanted to Rent 15. Machinery 26. Personals ~"~"~: ~ :   "~ - "  ~ " ~ l l  . . . . .  "=~ll~ 
5. For Sale Misc. 16.~Farm Produce 27. Announcements ~/~ . . 
6. Wanted Misc. 17. Garage Sales 28. Card of Thanks ~: ~!<~.~ i!! ~ . ,  i -~= i, " "~.~ ~.~ 
,. For Rent Misc 18. Business Services 2,. .n Memoriam ~ !  ~ 1  !~~=,  
8. Cars for Sale 19, Lost & Found 30. Obituaries == ~ ,  L.,a~.~._::....~c. : , .  
9. Trucks for Sale 20. Pets & Livestock 31. Auction Sales • ~ : ~ 
10.Aircraft. 21. Help Wanted 32. Legal Notices I ~ ~ ~  ~ 
11. Recreational 22. Careers 33. Travel PACIF IC  HE IGHTS For Sale By Owner 
Vehicles 23. Work Wanted 5 Units left ~ Non-registered on Rental Property in Nass Camp. 
The Terrace Standard reserves the rightto classify ads underapproprlateheadngs 5108 Medeek Avenue ~ Completely furnished trailer with 5 appliances. Shcp and to set rates therefore and to determine page location, 
The Terrace Standard reminds advertisers that is is against he provincial Huma~ 
Rights Act to discriminate on the basis of children, marital status and employment when $109,500 " $116,000 EXC stocked fully with equipment pertaining to tire repair. 
praclng "For Rent" ads, Landlords can state a no-smoking preference, 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to revise, edit, classify or reject any ~'4='1 ~ =_~' l  • r .  XT  • r ,  =__~-~\vA $181ooo obo ,  
advertisement and to retain any answers directed to the News Box Reply Service, and • f4  ~ J. ',, - - , .~  ~I r4  ] I .  ~4 , -~ ~IV~ J , , ,  633-2445,  Leave  message  to repay the customer the sum paid for the advertisement and box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" instructions not picked up within 10 days of expiry of an 
advertisement will be destroyed unless mailing Instructions are received. Those 
answering Box Numbers are requested not to send original documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in advertisements must be received by the publisher within 30 
days after the first publication, 
It Is agreed by the advertiser equesting space that the liability of the Terrace 
Standard In the event of failure to publish an advertisement as published shall be 
limited to the amount paid by the advertiser for only one Incorrect Insertion for the 
portion of the advertising space occupied by the Incorrect or omitted item only, and that 
there shall be no liability in any event greater than the amount paid for such advertising, 
OF TERRACE 
638-1  400  
WE WORK TOGETHER 
FOR YOU! 
Joyce Flndlay Sheila Love 
635-2697 635-3004 
2215 Kalum Street 
MLS $158,500 
Tucked in behind a private vergreen 
hedge you will find a HOME that reflects 
the warmth and tender loving care of it's 
family, 
The HEART of the HOMEI The kitchen, 
dining area and attached sunroom will 
irovide a very spacious gathering place for 
~our f iends and family. 
OPEN HOUSE • 
Sunday, October 30, 1994 
2215 Kalum Street 
12:30 - 2:00 0m 
ALSO 
3517 Gordon Drive 
2:00 .3 :30  om 
el 
I .d~(~!::::?.. ,!,~, 
I 
I 
~ ~ 1  
I 
3517 Gordon Drive 
EXC $224,9O0 
Custom home only 5 months old. 
FANTASTIC floor plan designed for family 
living, 
MAIN LEVEL • from the covered front 
veranda you step into a spacious foyer. 
tile floor and vaulted ceiling with slojlight, 
Sunken family room is separated from the 
kitchen by a step wall. Kitchen is very 
spacious with eating area, ample 
cupboards, pantry and counter space, 
Includes built.in dishwasher, new frldge 
and natural gas range. Dining room, 2 
piece bath and mafn revel laundry room. 
~IPPER LEVEL - 4 bedrooms and 2 
baths, Master suite has vaulted ceilings 
with a gorgeous 5 piece ensulte Including 
Jacuz.zl, shower and make.up area, 
A full basement with plenty of room for 
expansion, 
Exclusively isted by Joyce Flndlay and 
8hella Love. Call us or drop by the OPEN 
HOUSE, 
1. REAL ESTATE 
NEW HOME, NEW NEIGHBOURHOOD, 
no gs~ 1400 sq.ft, rancher, four 
bedrooms, two bathrooms, large kitchen 
with island, double garage. Newly 
landscaped and mountain views. Ph. 635- 
3796 
FOR SALE BY OWNER. Close toschools 
in Thornhill, near new attractive modern 
spacious 3 bedroom, 1 ensuite - open 
design with pine cabinets - open beam 
kitchen, 4 appliances included, 1700 sq. 
ft. each floor with full basement & 8 ft. 
attic upper floor. Lots of potential. Natural 
gas heat and hot water on approx. 
75x200 ft. lot. Large back patio. Located 
quiet, no thru road. Concrete carport. 
Pdce recently reduced to $138,000 for 
quick sale. May occupy within 30 days. 
Serious inquires only. Will consider newer 
small house er 14x70 trailer on lot in trade 
as partial payment. - 635-5952. Well 
maintained. 
REVENUE PROPERTY IN Thornhill. 1/2 
block from school. 2-2 bedroom and 1-1 
• bedroom, side by side triplex. Clean. 
Much new work inside. $139,000. 635- 
4200 
1.43 ACRES LAKE SHORE ON Lake 
Kathlyn. Hydro and approved existing 
septic. Spectacular panaramic view 
including Glacier Gulch/Hudson Bay 
mountain. Predeveloped lot ready to build 
your home or cottage. $89,000. Call 8@ 
9829 or 695-6561. 
MANY PEOPLE DREAM about living on a 
very big, very private and secluded estate 
like this one, for much less than it would 
cost to replace. This privately engineered 
home situated on more than 3/4 acre of 
well tended park land, right In town. It 
offers more than 3500 sq.' of luxury living 
all on one floor. Free prospectus available 
upon request, at owner descretion. 
Serious enquiries only please. For 
appointment to view 632-2278. 
FOR SALE BY OWNER, 4 bedroom, 
1200 sq.ft, home, n.g. heat, 2 bathroom, 4
appliances, .45 acre lot with fruit trees. 
$92,500. 635-2369 
ONE BEDROOM HOUSE on Agar Ave, 
Phone 635-3831. 
NEED MONEY?Private lenderin Terrace 
area will lend on residential 1st and 2nd 
mortgages or buy at existing mortgages. 
635-1810. 
2 LOTS FOR 
SALE NOW! 
Suitable for mobile home 
or house. $25,000. each. 
Walker Street. 635.6128 
(Ben). 
N= MO~, -E  AA=,O L~UVUOLI  
CANADA LrO 
NORTHLAND COMMUNICATIONS LTD. 
I • o Autotel F:iental 
(!!1~; ' Marine Security 
'ii~-'-" , Home Automation/Security 
.. / , No. 4-5002 Pehle 638-0261 
When you gotta' have it; We'll deliverlit! 
~"Sentor l l / , . z ___  . : ¢ g / . f % ~ ~ r , . - ,  . . . _~ . - , .  
I I'I 
"Our expediting service will save your company money" 
CHIM0 DELIVERY 638-8530 
'-F" Z 
CO Y CORNER ~' -~ " . . . .  FIREPLACE 
SPECIALTIES LTD. 
R~al & Barb LaFrance 
3756 River Drive 
Terrace, B,C, VSG 3N9 
(604) 638-6477 " 
FIRST RESPONSE 
First Aid Services 
Update your kit to new 
WCB standards: 
$8.76* Personal kit 
$39.48* Basic kit 





• WCB Level I First Aid 
, Convenient times /~ 
. Group rates /~HR~II~ 
638-1831 / -k - - \  
MACKAY'S FUNERAL 
SERVICES 
Terrace Crematorium 4626 Davis Ave,, Terrace 
Directors: 
,~,~-1~o~_ ,7~, JAMES WESTERMAN, DOUG MAC FARLANE 
d~ u~ r,. ~:>JEANETTE SCHULMEIsTER, EDITH ANHORN 
ZZ. .~n~m.~ & MARGARET MACKAY FA 
r / ,~ /~ 24 HOUR -Answering and Pager Service /. 
Terrace, Kitlrrat, Srdhe~ n~I~_gAAA F.,~al Ser~ 
& Prince Ruped u l l / r l~ l l~ l l~ l  A~bn 




4722 Keith Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1 K4 
• Lamps ph. 635-1524 fax 635-1525 
TOLSEC 
LOCK & KEY 
CERTIFIED 
LOCKSMITHS 
3238 Kalum Street, 
Terrace, B.C. 638-0241 
TOLL FREE - -  1 -800-661-2676 
VICTOR P. HA WE$ 
OPTOMETRIST 
638-8055 
#1 - 4748 Lakelse, Terrace 
(Also with locations in Smithers and Houston) 
Business  Directory 
ADVERTIS ING 
V' Present Your Business Card 
Every Week 
V' Highly Visible 
v' Affordable 
V' Effective 




There  is on ly  one  way  to  pesent  
your  card to every  househo ld  in 
Terrace and  Thornh i l l  in the 
Ter race  Standard  Bus iness  
Directory.  
Call Our  Ad  Depar tment  
Today  638-7283 
TERRACE STANDARD 
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday,  October 26, 1994 - C5 
CTION D 
2. MOBILE HOMES 
1979 14X70', 2 BEDROOM, 1 BATH, 5 
appliances, asphalt roof, patio doors. An 
excellent buyl Delivered for $23,700. 1- 
403-973:6617 
BETTER THAN AVERAGE 1994 
manufactured home, 14x71 2 bedroom. 
Gas furnace, $700 per month. V.T,B, To 
view- Gordon 638-1162 or Mary 638- 
0800. 
12X60 GLENDALE MOBILE HOME, good 
condition, $12,995. 847-5332 
1982 14X70 3 BEDROOM N 
EXCELLENT condition, delivered 
$28,500. 14x72 1979 3 bedroom c/w 
fddge, stove, d/~ 2 full baths, $18,500, 
1978 t4x70 2 bedroom, 1 1/2 bath, 
$17,500. Moose Jaw, Sask., 306-694- 
6282. 
12X52 WITH ADDITION AND DECK, 3 
bedroom, p/s, w/d, new carpets, natural 
gas heat. Hudson Bay Mobile Park. 
$30,000. 847-3582 
1978, 14X56 2 BDRM, 1 BATHROOM,'2 
appliances, spacious layout. Plenty of 
cupboards. Beige carpets, medium Oak 
walls, Delivered [o Terrace, $16,083. Ph: 
403-973-6617. 
1976- 23X44, 3 BDRM, 1 E]ATHROOM. 5 
appliances, large eat in kitchen, loads of 
cupboards, utility room. Delivered to 
Terrace, $30,000- Ph. 403-973-6617. 
1984 14X66 2 BDRM, 1 BATHROOM, 2 
appliances, open design. Light oolours, 
peaked roof, bay window. Uke new. 
Delivered to Terrace $27,000. Ph. 403- 
973-6617 
1970 HOMCO EMBASSADOR, 12'X52'. 
With 34'x10' addition. Fully finished. 
Wood stove, fridge, stove included. $8000 
obo. 632-5181 
1970 MANOR 12X68 N/G FURNACE! Hot 
~vater. 4 appliances. RSF air tight wood 
stove. Rend done - living room - kitchen. 
Front bay window. 2 Ig bedrooms, 
$15,000 firm. 632-4380 eves., 632-5917 
days. 
FOR SALE BY OWNER: de-registered 
12x56 mobile with full addition and 20x30 
shop on 100'x156' lot. Asking $65,000 
obo. 635-7946 
3. FOR FIENT 
1 BEDROOM APARTMENT. Quiet, clean, 
security entrance. On site management. 
Downtown location. Sorry, no pets. Call 
636.7725. References required. 
2 BEDROOM APT. INCLUDES fridge, 
stove,:laundryand park!ng facilities. Avail. 
Nov.1/94, $550/month. No pets. 635-2556 
FORRENT- ONE room in non-smoking 
home, Available Nov. 1, $400/mth. 
References required, plus damage 
deposit. Ph. 638-0514 
ONE BEDROOM LUXURY condo h 
Woodgreen Condominiums in Terrace, 
close to twcn. Quiet location. Fireplace, 
dishwasher, security entrance and 
laundry facilities. Rents for $618/month. 
N/S, no pets. avail. Nov. 1/94. 632-6726 
3 BEDROOM EXECUTIVE DUPLEX, n/g 
heat, 2 gas fireplaces, washer, dryer, 
fridge, stove, dishwasher. Security sysem, 
room for RV parking, covered carport, 
built-in vacuum. $950/mo. Avail. NovA. 
638-8084 
ROOMS FOR RENT, $275 & $300, 
References required. 638-7610 
2 BEDROOM APARTMENT C.W. 5 
appliances. Security entrance. 
References required. 635-4912 
500-  1500 sq.ft. 
of Retail Space For Rent 
in Thornhill. Gas heat. 
635-4332 
635-4349 even ings  
J Retail warehouse or storage 
space for rent in Thornhlll. 
Available immediately. 
Reasonable rent, 
Over 1000 sq.ft. 
849-5080 
HALL FOR RENT 
KIN COMPLEX 
4119 North Sparks St. 
Terrace, BC 
We have an excellent setting for your 
.reception, central location next to 
3. FOR RENT 
BRIGHT CLEAN 3 BEDROOM HOME on 
hobby Iarm in New Rerno. Carport, 
storage shed and large sundeck, Rent is 
$750 per month. Renters must be 
employed and non-smokers. A damage 
deposit an~ references are required, 
Phone 635.2808. 
3 BEDROOM HOUSE, TOP FLOOR. 
Includes fridge, stove, washer, dryer, 
Close to schools, walking distance from 
town. Prefer non-smokers. No pets. $850. 
635-5459 
STORAGE SPACE TO RENT. No heat. 
10x24, suitable for vehicle or boat. 635- 
5459 
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM for rent. 
Available immediately. References 
required. Please phone 635-6428. 
ROOM FOR RENT. full facilities, utilities, 
t.v., laundry, student or working person, 
car necessary. 6 ~ to Terrace. New 
Remo. $400 ruth. 635-3772 
BRIGHT NEW 3 BEDROOM w/ensuite, 
full basement, 1 1/2 baths, Ig. yard, close 
to school. NG. Avail. Nov. 1/94, 
$900/month. Phone 1-361-1536 (nights) 
1-652.7097 {days). 
2 BEDROOM TOWNHDUSE WALL to 
wall carpeting, fridge, stove, no pets. 635- 
3796 
PRIME RETAIL SPACE available Jan/95. 
Approx. 1300 sq. feet 3237 Kalum. 
Reasonable rate. Enquire at Golden Pond 
Pet Store. 
TERRACE BED & BREAKFAST. Rooms 
by night or week. 635-5537 or 635.5295. 
FOR RENT: 3 8EDROO~ doublewide. 
$800 month. Available approx. Nov. 15. 
Phone 635-4508. 
NON-SMOKING ROOMMATE wanted h 
private home in Horseshoe. $350/m, 
utilities included. Ref. req. 638-1622 
,STORAGE I 
I - BOATS - RV'S 
[ - ETC 
I Phone: 635-4332 
Summit Square 
Apartments 
1 & 2 Bedroom Units 





CORNER OF KALUM & SCOTT 
Close To Town And Schools 
Fr idge,  s tove ,  f leet and hot  water  
included. Heat  (Oct. - Apri l  Inclusive) 
References Required 
1 Bedroom Apt. $450.00 
2 Bedroom Apt $550.00 
3 Bedroom Apt, $6so.eo 
No Pets. (When Available) 
OFFICE DAYS (9 - 5) 635-5224 
OFFICE FOR LEASE 
in dowtown area 
Ph .  635-7884 
or  
850-2478 
4. WANTED TO RENT 
LOOKING TO RENT 2 or 3 bedroom 
house or duplex in the Hospital Area. 
Required for Nov, i/94. 638-1495 
5. FOR SALE MISC. 
BIRCH FLOORING, TONGUE and 
groove 4 sides. 3/4 in, thick. 12 in. and 
longer, Rustic grade $3.10 per sq. ft, 
Clear grade $4.15 per sq, ft, Francois 
Lake Woodworking, 1-695-6616. 
PANASONIC " PLATINUM 
Heritage Park. We can accommodate COLLECTION" blaster for salel Plays 
20 - 100 people for weddings, meetings, both CD & caeseftel Brand new. Must sell 
etc. Full bar and kitchen provided, bar- I Asking $376. Call Bill 636.7830 *** 
tending available, Please call Robert FOR SALE SEARS Kenmore heavy duly 
Finlayson at 636.1231 for viewing and washer and dryer, G.W.C, $300 each or 
reservations. 
F O  - - R I Friday NOV. 4 2 pm-9 pm I 
I Saturday, Nov, 5 10 am-5 pm I 
R E N T I T rraoe tnn- Skeena Roo  I 









5. FOR SALE MISC. 5. FOR SALE MISC. 
| i 
ARGO 8X8ATV. FOUR used units, 1979, QUALITY CHILDREN'S BOOKS at 
1983, 1987, 1990. equipped with various affordable prices! Host a Pig Tales Ixx)k 
options, for info call 847-8988 or 847- show and receive free books and 
3001 discounts. Call Debbie: 635-2925 
1994 ARCTIC CAT ZR580, 1350 miles, 
$6200. 1993 Kodiak Quad, 2200 kms, 
$5500. (403) 532-5787 or 847-5180. 
THE PLEASANT VALLEY Motel is having 
another used t.v, sale. 20 inch colour for 
$35 - $50. Call: 845-2246 and ask for 
Randy or Mona. First come. 
500 GALLON FUEL TANK ON wheels, 
c/w 2 hp Briggs & Stratton motorized 
pumps and hoses. $800. 698.7450 
LOW LOW PRICES on Scuba gear for 
Christmasll Gift certificates for summer 
1995 Scuba courses. Order early, Call 1- 
695.6485. 
ADULT TELEMARK/TOUIRING ski 
package, downhill skims and bindings, 
downhill ski boots, ski jacket & pants, 
weight bench & weights. Call after 5 pm 
635-1273. 
FOR SALE: 6' POWERFUL snowblower. 
Brand new, used twice only for one 
season. Asking $1500. Phone 696-3353 
for details. 
MARQUIS CUT SAPPHIRE W/14 
diamonds, $1500 obo. Square cut garneL 
$250. Ladies friendship ring with 3 
diamonds, $250. 638-7972 
COLLECTORS PLATES, WIZARD OF oz. 
Set of 7, asking $500. 638-8886 after 6 
pm. 
SINGER SEWING MACHINE SALE. 
School budget cuts, offer new unsold 
Singer machines to public & must be 
sold...Modern Singer, heavy duty, drop h 
bobbin. Sew all fabrics, vinyl, canvas, 
cotton, silk, leather. Singers great value 
$299, 25 year warranty. We ship 
anywhere only $9 from our warehouse. 3 
spool sargers $399, 4 spool sergers $499. 
Phone (403)-986-3018. Visa, M.C., 
Cheque or C.O.D. Leduc Sewing Center, 
"Singer" (Leeds) Box 5385, Laduc, AB, 
T9E 6L7. 
13' BIGFOOT TRAILER, $5000. 1 OAK 
drop leaf table, $250. 1 . 3 seater sofa, 
$100. 1 -2 seater sofa, $75.'1 wail oven, 
$100. 1 musical flute, $150. 635-5407 
THERMOSTAT CONTROLLED RSF 
woodstove, $400. 632-5647 after 5 pm, 
CEDAR SIDING 
" OUR'SPECIALTY:" '.': 
lX8  
lxe, lxe. lxlo • Rough 
• Plaln 
['---J CHANNEL j-J • Timbers 
1X8, lx8, " Beams 
v-r,o "feno,ng 
Ix4, Ix8 material 
Top-quality Tight Knot - 
Interior & Exterior " 
Compare Our Prices 
DEPENDABLE 
LUMBER 
Flexible Hour= - Please Call First 
Box 7 






The Yellow Gift House 
on Hwy. 16 
~,.,~j~~638.1808 
PRE-FABRICATED WOOD constructed 
utility sheds, garages, workshops, 
Joeyshacks, e~. Phone - DIrk Bakker. 
638-1768afier 6pm. 
SEASONED FIREWOOD FOR sale. 
Birch, Hemlock, Spruce, Pine. 638.0605 
FOR SALE: A KERBY vacuum cleaner 
with shampooer. Heavy duty, Can be 
used for commercial use. Brand new. 
Paid $2000, will take offers. 635-5410 
RSF ENERGY WOOD STOVE $100. 
Large aquarium, $30. 54 litre DemiJohns, 
$30, 19 litre glass carboys, $15. Glider 
rocker with footstool $50. 632-7851 
METAL BYERS-BUSH fixtures for sale; 
wall & gondola sections with assorted 
shelves; clearance prices; contact: 
Peoples' Drug Mart at 845-7477 or 692- 
7213. 
MUST SELL: 6 MO. OLD 10' mesh 
satellite dish. Remote controlled c/w 
Ecostar 710 receiver. Views approx 100 
channels incl. T.S.N. New $3600. Take it 
away for $3000 obo. 798.2421 
FURNACE OIL FOR SALE, 25¢ a litro. 
Ph. 635-5986 
MOVING SALE: COUCH AND matching 
chair with wood trim, $400, Octagon table 
with one table leaf and 4 padded swivel 
chairs. $200. All in very good condition. 
635-4825 
FREE WEIDES AND York fitness 
equipment catalogues. Best selection and 
prices in B.C. Toll free 1-800-779-5799. 
Fitness Warehouse, Maple Park Mall, 
Quesnel. 
6 STRING ACOUSTIC GUITAR 6 me. 
old. Only used as classical. Excellent 
condition. Asking $220. 638-0786 
ONE TRAPLINE FOR SALE. Serious 
enquiries onty. 638-0020 
FARM FALLOW DEER MEAT for sale. 
For arrangements phone: Barrett Fallow: 
845-2891 
ONE KING SIZE & ONE queen size water 
bed. $100 each. Excellent condition. 638- 
1454. 
GUITARS AND AMPS for sale Trades 
welcome. Buy and sell. Bill's Suitar Shop, 
632-4102. Call today, Fax 839-9879 
MUST SELL BY OCT. 28, Kenmore 
washer/dryer, 2 yrs old, serviced Oct/94. 
$600. Phone 638-2035, or 635-5766. 
6. WANTED MISC. 
TIMBER WANTED: SPRUCE, Pine, 
Baisalm. H!gh pdcss paid. Also buying 
Poplar, Aspen, Cottonwoo¢. Land with 
timber considered. Phone mornings or 
eve. to 1-692-7823. 
TIMBER WANTED: SPRUCE, Pine, 
Balsam. High prices paid. Also buying 
Poplar, Aspen, Cottonwood. Land with 
timber considered. Phone mornings or 
evenings 604-692-7823. 
WOULD LIKE TO TRADE a 1990 Mac 1 
Skidoo in v.g.c., for a Yamaha Phaser of 
same approx, value. 635-7400 
7. FOR RENT MISC. 
HEATED SHOP WITH electricity to rent. 
Rates negotiable. Darcy 638.1136 for 
more information. 
8, CARS FOR SALE 
i i| .|1 
1985 AUTO, MAZDA RX7 GSL, fully 
loaded. Rotary engine, cruise control, 
tackometer. Air cared. Sunroof, pw/pb, 
Second owner. $6000 obo. 635-6902 *** 
1985 4X4 SUBARU SW, 5 SPD, e.c. i7 
and out. 639-9323 Joe. 
1990 TAURUS. 80,000 KM. Well 
maintained, cruise control, p/s, p/b, a/c. 
$8900 obo. 635.3176 
1984 OLDSMOBILE DELTA 88. FULLY 
loaded. Cruise/tilt g.r.c, Asking $4500 
obo. 632-2261 after 4 pm 
'86 SUBARU FRONT WHEEL drive, 4 d, 
hatch, g,c,, reliable. $4000 obo. 635.4838 
D 
Ask Ritchie how you 
can "Smart Lease" to 
own a car or truck. 
SEE THE BENEFIT OF 
EXERCISING 
ALL YOUR OPTIONS! 
See Ritchle for details today. 
McEwan [ ._m 
phone 635-4941 fax 635~915 
8. CARS FOR SALE 
m 
1989 GRAND AM TURBO S.E., 5 spd, 
fully loaded. Performance stereo, low 
mileage, e.c., $9500 obo. 635-2126 
'80 PLY. CARAVELLE, NC, cruise, 
rebuilt: 318 V8 and rear end. New 
carburetor, windshield, exhaust system, 
muffler, brake rotors, drums cylinders,- all 
receipts, $1600. 638-7950 
1985 RED FORD TEMPO, g.c, low 
mileage, very clean. $4200. 635.5491 
87 HYUNDAI CXL, TOP OF the line 4 
door - power everything. Immaculate. 
59,000 km. One owner-lady driven. 
Undercoat with diamond coat paint. Mug 
wheels firm at $5500. Phone 635-6124. 
1991 OLDS CALAIS - ONLY 56,000 kms, 
4 door, automatic, $10,494. 638-8171 dlr# 
9662 
1988 FORD TAURUS, AUTOMATIC, 4 
door, cassette, $2995. 638-8171 dlr# 
9662 
1986 BUICK RIVIERA COUPE, 
automatic, electric sunroof, cruise, a/c, 
leather interior. Loaded $5495. 638-8171 
dlr# 9662. 
ESTATE SALEI Accepting offers 1989 
Sentra, 635-2387. 
9. TRUCKS FOR SALE 
1974 JEEP RENEGADE TOTALLY rebuilt 
from the bottom up. 635-7652 
1988 GMC4 WHEELDRIVE 1/2 ton p.u., 
e.c., $12,000 obo. 635-2126 
1993 FORD 150 XLT 4X4 302 V8 - 
loaded- canopy - running boards - 30,000 
kilometers. $22,500,635-2697 
'79 FORD 150 XLT P.U., PS/PB, 
cruise/tilt, auto. Comes with canopy, 
$2200. 635-4464 
1986 FORD AEROSTAR VAN, V-6, 
automatic, 7 passenger, good condition 
Great family transportation. Asking 
$5,500. 567-9813 Vanderhoof. 
1990 DODGE CARAVAN 7 
PASSENGER, V-6, automatic, only 
60,000 kms, $14,495. 638.8171 dlr# 9662 
1985 FORD F-150 2 WD, ONLY 70,000 
kms. $5495.638-8171 dlr# 9562. 
1987 FORD XLT F-150, 4)(4, automatic, 
V-B, a/c, cruise, cassette, canopy. $8995. 
638-8171 dlr# 9662. 
1970 FORD 1 TON FLAT DECK, 7'x12', 
fair condition, 360 engine, 4 spd standard, 
transmission and duals. 51,323 odginal 
miles. $1500-obo; ,1,.Tandem~ Axle-Trailers.. 
8'x16' fiat deck. $2500 o~..632-6507 
1991 FORD F250 4X4. E.C. $11,900. 
635-9193 
15. MAC HINERY 
FOR SALE 5800 GALLON asphalt anker, 
2 end dumps, water trucks, fuel trucks, 
4x4 Backhoes, 40 ton Io-beds, 
excavators, grader, 4x4 crew cab, 3 farm 
tractors, service trucks, 2 dump trucks, 1 
belly dump, 3 pavers, 6 loaders. For a 
complete list, call Vick 493-6791. 
1962 CHAMPION 562 B GRADER with 
Roanoke Robot Hydraulic Brushcutter. 
Pdce - $12.000. London LSS Road 
Sander-Spreader with Hydraulic Hopper 
and Front Plow. Price - $10,000. 632- 
6649 
2 1976 JOHN DEERE 740 SKIDDERS 
including chains and extra parts, mostly 
good rubber, $35,000 firm for both, 847- 
9907 leave message. 
1978 CAT 968C LOADER. Good 
condition. Call 847-4628 
1992 JOHN DEERE 744E rubber tire 
loader w/grapple and/or bucket. Excellent 
condition. Low hours. Ready to work. Call 
Gary 835.2292 days, out of town 1-800- 
663-6390, or 635-1238 eves. 
966 C WHEEL LOADER, 60% RUBBER, 
work orders available. Grapple only. 
Possibly with contract. For more info. 646- 
5117. Serious enquiries only. 
1990 644 E JOHN DEERE LOADER. 
Excellent condition, one owner, new 
engine, new torque chains, L5 tires, 




i i , ,~,~, .~ Construction 
Equipment 
A World Leader In: 
• Backhoes 
• Wheel Loaders 
• Excavators 
• Crawler/Dozers 
• Skid-Steer Loaders 
• Trenchers 
, Excellent flnancino oaekaoes| 
-Used eouiomellt,~':. W-.' 
635-2292 
1-800-663-6390 
Parker Pacific Equipment SaTes 
3671 Hwy. 16 East, Terrace 
10. AIRCRAFT 
SUPER STINSON 108-3, I t  3140,122 hr 
on factory rebuilt 0470-R, 122 hr-SPOH, 
new oeconite, interior, full panel, 
referbished 2425 floats, registration CF. 
ABC. Phone 846-9877, Fax 846.9816. 
11. RECREATIONAL 
VEHICLES 
1980 OKANAGAN 8 FT. CAMPER; c-w 
fridge, stove, oven and furnace. Very 
good condition. $3200, Phone: 845-7316 
ODYSSEY DUNE BUGGY $1250. 639. 
9323 Jason. 
FOR SALE OR TRADE 1984 POLARIS 
INDY 600. Ported, polished etc. with 
fresh dealer engine rebuild. Very fast 
$2500, firm or trade for a 4 wheeler. Ron 
635-6128. 
13. SNOWMOBILES 
1993 JAG-Z HIGH WINDSHIELD, low 
windshield, covers for both, Ski skins, 
belly pan, excellent condition, $4500 firm. 
Call: Houston- 845.7984 after 6 pm. 
1989 STOCK YAHAMA EXCITER. E,C, 
2800 km. $3800. 635-7048 
TWO 1991 INDY 500 SKS snowmobiles, 
$4000 and $3500 obo, 847-5995 
1994 SKIDOO SUMMIT. UQUID cooled. 
Long track. Low miles. $7000. 635-3213 
or 635-2274. 
1992 INDY 500 EFI; Piped, excellent 
condition, $4800 obo. 1994 Indy Storm 
800; excellent condition; $9800 firm, Call: 
845-3442 
14, BOATS & MARINE 
15' 8" MARLIN GLASCRAFT 
FIBERGLASS boat with deep V design, 
Comes with easy loader trailer. 50 hp 
Mercury motor. Spare prop. Life jackets, 
water sklis and ropes, All in e,c, $4500. 
632-2963 
1989 14.5 PRINCECRAFT DEEP AND 
wide; 30 lip; long.shaft Mariner 1500 
pound galvanized E.Z loader; various 
extras; $3450 (or best offer}, Call: 845- 
2583 after 6 pm 
t993 MISTY RIVER ALUMINUM boat 16' 
comes complete with galvanized trailer 
and 40 hp Marc engine. Console steering 
and controls. Also spare leg for engine, 
Asking $5000. Call 567.9813 Vanderhoof, 
15. MACHINERY 
450 CASE TRACK LOADER. Good 
shape, runs well. Asking $11,500, 847, 
3311 eves. 
16. FARM PRODUCE 
HAY, ALFALFA, ALFALFA . BROME, 
Timothy square bales. Cummins Ranch 
Hwy 16 west, South Hazelton, Hauling 
available. 842-531B. 
HAY FOR SALE. Good quality, No rain. 
• $3.50 per bale. Delivery available. 635. 
3360. 
HAY FOR SALE. Large round bales 
approx. 1500 Ibs. Alphalfa grass $65. 
Clover grass $55 (no rain). Buy now and 
save. 690-7431 
LARGE ROUND BALES, good hay, 
Grassy Plains, $75 per ton. Phone 694. 
3383 
HAY FOR SALE. No rain Doanes Hay 
Farm and R.V. Storage. In  barn $2,50, 
Call 849-5329 
"1 
18. BUSINESS SERVICES 
A'FrENTION SMALL BUSINESSES, Why 
pay high accounting fees for your book. 
keeping needs? For confidential, 
professional bookkeeping service, Manual 
or Computer call 635-9592 
TERRA BOBCAT SERVICES: backhoe, 
earth auger, concrete breaker, angle 
broom, sweeper/collector, pallet forks, 
tracks, 5 ton dump. 638-8638 
KERMODE BOBCAT SERVICE. 
Backhoe, earth auger, jack hammer, 
angle broom, sweeper . collector, pallet 
fork, tracks, industrial grapple. Slngfe axle 
dump truck, 638.0004 
SCUBA GEAR SERVICE. Repairs, 
factory authorized centre for Sea Quest, 
U.S. Divers and most major brands. Fast 





Specializing in 5" continuous 
steel or aluminum gutters. 




Roofing and Siding 
Installation and Repairs 
Call Steve 638-0838 
I 
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TELEMARKETERS 
WANTED 
TURN YOUR SPARE TIME INTO $$$$ 
Work from your home at your own speed. Start with an 
established account list and add more at your choice. 
You are working for a reputable Terrace business on a 
commission basis. 
Apply in writing to 
Box 80 
c/o The Terrace Standard, 
4647 Lazelle Ave. Terrace, B.C. V8G 158, 
COMMERCIAL TRANSPORT MECHANICS 
INSTRUCTOR 
Terrace 
Northwest Community College in Terrace has an opening for a 
temporary part-time Instructor in the Entry Level Trades 
Programme commencing November 7, 1994 and terminating 
December 16, 1994. This appointment will be 16 hours per week. 
The salary will be in accordance with the College Agreement with 
the B.C.G.E.U. Instructor Scale. Northwest Community College is 
an equal opportunity employer. 
Perform all duties' of an instructor for the Commercial 
Transport Mechanics Entry Level Programme. 
CTION 
INTERIOR STATIONERY AND BOOKS 
is accepting resumes for an 
OUTSIDE SALES REPRESENTATIVE. 
This position is responsible for customer service in the 
Hazelton, Smithers area. The successful candidate should 
have a friendly outgoing personality and an ability to 
communicate. Sales experience an asset but not essential. 
Send resumes care of: The Manager 
Box 2500, Smithers, B.C., V0J 2N0. 
INTERCONNECT 
• OFFERS DIFFERENT 
JOB SEEKING OPTIONS 
Phone us to see if we may be of 




PERMANENT PART TIME OPPORTUNITY 
Ideal for Retiree or Homemaker 
Sterivision is looking for an outgoing, cheerful person to compliment i s in-hospital 
patient elevision rental service to hospital patients at the Mills Memorial Hospital, 
This position requires a commitment of approx. 1 to 2 hrs. in the afternoon period 
commencing at 3:00 pm for Sunday and Mondays. Your availability for more days 
would be an asset. No experience is necessary just the personality and the desire to 
work on your own in a caring, professional atmosphere. This is a rare opportunity o 
supplement your income and have fun doing so. Interested parties are asked to 
phone our local office at 635-9606 and ask for Barb or leave your name and 
number for us to return you call. 
N ~ o r  an instructor to ]l 
t~ea l th  one Monday afternoon per week, January to April, 1995. I 
~ c e s ,  and includes.an I  o, ctive I 
Agreement between the College and CIU.P.E. Northwest Community College is an 
equal opportunity and affirmative action employer. 
A minimum of a Bachelor's degree is required, howeverl the preferred 
candidate will have a Master's in Nursing, Nutrition, Health era related discipline; 
post-secondary teaching experience; and the ability to effectively prepare and 
deliver the course to students of varied backgrounds. 
For further information, please contact Jake Muller at 635-6511 (extension 
5348). We thank all applicants for their interest, however only those selected for 
an interview ill be contacted. Resumes should be submitted by November 14, 
1994 to: 
Competition 94.077C 
Manager, Human Resources 
Box 726, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4C2 
e~ 
i 
Qualifications: A minimum of Journeyed Trades Qualifications in ...,1"1" -------------- , . . _ - ' [NTF ,  RC(")NN~.C~"" NORTHWEST COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
Commercial Transport Mechanics Trade is required, however, 
preference will be given to a applicant with a diploma or a degree in -~  . ~-°e~;p~onuuo~'3'~v~;~T9"~r=~:'~:'~;8?;~ 
technology, a completed Provincial Instructor's Diploma, and post- ~ I ,1=, 
secondary teaching experience, •- - :  - . . . . . .  ~ WEST FRA'ERS 
MI LLS LTD. 
We thank all applicants for their interest, however, only those 
selected for an interview will be contacted. Resumes should be PERMANENT PART T IME POSIT ION I ~ SKEENA SAWMILLS  D IV .  
submitted by November 2, 1994 to: I 
Competition94.082B ~ OFFICE CLERK I ACCOUNTS PAYABLE 
Manager, Human Resources 
Box726, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4C2 ~ • Must have accounting knowledge I 
FAX 635-3511 ~ and computer experience CLERK 
NORTHWEST COMMUNITY  COLLEGE • Typing is an asset ' ! I our operation in Terrace has an immediate opening for the /~ • Neat in appearance and able to work I position o/Accounts Payable Clerk. . . . .  i 
I This position requires a minimum of one year experience in an  
KSAN HOUSESOCIETY  well with other staff I computerized accounting environment with an emphasis on  
I payables: i 
f.~r/,~ ~.,o,.,°,o,,~,,,~^v, • Will involve working the odd I Preferred candidate will be a self-starter with excellent 
~,~ ~/  ~ . TERRACE, B.C. VSO IS6 . . . . .  
~, ~,~/, ~ .~o,.: (~1,°,,.=,,, Saturday  " I Organizational skills and knowledge of general office duties:Typing 
I and compute?skills required~ : '  i :~ .. . .  : .; 
TERRACE~^X: (~,,,s.=,,SSEXUAL SSAULT CENTRE . . . . . . .  i:.: • Some benefits are available I Apply in writing before November 2, 1994 to: 
PROGRAM COORDINATOR/SUPPORT COUNSELLOR Apply to I | d. Malo/Office Manager : 
Full time salaried position 35 hours per week, with 3 weeks annual Vacation Box #91 I Skeena Sawmills 
and complete benefit package. Salary dependent on experience and C/O The  Ter race  Standard / P.O. Box lO 
qualifications. I Terrace, BC V8G 4A3 
QUALIFICATIONS: A bachelor of social work degree and/or extensive 4647 Lazelle Ave. 
related training and experience in crisis management, sexual assault, wife Terrace, B.C., V8G 1S8 
Applicantsassault'childshouldsexual abuse,possess: and knowledge of first nati0ns cultures, r EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY  
- Strong counseling and crisis intervention skills, [ AUTOMOTIVE SALES CAREER ' 
- Excellent communication skills and ability to work in a definite team 
environment. 
- Administrative skills relating to staff and program development 
including statistics, monthly reports and the maintenance of accurate 
client files. 
- Understanding of the legal system as it relates to victims. 
Ability to recruit, train and orientate volunteers. 
Knowledge of community agencies and ability to work effectively with 
same. 
Valid drivers license and insured vehicle to travel as and when required. 
Employment is conditional pending results Of a criminal Record Search 
and the employee will be required to sign an Oath of Confidentiality, 
Please send resumes and references to: Hiring Committee 
C/O Executive Director 
KSAN House Society 
202-4630 Lazelle Ave. 
(Closing date: November 10, 1994) Terrace, B,C. V8G 156 
BRITISH COLUMBIA  I 
MINISTRY OF SMALL BUSINESS, TOURISM AND CULTURE 
MANAGER, REGIONAL 
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
Competition SB94:229A Up to $65,602 
In Terrace, the Manager, Regional Economic Development, has overall 
responsibility for the promotion, implementation and delivery of economic 
development plograms and services at the regional and local level. This 
position functions as the senior member of the Regional Director's 
operational team. The Manager provides, advice and support to the 
Regional Director, and manages all facets of the delivery and 
communication of regional Community Adjustment, Community Economic 
Development, Aboriginal Economic Development, and Small Business 
Development programs. The Manager directs a team of five Regional 
Economic Development Officers in delivery of these programs that 
effectively support major regional and community initiatives in the economic 
development and diversification of the local economy. 
Qualifications: Post secondary degree, preferably in economics, business 
administration, commerce or community planning, or equivalent (five years 
experience in a senior community economic development position). 
Minimum four years working with community economic development 
organizations. Experience working with aboriginal communities and 
aboriginal economic development organizations preferred. Experience in 
development and implementation of a significant and innovative program or 
organizational change. Experience in development, delivery and evaluation 
of economic development policies, programs and initiatives, including 
management of program and/or Project budgetsl Demonstrated ability to 
develop and maintain an extensive network of business contacts. 
Exceptional interpersonal, communication and organizational skillsl 
Experience in making presentations, in negotlationl and consensus 
building. Experience in staff management Including team building, 
leadership and motivation. Applicants must clearly ind!cate how lhey meet 
the above qualifications. 
To ensure consideration for this position your application/resume, quoting 
the Competition number, must be reCeiVed no later than 4:30 p m, 
November 16, 1994, to: Ministry of Small Business~ Tourism and Culturel 
6th Floor, 1405 Douglas StreeL Victoria, BICI VSW 3C1~ FAX: (604) 356- 
8789. Contact Cathy Fink at (604) 387-9607. 
The Province of British Columbia is committed to employment equity and 
encourages applications from qualified;Women a~d m. en, includiilg 
aboriginal peoples persons with disaoilities an¢ Visible minorities. ,~ 
%1 i 
v u N l r  ~ ~ m • L T U ,  
[Sales Person Wanted I 
The new management of BRV has an opening for a 
self-motivated Indi'vidual looking for a career in sales of 
promotional advertising products. 
Some traveling required thoughout communities in 
the Northwest .  Sa les  exper ience  an asset  with preferred 
promotional advertising experience. Valid Class 5 
licence needed. 
Salary to commensurate with experience. Apply with 
resume in person or mail resume to: 
Blue Ridge Ventures Ltd. 
4926 Hwy 16 West 
Terrace, B.C. 
VSG 1L8 
Or Fax resume to (604) 635-9200 
attention Robert Lavole 
[ Deadline for all applications October 31,1994.1 
CAREER OPPORTUNITY 
STANDARD 
HAS AN OPENING FOR A FULL T IME 
CIRCULAT ION 
SUPERVISOR 
The Terrace Standard is looking for a full time 
Circulation Supervisor. 
DUTIES: Office work 
Prepa ring payroll 
Coordinating an extensive carrier force 
Handling freight an d making deliveries 
DAYS: Tuesday - Saturday 
A vehicle is a must and Computer experience is 
preferred, Lifting is required, :A c0mprehensive b nefits 
package is available, Apply with resume to The Terrace 
Standard, 4647 Lazelle Avenue Terrace, BIC. 
Applications accepted until November 5, 1994, 
i 
: : /~ ~.:i: ¸i: :~: : i (ii i ¸ I!I!~ 'i! •¸i:i. i:~ I¸¸¸¸ ¸¸  ¸: 
An exciting and lucrative sales career can be yours at the largest 4 line GM 
dealership in northern B.C. 
We offer: 
- Excellent Work Environment 
- Health & Dental Plan 
- Group Insurance 
- Large NewAnd Used Inventory 
- Ongoing Sales & Product Knowledge Training 
- Rewarding Commission & Volume Incentive Plan 
- Company Vehicle : 
THE SUCCESSFULAPPLICANT WILL 
- have a desire to acheive a top level of sales 
- Have a minimum Grade 12 education 
- Work well as a team player 
- Be committed to customer satisfaction 
- Be willing to work Saturdays and some evenings 
- Have a proven sales background 
SEND RESUME IN STRICT CONFIDENCE TO: 
SALES MANAGER 
JIM McEWAN MOTORS P.O. BOX 940, TERRACE, B.C. V8G 4R2 
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE 
I Mcz : .wan 
Terrace j 
Confidential Advertidng 
Our client, a Canadian business leader, is currently seeking an 
enthusiastic and self-motivated: 
Tra in ing  & Counse l l ing  
Manager  - Ter race  
In this rewarding role. you will, develop, market, coordinate and 
administer business training and counselling services in an 
entrepreneurial environment, utilizing a roster of experienced 
part-time counsellors and trainers. Your in-depth understanding 
of the realities of small business is key to ~tisfying client needs. 
As the ideal candidate, you have excellent negotiation, 
administrative, interpersonal, proJect management and 
marketing skills, complemented by a high level of creativity and 
innovation in developing new products. Demonstrated expertise 
in training, event coordination and personnel management is 
required. Adegree in Business, Education or related discipfine is 
highly desirable. 
Our client is an equal opportunity employer and offers 
competitive compensation. To apply, please forward your 
resume to the address below by November t, 1 ? 94, quoting 
File #V Joe74 and indicate any companies that should not 
receiveyour resume. Cain will acknowledge receipt or resumes 




Confidential Advertlztng, ~VJO]o(x 
550-1 lth Avenue S.W, Suite 503 
Calgary, Alberta T2R 1M7, 
1 
t | 
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18: BUSINESS SERVICES 
i 
ENSURE ENERGY, MPROVE IMUNITYI 
manage weightl Delicious meal 
replacements, multivitamins, antioxidants 
and much more. Herbalife International 
Consultant, Call Josef Kucera 635-6363. 
Look ing  to  go  to  
Vancouver?  
TILDEN RENT-A-CAR is offering 
inexpensive one way rates from as 
low as $50/day, Call for details 
635-6855 
19. LOST & FOUND 
LOST BLACK CAT - with no tail at 
Boulder Creek area. Sadly missed. 
Please call 638-8824, 
FOUND: A BAG of coins on walkway of 
Old Skeena Bridge Oct 10/94. 638-8452 
LOST: 4 MTH. OLD YELLOW kitten with 
white chest. Goulet Ave. area Oct. 12/94. 
635.9548 
$10 REWARD FOR FOUND 10k gold 
chain with locket, Picture insideof 
redheaded person. Lost Friday Oct. 
15/94, between 3:30 - 4:00 pm on school 
bus. If found 635-4601. 
LOST: NAVY BLUE WALLET in ~ornhill 
on Sun. Oct. 15/94. 635-1309 
20. PETS & LIVESTOCK 
REGISTERED MISTHILL SHELTY 
puppies from champion and obedience 
parents. Need we say more? Written 
guarantee. Approved references required. 
$300 and up. 1-692-3403 
1 LLAMA - PROVEN BREEDING pair. 
W'~ 4 week old colt. Priced to sell. 1-694- 
3456 Burns Lake, 
OSTRICHES FOR SALE. African Blacks, 
blues, reds 1 week old chicks. 
Microchipped DNA sexed. For more into. 
contact Fast Ostrich Ranch (604) 567- 
5231, Vanderhoof, BC, Box 1638, V0J 
3A0. Free delivery. 
REG. BELGIAN MARE 7 years old, 
broke, $2500. Reg. Belgian weanling filly, 
$1500. For information call Saddle Tramp 
Ranch 694-3521 
20, PETS & LIVESTOCK 
i 
DISPERSAL • 30 BLACK ANGUS and 
black white face cows, Bred to calve 
starting Feb. 15 45 days bull exposure. 
$1000 each firm. Will trade for calves, 
847-3410, 847-9175, 
DISPERSAL • 10 COWS BRED TO calve 
Feb.15, RWF and Angus, Average age 6, 
$1000 each firm (45 days bull exposure) 
847-3410, 
AUSTRALIAN SHEPHERD PUPPIES 
$150. Dam end Sire both blue merlas, 
Excellent stock dogs, Gentle 
personalities, good pets. Have all been 
immunized. Phone 847-5752 evenings. 
CKC REGISTERED SIBERIAN husky 
puppies, 4 months old, All shots, t~tooed, 
dewormed. Ceil after 6 pm. 846-5109 
18 MONTH QUARTERHORSE 
HAFLINGER filly. Halter broke, saddle 
broke, trailers well, loves people. Asking 
$2000, 632-2033 
7 YEAR OLD CHESTNUT quarter horse 
cross mare. Trained English. Good strong 
horse for experienced dder. $1500 obo. 
847.4529 
16.1 H, 8 YR. OLD CHESTNUT T.B. 
gelding. Green broke, Lots of potential. 
$1500, 632-3271 
BEAUTIFUL, SWEET, SIAMESE kittens, 
Now reaay to go to loving homes, $75 
each, Deliver/ arranged at added cost. 
Phone anytime 1-604.692-3722. 
GORGEOUS, FASCINATING, 
POMERANIAN dogs. Show quality. Worth 
your effort tosee them. Call for directions. 
1-604-692-3722 anytime. No prices over 
the phone. 
TO GIVE AWAY TO good farm home, 
male Australian Shepherd, 10 rags, old. 
Excellent stock dog potential, Phone 699- 
6628 evenings. 
DOG AND CAT grooming, home or pick 
up service, Joanna. 635.3772 
PET PORTRAITS - HAND DRAWN 
pictures of your furry friends. Send a clear 
photo of your pet to Pamela Joy, #209 - 
4502 Lazelle Ave., Terrace, B.C., VSG 
1S1. 
21. HELP WANTED 
FULL TIME/PART TIME Tupper Ware 
consultants ~eeded in your area. Work 








SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 5, 1994 
10 am- 4 pm 
Free Admission 
Tables Still Available 
Call Elreen at 635-9415 
Sponsored by the Terrace Home Based Business Association 
Kermode Alcohol & Drug program 




Sept. 29- Dec. 15 
6 pro- 7 pm 
$10,00 
FIN & FIT 
Mondays 
Sept.- Dec. 12 












Every Thursday Night- Starting Sept, 15 
7:30 pm- 9:30 pm 
Kermode Alcohol & Drug Office 
Free 
September- Alcohol & Drugs 
October- Self Esteem & Goals 
November- Physical/Mental/S/A/Anger 
December- Relationships & Healing 
Also on December 6, 13 & 20 - Grieving 
TO REGISTER CALL 
BENITA AT 635-7670 
MONDAY TO FRIDAY 8:30 AM TO 4:00 PM 
TION 
21. HELP WANTED 
WANT TO EARN SOME extla money for 
Christmas? Work your own hours from 
your home. $20 gets you started! Avon 
~s expanded with vitamins, crafts, 
clothes, videos, and morel Call Linda at 
635-9138, 
AQUA FUN DIVERS OF Burns Lake has 
openings for agents in North Central 
communities, Earn discounts on Scuba 
gear. Training and charters. Call 1-695- 
6485 
LOOKING FOR A laundry ~rssser. 4 days 
a week. Apply 8:30 - 11:00 Mon,.Friday at 
Time Cleaners. 4404 Legion Ave. 
LOJ~IG ESTABLISHED LOGGING and 
Industrial supply company in Quesnel is 
seeking an experienced inside 
saies/oounter person. Company offers a 
excellent benefit, package, including 
medical, dental, life insurance and 
extended benefits. Also an ° industry 
competitive salary. Apply in writing, 
including complete resume to Box Q, do 
Cariboo Observer, 188 Carson Ave., 
Queenel, BC, V2J 2A8. 
21. HELP WANTED 
TERRACE NEEDS FOSTER PARENTS 
for teens! Exp. as e parent is greatly 
valuedl Ministry of Social Services 638- 
3527. 
I Auto Magic Tire 
HELP WANTED 
FRONT END MECHANIC  
Apply In Person With Resume 
4917 KEITH. ATrN JIM OR JOHN 
Shames Mountain is seeking a fulltirne 
seasonal 
Food Service Su pervisor, 
Duties include:, staff hiring, supervision &
training, inventory controls, ordering of 
supplies, some hands on cooking & prep, 
Must have excellent communication skills 
and interpersonal skills. 
Salary commensurate with your 
experience. 
Please apply in person with complete 
resume to 
Shames Mountain Ski Corporation 
4544 Lakelse Ave,, Terrace, B.C 
VSG 3C5 
Norther, Information Systems ,, Alan Sande.cuA 
Computer Accounllng and Connectivity Specialists 
205.4630 Lazelle Avenue Telephone: (604) 635.1755 
Terrace, B,C, Pager: (604) 638-4810 
V8G IS6 Fax: (604) 635.4975 
• Economical Charters • Contract Work 
• Sightseeing Tours 
$40.00 per person 
(Based on 3 Pasenger Occupancy) 
FOR MORE INFORMATION:  
Phone (604) 635-1852 Fax (604) 635-7355 
Skeena 
fln=malH0spiLal 
Tom Sager, DVM 
A-3183 Clark Street 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 4M3 
Mon.-FrL 8 am - 5:30 prn 
Saturday 9 am - 12 noon 
Appointments or Emergencies 
635-6491 
Full Service Auto Maintenance 
~ -Breaks •Tune Ups Front End Repair G.R.D. Automotive," 
~Qc:.C~qn,') 3504 Kalum St. 
Terrace 
MICKEY S SUPPLY LTD. 
Paint Specialists for 17 Years 
• Automotive, Marine, Aircraft & - .  
Commercial ~ ~  
• Endura, PPG & Sikken Paints 
If You Need It, We've Got It 
3037 River Dr. Ph. 635-7726 
Terrace, BC Fax 635-7746 
, Research & Corrections •Automatic Re-Billing 
, Collection Services , Free Pick-up & Delivery 
, Up To Date Software & Computer Equipment 
!:~:: iiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
~6111ililiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
25 Years Experience 
Specializing in Marble, Glass Blocks and Tile 
COMMERCIAL & RESIDENTIAL 
GARY CHRISTIANSEN 
Ph, 635-9280 
Site 41,R.R, 2, Comp. 18 
Terrace, B.C, V8G 3Z9 
D 
KALUM KABS LTD. now hiring part.time 
and full-time dispatchers and drivers. No 
expenence necessary, Will train, General 
knowledge of town would be an asset. 
Apply in person. 635.7177 
MA CHERIE LINGERIE!I Fun, freedom, 
and fabulous profits, Become a distributor 
selling all-Canadian, high quality feminine 








Full Time Posit ion 
Mail or fax resumes to: 
Joe's Autobody Repair 
1003 Saskatoon Avenue 
Prince Rupert, B,C,, V8J 4J3 
Fax (604) 627-4702 
Posilion available 
Established plumbing 
and pipe supply compa- 
ny in Quesnel, requires 
an inside sales/counter 
person, Full benef it  
package avai lable.  Ex- 
perience is an asset ,  but 
not necessary.  Salary 
negotiable, depend ing  
upon level of exper ience.  
Send resume to Quesne l  
Cariboo Observer,  Box 
"X",  188 Carson Ave.,  
Quesnel B.C. V2J 2A8. 
Closing date Nov. 15, 1994 
Kaye  Cont ract ing  
SPECIALIZING IN DRYWALL FINISHING 
TROY K, AYE 
3991 Old Lakelse Lk. Dr. 
Terrace, B.C. Ph. 635-9098 
E ~  C ~  
842-5348 
• RES IDENTIAL  • INSTALLAT IONS 
• COMMERCIAL  ° RENOVATIONS 
• INDUSTRIAL  ° MAINTENANCE ~ 






Skeena Mail, Terrace 
• Unique Gift Ideas 
• Terra Cotta 
• Bird Baths & Feeders 




• Garden Supplies 
• Wicker Baskets 
Phone 638-7697 
Fax 638-7671 
_~.~--"~. 5- ~ Box 503 
_ .~  ";- . ~,Terrace, B.C, 
uuitolng inspector .  ~, V8G 4B5 
Journeyman Carpenter  ~ Ph'  638 1011 
Woodwork ing ~k  ' - • ~ ' '~  . . . .  
Fax ooo-oo=u 
Renovat ions  \F  . 
Patio Furniture . ~ Bob &Mar ion  






4624 A Grelg Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C, V8G 1 M9 
Phone (604) 635-5549 
Fax (604) 635-1918 
• Keys Cut 
• Emergency Openings 
• Locks Rekeyed 
• Keys Fit To Locks 
• Keys To Code 
• Locks Installed 
• Locks Master Keyed 
• Bonded and Insured 
• Auto Locks Service 
Low Overhead Factory Direct 
©ascade  pas 
Pacific, Marquis, Swan, Suncoast, Statewood 
I 11.800.603.7727 a full line of Po01 & Spa Accessories and Chemicals 0 r  635-6929 
C8 - The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, October 26, 1994 
TERRACE STANDARD 
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21. HELP WANTED 
INTERNATIONAL COMPANY 
REQUIRES experienced salesperson to 
manage interior of BC. Above average 
income, Must have sales experience and 
a good car, Hiring immediately. Send 
resume to Rle #84c/o Terrace Standard, 
4647 Lazelle Ave., Terrace, BC, V8G 
188. 
THOMPSON COMMUNITY SERVICES is 
accepting applications for regular on-call 
positions. Applicants must be willing to 
obtain Class 4 drivers license and survival 
~rst aid and a .criminal record search. 
Preferences will be given to those with 
social service worker course or equivalent 
or field related experience. Send resume 
to: Box 126, Terrace, B.C,, V8G 4A2. 
EARN EXTRA INCOME FROM home; full 
or part time. Ideal for health .conscious 
people. No expenence necessary. 
Training provided. Call: 845-2370. 
MANAGER TRAINEE, join the winning 
team. United Furniture Warehouse has 
openings for dynamic, self-motivated and 
ambitious manager trainees who are 
committed to an exciting long term career. 
No experience necessary, but must be 
willing to start at the bottom and work 
hard, Phone: 635-4111 
FAMILY COUNSELLOR: APPLICATIONS 
are invited for one (1) position 
of Family Counsellor to provide counsell- 
ing, referrals and court assistance "to fa- 
milies and individuals in the areas of par- 
enting skills, sexual abuse, and family 
violence. The objective of the program is 
to strengthen ative families and to re- 
duce the incidence of native children en- 
tering care. Qualifications include coun- 
selling training and experience and an 
awareness of native culture. Family Coun- 
sellors will be required to travel to North 
Coast area native communities. First Na- 
tions Counsellors are encouraged to ap- 
ply. Salary commensurate with qualifica- 
tions and experience, No phone calls - se- 
lected applicants will be contacted for an 
interview, Submit resumes by October 28, 
1994, to: Theresa Nelson, Executive Di- 
rector, North Coast Tribal Council, 100 
West 1st Avenue, Prince Rupe& B.C., 
.VSJ 1A8. 
WE REQUIRE A MATURE lady for 
cleaning to work alternating days at a 
local hotel. Please apply to File #62, do 
Terrace Standard, 4647 Lazelle Ave., 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 188. 
CHILDCARE FOR BROTHERS aged 5, 3 
& 1 yrs. in Th0rnhill, My home or yours. 
Mon.- Weds, Please have references. 
638-1292 
FOREST TECH. OR EQUIVALENT, 
Expenence road and block lay out, beetle 
probing, silviculture, Start immediately. 
846-9763 
, ;~z~xxxzz.zxxxxxxx~x: " 
Looking fbr 
iI| Chnld Care? 
t~ Skeena Child Care Support 
.~ Program can help you make 
~I~ the right choice for your child. 
| |  .For information on choosing 
~] care and available options, call 
H Coco at 638-1113, 
I;] A free service provided by the Tdrrace 
il | Women's Resource Centre and funded 
~ by the Ministry of Women's Equality. 
 tt    i=xxzzxxx, zx: 
23. WORK WANTED 
RENOVATIONS DONE RIGHT. Need 
advice on planning? I'll renovate your 
bathroom, finish your basement, build a 
complete basement apartment, all interior 
renovations, ceramic tile, wood fencing, 
decks. Free estimates. Please call Lenny 
at 635-9492. 
2 YEAR RESIDENTIAL ELECTRICAL 
experience. General construction 
experience (plumbing, carpentry, etc) 
635-4200 Gary. 
DRYWALL TAPER WITH 8 yrs. 
expenance, No job too small, Free 
estimates. Call Dan at 838-8134, 
RELIABLE HOUSECLEANING 
AVAILABLE Reasonable rates. 638-8382 
more information. 
LICENCED DAY CARE IN Horseshoe 
area. Has spaces available. 635-3246 
BAND FOR HIRE. Country, country rock, 
older ock and roll. Call: 845-2378. 
I Barb's Cleanina Service 
Office/Residential/Commercial 
Cleaning professionally done. 
Also move in/outs, laundry. 
635-61 97 
24. NOTICES 
PRO-LIFE EDUCATION available to 
general public, videos; pamphlets, lending 
library, dealing with huma~ life issues 
such as abortion and euthanasia, Student 
enquiries welcome. Call 635.3646, 
Come Join Our Global Family 
SUNDAY 
Morning Worship Services 
9:15 & 11:00 am September 
Child care and Sunday School 
through age six, 
PM- Family Bible School 
6:00 pm for all ages 
ALLIANCE CHURCH 
4923 Agar Ave, 
For more Information 





Teens & Adults Bible Classes 9:30 
~ Sunday's C0ol Club 9:30 
for ages 2.12 
Sunday Service 10:45 
At The Thornhill Community Hall 
First M.U.M,S. Program 
9:30 a.m. on the 1st Thursday 
Cubby's All other 
Thursdays at 9:30 am 
Adult Mid-week Bible Studies 
Teens Youth Group 
College & Careers 
Pastor Ron Rooker 
Assistant Pastor Rob ]3rinson "
Phone 635-5058 
THE CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST of 
Latter-Day Saints, the Mormons. Fact or 
Fiction, Shadow or Reality. Phone 847- 
5758 for' recorded message. 
LOOKING FOR NORTHWEST STAMP 
collectors, to buy, sell, trade or just chat. 
Write to: Stamps, P.O. Box 673, Terrace, 
BC V8G 4B8 
I, DOUG MATTENLEYWILL no longer be 
responsible for any debts incurred by I~m 
Mattenley from Oct. 11/94 onwards. 
I WILL NOT BE responsible for any debts 
or accounts incurred by Rocksann Bonnie 
Jaakkola effective Oct. 14/94. Lyman 
Matti Jaakkola. 
NIRVANA METAPHYSIC l I 
HEALING CENTRE 
"It iS up tO yOU what you do between the 
time you breathe in and the time you 
breathe out•" Meditation, Metaphysic, 
Awareness Courses. Next set starts I 
Oct. 31. Beginning to advanced. Pre- I 
register, outline available. I 
I 
3611 Cottonwood 635-7776 I 
m 
St. Matthew's Anglican 
Church 
4514 L~kelse Ave. 
Ph. 635-9019 
Ernert]enclea: 638-1472 
Pastor:. The Rev. Dean Houghton 
Deacon: The Re',/. Jim Cain 
Come Worship With Us 
Sundays 10:O0 a.m. 
Holy Eucharist 
Sunday School & Nursery 
available 
Wednesdays 7..!..00 p.m. 
25. BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
800-998-7109 RECORDED MESSAGE! 
RECENTLY one of the world's most 
successful network marketing companies 
entered Canadian Market. Key positions 
available to qualified individuals. Potential 
to become financially independent is real. 
Check it out- it'stoll free. 
WANTED MOTIVATED SALES people for 
no-nonsense network marketing 
opportunity. No inventory. Minimum 
investment. 1-800-900.1050, 
NEW MLM FINE JEWELRY, Paid weekly. 
No monthly requirement or inventory. 
Work at your own pace and enjoy great 
tax deductions. 635-1993 or 638-1222. 
EARN UP TO $1000 processing mall. 
Send s.a,s.e, to Edfenco, 119 Powell Rd., 
Pinanton Lake, 8C, V0E 3E0, 
26. PERSONALS 
HAVING TROUBLE with your DRINKING. 
Call Alcoholics Anonymous 635-6533. 
PRIVATE NVESTIGATIONS: BUSI- 
NESS, personal, civil, criminal, missing 
persons, government tic. and bonded. Pd- 
rate confidential line. Phone or Fax 604. 
567-5484, 24 hour communication stor- 
age, 
IF YOU ARE happy with your 
investments, that's ~,our business. If not, 
that's our businessl Great Pacific 
Management 0o, Ud, 5133 Agar Avenue, 
Terrace, BC, V8G 1H9. Call 635-4273. 
NEVER BE LONELY again, Call 1-900 
451-3560 ext. 3812, $2.99 per minute, 
must be 18 years. NeW Call ltd., (602) 
954-7420. 
PSYCHIC, KNOW ALL. 1-900-451-3530 
ext. 3080, $3,99 per minute: Must be 18 
years. New Call Ltd. (602) 954-7420. 
LOOKING FOR A CHRISTIAN male, 50 
to 55 yrs. old, An honest, caring, loving 
person, non.smoker, m intelligent, warm, 
energetic, an Asian, a teacher by 
protession and a Christian. Reply to Rle# 
78, c/o The Terrace StandarD, 4647 
Lazelle Ave., Terrace, BC, V8G 188. 
WHITE MALE COUPLE seek other males 
for discreet encounters. 635-3626. 
NO MORE LONELY NIGHTS! Find 
romance or friendship, all lifestyles. Call 
1-900-451-4010, ext. 3630, $2,99/min. 
DETERMINATION I 
The race Is not always to the swift, I 
but to those who keep on running. I 
Join the Racel I 
North Coast Health & Fitness [ 
.. 4550 Grdg 635.6500 I
26. PERSONALS 
NO MORE LONELY nights! Fine romance 
or friendship. All lifestyles. Dateline 
Canada. Call 1-900-451-4010, ext. 3630, 
$2.99 per min. 
Psychic, Clairvoyant & Healer 
Tarot Reading 







Lose Up To 
,10 Ibs in 3 Days! 
With the Tennen III 
Diet Plan 




4741 Lakelse, Terrace 
635-6555 












6 months to pay. 6 Year 
120,000 warranty, Bond 
Mechanical building an- 
gines for 28 years. 872- 
0641, 8-8, 7 days. 
CANADA ENGINES Ltd, 
Quality remanufactured 
engines 6cyl from $995. 
V8 from $1,095, 6yr 
120,000km limited war- 
ranty. 580-1050 or 1-800- 
665-3570. 12345-1 14 




ING. Speclalsl Speclalsl 
Solids, Parquets, Lami- 
nates, Prefinlshed21/4X 
3/4 Solid Oak @ $3.49/ 
sq,ft; Unfinished 2 1/4 X 
3/4 Select Oak in 2' lengths 
@ $2.59 sq.ft. Plus doz- 
ens of Items sale priced 
from the largest hardwood 
selection in B,C. Com- 
plete line of flooring ac- 
cessories, WOOD- 
PECKER HARDWOOD 
FLOORS, #109, 11511 
Bridgeport Rd., Rich- 
mond, B.C. 270-0314, 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
EXTRA INCOME, Four 
unique home based busi- 
nesses, Free inform ation, 
Send S,A.S,E, to', 
Glenwynne Enterprises, 
20-21960 River Road, 
Maple Ridge, B.C. V2X 
2C3. 
HOME PARTY Plan ofthe 
90's. Full-timeorpart-time 
career opportunities, 
Mom's Pantry Products 
Food Coexplodlng in B.C.! 
Be part of the growth, 1- 
800-350-6667, 
VEHICLE LEASE: Drive a 
new vehicle. Write off the 
cost, No doWn payment 
required. Any make any 
mode l  Cal Mlchael 
(604) 531-0924/(604)341. 




BEHIND EVERY GREAT PRODUCT is 
an exciting business opportunity! Call toll 
fi'ee 1-978.6121, 24 hr. recording. 
British Columbia Forests t; 
NOTICE OF PRE-HARVEST SILVICULTURE PRESCRIPTION 
FOR AN AREA TO BE LOGGED 
Notice 
Each of lhe following areas have a proposed Pro.Harvest Silvicullure Prescription that will apply if 
approval to log the area Is obtained from the Ministry of Foresls. The proposed prescriptions will be 
available for viewing until December 8, 1994, at the address noted blow, during regular working hours. 
To ensure consideration before logging commences, any. written comments must be made to B.D. 
Downie, Dlstdct Manager, #200 - 5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, British Cdumbia VSG 1L1, by the above 
date. 
"Smber Licence Cutting Cut Location 
Sate Number Permit BIocl 
Ucenoa 
TSL A45935 Grease Trail 





Small Business Forest Enlerorise Proaram 
Name of Licence Holder 
JOURNEYMAN CARPENTER 
Wilt do finishing, renovations, install cabinets, patio, 
painting,/~so will build furniture. 
Prefinished Hardwood Flooring 
Maple, birch, ash, oak.Available innatural and various 
coleurs. (No sanding required) Size 3/4" x 2 1/2" or 31/4" 
CALL 635-6277 (leave a message) 
D,J. Odor-Miser 
• Eliminating foul smells .Our products are organic 
based and environmentally friendly 
• Residential - Industrial - Commercial - Marine - Auto 
,Free Estimates • One call away for fresh air .Serving 
the great Northwest from Prince Rupert o Smithers 
Jan Sunberg Phone: 635-1112 
3514 Clore Ave, Fax: 635-1193 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 3M4 
DISCOVERY TOYS 
• Developmental toys 
• Books & Games for all ages 
CATALOGUE/PHONE ORDERS VISA & MASTERCARD ACCEPTED 
Ada CharneskJ 
5109 Mi l l s  Ave. t~L~I~-a~UL~ 
! 
Accounting 





f ,dpr~ House Cleaning 
_ . , . -~a~,~/~,  Pottery 
~ ~ & P r ° d U ? e g ~ l ° w e r s  
~_ .~ ~/~ lJF,41~.~I~ Tupperware 
" ~ ~ ' ~ # ~ ' / .  Watkins 
L ~ ~  ~ . ~ ~  Weaving 
If you own a Home Based Business, 
be sure to have tt featured in our 
Home Based  Bus iness  L is t ing  
To book our space, or for more informa- 
tion call the ailvertishzg department a
638-7283.  
These ads appear in more than 100 community newspapers nn B.C. and Yukon 
and reach more than 3 million readers. 
TO PLACE AN AD CALL THIS PAPER OR THE BCYCNA AT (604)669-9222. 
382 
$2:25 Lc r°r%Ss 
$4.00 each additional word 
BUSINESS OPPS. 
EARN EXTRA INCOME. 
Homeworkers needed to 
make stylish beaded ear- 
rings, year round, at home. 
INFO. Send a self-ad- 
dressed stamped enve- 
lope to: ACCEX CRAFT, 
829 Norwest Rd, Suite 
813, Ext. 3625, Kingston, 
Ontario K7P 2N3, 
HEALTH FOOD Store in 
busy downtown mall in 
Chase, B.C. 425 sq.ff, 
Reasonable rent. 
$34,000-includes all stock 
& equipment. Call Jean 
(604) 679-8322. 
JEWELLERY- FUN. Earn 
Big $$$ showing Fabulous 
Fashion Jewellery, Cars- 
World travel. Party plan 
with MLM Payline. Local 
591-9834. LDIstance 1- 
800-799-5303. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS 
ADD A Little S picel Lovely 
roomates - Karen, Linda, 
Cheryl have exciting per- 
sonal photos to share, 
Free info: Karen, Box670- 
GB, Kelowna, B,C. VIY 
7P2, Adults please. 
STRESSED??? About 
your FINANCIAL FU- 
TURE, LOVE, SUCCESS 
or HEALTH? Let a live 
psychic help. 1-900-451- 
3530 EXT. 9852. $3,99/ 
mln, Must be 18 yrs, 
Newcall Ltd. (602)954- 
7420. 
LONELY NIGHTS NO 
MORE. Guys/Gels call 
Nation Wide Dating Line 
1-900-451-3534 ext. 201. 
$1.98 per minute, Ladles 
place FREE Volce-ad. To 
access Voice Mailbox call 
1-800-692-6393 ext. 000, 
Must be 18+. 
CAREER TRAINING 
TAXIDERMY TRAINING 
Learn the trade of taxi- 
dermy from professional 
taxidermist Jim Penn. 25 
years experience training 
seccessfur taxidermists, 
Call Kerry (403)291-0460, 
Penn School of Taxi- 
dermy, Calgary, 
EDUCATION 
BE A Successful 
Wrtter...and write for 
moneyand pleasurewhile 
learning how. You get In- 
dividual tuition from pro- 
fesslonal writers on all 
aspects of writing - ro- 
mances, short stories, ra- 
dio and TV scripts, arti- 
cles and children's tories. 
Write, call or fax today for 
our FREE E3OOK, "How 
To Be A Successful 
Writer". Toll-free 1-800- 
267-1829, Fax: 
1(613)749-9551. The 
Writing School, 38 
McArthurAve, Suite2201, 
Ottawa, ON. K1L 6R2. 
COUNSELLOR TRAIN- 
ING Institute of Vancou- 
ver offerscorrespondence 
courses for the certificate 
of Counselling Studies to 
begin on the 15th of the 
month For a brochure 
Phone Toll-free 1-800- 
665-7044. 
A CHALLENGING OP- 
PORTUNITY - Become a 
master Hypnotist/ 
Hypnotheraplst Above 
average Income - FREE 
INFO. Courses Begin 
soon. Interested? 




EARN EXTRA MONEY. 
505- 1005- 2005 - 3505 
To: assemble christmas 
decorations year round at 
home, Work available 
acrosscanada. Formore 
Info. send a self-addressed 
stamped envelope to 
Christmas Fantasy, 2212 
Gladwln Cr. Unit D-12, 
ext 1041, Ottawa, Ontario 
K1B 5N1, 
WEEKLY NEWSPAPER 
in northeastern Alberta 
requires Editor. Apply In 
wrltingto: The Bonnyvllle 
Nouvelle, Box 8174, 
Bonnyville, AB, T9N 2J5, 
FOR SALE MISC. 
STEEL BUILDINGS: 
"Cheaper Than Wood". 
Quonset-Stra ightwal l  
quonset, Structural Steel 
Buildings. B.C. Company, 
we won't be undersold• 
Service and satisfaction 
guaranteed! Western 
Steel Buildings 1-800-565- 
9890, 
KARAOKE - MR. Enter- 
tainment, Canada's larg- 
est Karaoke dealer, has 
the largest selection of 
slngalong tapes and re- 
lated Karaoke products. 
Call now for our free cata- 
Io.£gues 1-800-661-7464. 
FUTURE STEEL Buildings 
Quonsats 25'X30' 
$5,462,, 30'X40' $6,593., 
35'X50' $8,478, Straight- 
wall Quonsets 25'X30' 
$5,922., 30'X40' $6,999. 
Endwalls, Sliding Doors, 
Freight to Vancouver & 
GST included 1-800-668- 
5111. 
SPASI SPAS! Spasl Hot 
specials. Complete 5 per- 
son spas-S1995, 3 only. 
Complete 10 person spas 
-$3499, 17 jets, 4 only. 
Call now 1 (604)420- 
0384. 
XMAS IS COMINGI Im- 
press your guests with 
your favourite gourmet 
dressing recipe. Creamy 
Italian, dill, caesar with 
anchovies for that extra 
zing orzesty Greek. Write 
for your favourite recipe. 
Enc. $3.00 & S,A.S,E, to: 
Georglo's Gourmet 
Specialties, #801-41212th 
St., NewWest. B.C. V3M 
6R2 or call with Visa or 
Mastercard # to (604)524- 
5622 or fax (604)432- 
9034. An additional ,75 
cents will be added to or- 
ders using credit cards. 
HELP WANTED 
Maple Ridge Company 
requires FURNACE and 
DUCT INSTALLER for 
new home. Contract 
wages, Musthave3years 
experience, own truck & 
tools. 467-2516, 463- 
8654 After 6 pm. 
MOBILE HOMES 
FACTORY DIRECT. Sin- 
gle and double wtdes. 
Quality manufactured 
homes. 1-800-667-1533 
"If we can't make a deal- 
we'll pay your way hornet" 
DREAMING OF A New 
Home? Let Noble Homes 
team of architects design 
the home of your dreams. 
Unique in every wayl 
Trades welcome 
1 (403)447-3414. 
MODULAR HOMES avail- 
able. 4 weeks you design 
your own floor plans, col- 
ours, flooring. Move In 
before X-Mas. Call 1-800- 
665-7717. 
MUSIC LESSONS 
"LEARN GUITAR Now!" 7 
1/2 hour video shows all 
the basics and more, Easy 
to use, easy to learn. 
$69.95 for more Info. call 
Toll Free 1-800-541-8066, 
Lower Mainland - 541- 
8066 (10am to 5pml. 
PERSONAL 
PSYCHIC ANSWERS 
Rated #1 In Canada. Talk 
live one on one• Certified 
psychics with mystical 
powers, find out aboutyour 
future, concerns about 
love, money or career. Call 
now 1-900-451-4055 24 
hrs. a day for Instant an- 
swers. Must be 18+, $2,99 
per minute, In Canada call'. 
t -900-451-4055. 
ARE YOU A BC WCB 
Widow (with children) who 
lost the WCB Pension 
upon remarriage? Call 
Marlene (604)291-9101, 
*** MEET SOMEONE 
New*** Casual, Romantic 
or Intimate encounters: 
lO0'a of women, men 8, 
couples In B.C. Call 1- 
900.451-6855, 24 Hrs, $2/ 
MIN, 18+. 
30. OBITUARIES 
KUMPOLT,  Susanne  Ede lgard  
(42 Years) 
Date of Death: October 14, 1994, 
Evansbur~, Alberta.. Services held 
Oct. 21, 1994, Zion Baptist Church, 
Burial, Terrace Municipal Cemetery. 
JEFFERSON, Harry Arnold 
(85 years) 
Date of Death: October 17, 1994, 
Terrace, B,C. Services held Oct, 20, 
1994, MacKay's Funeral Chapel. 
Cremation, ashes released to family. 
The preceding notices are 
comp/iments of 
The Terrace Standard & 
MacKay's Funeral Services Ltd. 
NOTICE TO 
CREDITORS 
Estate of the deceased: 
WALE: JEFFREY, 
LATE OF C/O General 
Delivery, Hazelton, BC 
Creditors and others having 
claims against the said 
estate(s), are required to 
send full particulars of such 
claim duly verified to the 
PUBLIC TRUSTEE, #600 - 
808 West Hastings Street, 
Vancouver, BC', V6C 3L3, on 
or before the 23rd day of 
November 1994, after which 
date the estate's assets will 
be distributed, having regard 




DARBY,.  Dennis Alfred 
Born in Terrace on July 17, 1954; died 
accidentally on September 28, 1994. 
Dennis was predeceased by his father 
Alfred Darby (1992) and by his mother 
Margaret Carby (1994). 
He is survived by his daughter JeRnifer 
of Terrace and son Trevor of Prince 
George. Also survived by his brother Terry 
of Queen Charlotte City, his sisters 
Christine Shaffer of Terrace and Geraldine 
Walker of Vancouver. 
The family wish to express their sincere 
thanks to the members of the Terrace 
Stock Car Association and to Dennis' 
many, many friends for their kindness and 
support. We particularly wish to thank his 
co-workers who were with Dennis at the 
time of the accident. 
Funeral services were held at Sacred 
Heart Church on October 4, 1994, 
Cremation and interment of the ashes at 
Terrace Municipal Cemetery. 
CLARK, Kevin 
formally of Kitwanga, B.C., tragicaly 
passed away Sept. 25, 1994. 
Kevin was born April 22, 1955, He was 
predeceased by his sister Tammy Gayle 
in May of 1968. Kevin is survived by his 
parents Richard and Mona Clark of 
Oliver, B.C., sister Lynn (Margensen) and 
husband Myles of Edmonton. Alberta. 
Brother William and wife Cheryl of South 
Hazelton, B.C., sister Carol (Good) and 
husband Randy of Kitwanga, B,C., sister 
Alice (Dufresne) and common-law 
husband Robert Barber of Terrace, B.C. 
and brother Thomas of Klwanga, B.C. 
Also 11 nieces and nephews, Funeral 
services were held in Kitwanga on Sept, 
30, 1994. 
Kevin will be greatly missed by all of 
his familY, as well as by the many frields" 
he had. 
We love you Kevin and may you rest in 
peace. 
rSUSANNE EDELGARD KUMPOLT 
Susanne passed away suddenly into her 
Lord's presence on Friday, October 14, 
1994 in Evansburg, Alberta at the age of 
42 years. She is survived by her loving 
family: Husband - Mustafa Batal and 
daughter Kareema, parents Miroslaw and 
Martha Kumpolt, brothers Richard 
(Shannon] and David (Renle), sister Ingrid 
(Dennis) and Rita (Albert), twelve nieces 
and nephews in B,C., eleven nieces and 
nephews in East Jerusalem and Jordan, 
mother-in.law and father-in-law in East 
Jerusalem, sister-in-law in East Jerusalem 
and sister-in-law in Jordan, and many 
other famly members and close friends. 
Funeral service was held at Zion 
Baptist Church in Terrace, B.C. on Friday, 
October 21 at 1:00 p.m. 
Memorial services were held at New 
Hazelton Lions Hall on Sunday, October 
23 at 2:30 p.m, and in East Jerusalem. In 
lieu of flowers, donations to either Dr, 
R.E.M. Lee Hospital Foundation, c/o Mills 
Memorial Hospital, 4720 Haugland 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C,, V8G 2W7 or 
Wflnch Memorial Hospital, Bag 100, 
Hazel,on, B.C., V0J 1YO 
I1= 
PROPOSED 
SILVICULTURE PRESCRIPT IONS 
Notice of pre-harvest silviculture 
prescriptions or silviculture 
prescriptions for an area to be logged, 
)ursuant to Section 12 of the 
Silviculture Practices Regulation. 
Each of the following areas has a 
)reposed pre-harvest silviculture 
prescription that will apply If approval to 
log the area Is obtained from the 
dinlstry of Forests. The pl'oposed 
prescriptions will be available for 
viewing until December 16, 1994 at the 
address noted below, during regular 
working hours 
To ensure consideration before logging 
commences, any written comments 
must be made to Karl Maler, RPF, 
Tyhee Forestry Consultants Ltd., Box 
2799, Smlthers, B.C. V0J 2NO, by the 
above date. 
:uttln~ Cut Location Area Amend 
Permit Block (ha) veins 
410 6 Nan Reach* 1.2 No 
7 Alan Reach* 4.7 No 
8 Alan Reach' 13.t No 
10 Alan ReaCh* 2.4 No 
• Approximately 60 kllometres aouth of Kitlm~ 
Province of Ministq of ( ~  
British Columbia Forests 
NOTICE  INVITING APPL ICAT ION 
FOR 
T IMBER SALE  L ICENCE A49842 
Take notice that pursuant  to Sect ion 16 of the 
Forest Act, sealed tender applications will be 
accepted by the District Manager, Kalum Forest 
District• Terrace, British Columbia; up to 8:30 
am, on the 24th day of November, 1994. to be 
opened at 9:30 am, on the 24th day of 
November, 1994, for a Timber Sale Ucence to 
aumorize the harvesting of 16,407 cubic metres, 
more or lees, of timber located in the vicinity of 
Bonney Lake in the Kalum "timber SupplyA~ea. 
TOTAL VOLUME: 16,407 cubic metres more or 
less... 
; ;~ :'~,:%'Y~rH':.:Cg.¢':~L 
SPECIES: Hemlock: 49%. Balsam: 50%, 
Spruce: 1% 
TERM:.One (1) Year 
UPSET STUMPAGE: $22.65 
The Licensee will be required to negotiate 
the use of an operational road (Orenda Main) 
with the owner of Forest Llcence A16883, 
Orende Logging Ltd, 
A portion of this Llcence Is to be harvested 
using an overhead cable system, Logging 
plans must reflect this system to be 
approved, 
Bidding is restricted to persons registered in the 
Small Buslness Forest Enterprise Program, 
Category One (1) and/or Two (2). 
Particulars may be obtained trom the District 
Manager, Kalum Forest District. at #200 - 5220 





Head Rest and 
Buckle Up. 
AUCTION SALE 
SAT., OCT 29, 1994 12:00 noon 
for the Province of B.C. and Others 
at: Kerr's Pit-leave Hwy 1610 mi east of Telkwa. 
(Follow Kerr Rd. and 'Auction' signs) 
1984 Nissan Diesel p/u 
1976 Ford Supercab p/u 
18' Gooseneck Trailer 
16' Gooseneck Trailer 
50" Rotovator 
Miller Big 40 Welder 
Co-op 10 HP Garden Tractor 
-rotolller snowblower, 
lawnmower- 
Vil~ng 9.2 Outboard 
Merc 20 HP Outboard 
50 Gel, Fuel tank & Pump 
Warn Winches 
Pick Up Side Rails 
Ullity Trailers 
Paint Spray Out~ 
Pick Up Storage Boxes 
Building Supplies 
Furnaces 
New Mechanical Tools 
17 Shopping Carts 
50 Wire Wine Racks 
4 Checkout Counters 




6 Steno Chairs 
Oak Chairs 







Diesel (3ook Ranges 
PLUS ITEMS TOO NUMEROUS TO M 
TERMS: CASH • CONSIGNMENTS WELCOME 
Persons paying for major items w~ uncertifled cheques may be 
required to leave the items on the grounds urCdl the cheque clears 
the bank, Sublect o additons and deleIons 
KERR'S AUCTIONS 
RR#1 TELKWA PHONE 846-5392 
Not Responsible for Accidents Lunch on the Grounds 
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, October 26, 1994 - 139 
I I  
(X)I(C)I)II O)l i IIII III/ I , IN  
NOMINATION FORM 
Note: Coach must reside In area served by thls newspaper 
Deadllne for entries 5 pro. Thursday, Nov. I0 
Name o f  Coach:•  
Sport: . . . . .  
- ,  . . . . .  . . . . .  . 
League:  - " 
Nominated  by:.  " " : . . . .  ' " -  " . . . . .  
Te lephone: (__ )  
Coach 's  p ro f i le .  P lease  prov ide  a br ie f  h i s to ry  on  
the  nominee ,  out l in ing  such  e lements  as  years  o f  
coach ing ,  successes ,  mean ingfu l  coach ing  
ach ievements ,  e tc .  
Note: Ind iv idua l  must  have  coached 
at  leas t  two years .  
Winners of the Terrace Standard/3M Coaches o f  the Year will be 
judged on the following values and standards, Please give an example 
of how" the coach you are nominating exemplifies these values and 
s tandards .  
• Demonstrating respect for officials, opponents and parents and 
espousing a philosophy of fair play. 
• Demonstrating concern for all:round development of the athlete and 
instilling gttldclines reflecting responsible 
conduct beyond the playing field, 
• Presenting, through example, a positive image of coaching. 
• Demonstrating the ability to improve the atlfletic performance of a 
team or individual, 
• Applying relevant training theory and coaching techniques, eg. 
National Coaching Certification Program (NCCP). 
Drop Off  Form At The  Ter race  Standard 
Or Mail To 4647 Lazel le  Avenue, Terrace, B.C. VSG IS8 
KITIMAT STIKINE REGIONAL DISTRICT 
Public Notice is hereby given to the Electors of the Kitimat Stikine Regional District of a 
vote to be taken on Bylaw 363, 
which is a Bylaw to provide Fire Protection Services to a specified area of Electoral Area "C". 
The specified area is outlined on the map. 
General Voting Day: 
Location: 
Advance Votinq Day: 
Location: 
December 3, 1994 from 8:00 am to 8:00 pm ,•d:: dil)i~? 
Clarence Michiel Elementary School " .~ .~: r~.  
November 23, 1994 from 8:00 am to 8:00 pm • 'i~ i~'~;iL  !i(! 
Board room, Regional District Office, 300-4545 Lazeile'Avb. 
• ' - "  
leSS ] 















,,,z I ,,s, 
r~" : i ~<', 
Only those Electors who meet the Municipal Act requirements for Resident and Non-Resident Property 
Electors may vote. ~ 
Eliqible Residenl; Electors " 
- 18 years of age or older on the general voting day. ' ~ 
• Must be a Canadian Citizen. , • ,,:. .; i,ii,,: : 
. Must be resident of British Columbia for at least 6 months prior to general voti 
- Must be resident in the specified area 30 days prior to general voting day . '  
Resident Electors not on the Register of Electors may register at voting time. 
Non-Resident Prooertv Electors 
- Must not be eligible to register as a resident elector for the specified area. 
- 18 years of age or older on the general voting day. 
- Must be a Canadian Citizen. 
- Must be resident of British Columbia for at least 6 months pdor togeneral voti 
- Must be the registered owner of real property within the specified area at leas 
general voting day. 
Non-Resident Property Electors may register at voting time, but must also apply for a property elector cer- 
tificate to be eligible to vote. Application must be made by November 18th, 1994, at the Office of the 
Regional District during regular business hours (8:30 am to 12:00 am and 1:00 pm to 4:30 pm, Monday to 
Friday). • 
$crutineers 
Persons interested in volunteering as a scrutineer, for or against the Bylaw, must apply to the Chief 
Elections Officer, care of the Regional District Office between November 7th to 18th, during regular busi.. 
ness hours. 
A scrutineer must be an Eligible Voter within the specified area. For more information on the:requirements 
and procedures for making an application, please contact: 
Chief Elections Officer at 635-2965, or 
Deputy Elections Officer 
Mrs. Elaine Johnson 
Mr. John France 
~j,~i • ~" ~.-: L- ~,~,;:•~"[~:-:~, % : •~ ~: ~ 
I I IIIII I 
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® 
BUICK 
A ~l , :~ ~;%'M,l l , , . ) ' l f l ,  V I I~ I  I r~  
CHEVY TRUCKS 
FULL snz = ,t 
C1500 
PICKUP 
• 165 HP V6 4.3L 
• 5 speed overdrive CLOSEOUTPRICE 
• Cloth seats 
• Cold climate pkg. 
P235/75R15 ALS 
• P235/75R15 spare 
): 
M 
PAYrll  g lil , ' : ~ ' ~ , :~, ~ L ; , , :'4 l!i i ~: 
; : < :  . . . . .  








I ' L :1 
; :~ , ' i  !¸ i 
iOldsmob te 
Chevro le t  
lih'i i[EI 
i ~i~%-~, CAVALIER 
VL COUPE 
,.-.. X 
• 4c , CLOSEOUT PRICE • 5 spd 
rea l  $13 995 ! i ~  "Anti lOck b r a k e s "  Re r spoiler
• Elec. rear defroster 
• . . • ,~ '::~' ~:::';~'b~¢~!~4:.- '~ 
.... ~ ~ ~:::;~<~" ..... NO DOWN PAYMENT OAC NO DOWN PAYMENT OAC . .  ..... ~ ,~ . : ,~ , :~ 
. . . . . .  ' - - - - )  PAYMENTS UNTIL FEB, 1995 
iili 
GET T 0 K NOW 
Ge® 
AT YOUR CHEVROLETIGEO DEALERS 
cZ 
/ i i, < 
$19,995 OR LESS 
994 PONTIAC GRAND PRIX - 6 cyl, automatic, air, power 
'indow, power locks, tilt, cruise control, AM/FM Cass. 
994 ASTRO 8 PASS VAN - 6 cyl, automatic, AM/FM Cass, 
ower locks, all wheel drive 
993 LUMINA APV VAN - 7 pass, 6 cyl, automatic, air, power 
'indow, power locks, cruise control, tilt, AM/FM Cass. 
993 OLDSMOBILE ClERA SL 4 dr. - 6 cyl, automatic, air, 
ower locks, power windows, cruise control, tilt, AM/FM Cass. 
$16,995 OR LESS 
994 GRAND AM-SE 4dr. - 4 cyl, automatic, air, power wind- 
ws, power locks, cruise control, tilt, AM/FM Cass. 
993 GRAND AM-SE 4dr. - 6 cyl, automatic, air, power wind- 
ws, power locks, cruise control, tilt, AM/FM Cass. 
993 GRAND AM-SE 2dr. - 6 cyl, automatic, air, power wind- 
ws, power locks, cruise control, tilt, AM/FM Cass. 
993 OLDSMOBILE CIERA 4dr. - 6 cyl, automatic, air, power 
,indows, power locks, cruise control, tilt, AM/FM Cass. 
993 CORSICA LT - 6 cyl, automatic, air, power windows, 
ower locks, cruise control, tilt, AM/FM Cass. 
993 CHEV HD 1/2 TON 4X4 - 6 cyl, 5 sp, AM/FM Cass. 
992 FORD AEROSTAR VAN - All wheel drive - 6 cyl, 
utomatic, air, cruise control, tilt, AM/FM Cass. 
991 FORD EXPLORER 4 dr. 4X4 - 6 cyl, 5 sp, AM/FM Cass. 
990 GMC • RALLY VAN - STX- 8 cyl, automatic, air, power 
,cks, tilt, cruise control, AM/FM Cass. 
990 SAFARI ALL WHEEL DRIVE VAN - 8 pass, 6 cyl, 
utomatic, air, power windows, power locks, cruise control, tilt, 
M/FM Cass. 
~)92 CAVALIER Z24 - 6 cyl, 5 sp, power windows, power 
cks, cruise control, tilt, AM/FM Cass. 
$12,995 OR LESS 
)91 CHEV BLAZER 4dr, 4X4- 6 cyl, automatic, AM/FM 
ass., tilt 
]93 CHEV HD 1/2 TON PICKUP- 6 cyl, 5 sp, AM/FM Cass. 
]93 PONTIAC SUNBIRD 4dr. - 4 cyl, automatic, air, AM/FM 
aSS.  




i !~ i  
in 
$9995 OR LESS 
1993 CHEV CAVALIER 2dr - 4 cyl, 5 sp, AM/FM Cass., power 
locks 
1990 LUMINA EURO 4dr -6 cyl, automatic, air, power wind- 
ows, power locks, cruise control, tilt, AM/FM Cass. 
1990 FORD RANGER SUPER CAB. 4X4, 6 cyl, 5 sp, air, 
cruise control, tilt, AM/FM Cass. 
1990 NISSAN KING CAB - 4 cyl, 5 sp, AM/FM Cass, Canopy 
1991 CHEV S 10 - 4cyl, 5 sp, AM/FM Cass. 
1991 HONDA CIVIC - 4 cyl, automatic, AM/FM Cass. 
1992 CHEV CAVALIER 2dr - 4 cyl, automatic, tilt, power locks, 
AM/FM Cass. 
1992 CAVALIER STATION WAGON - 4 cyl, automatic, air, 
radio, power locks 
1990 LUMINA 4 dr .  6 cyl, automatic, power windows, power 
locks, cruise control, tilt, AM/FM Cass. 
1989 CHEV SUBURBAN 4X4 - 8 cyl, 4 sp, air, tilt 
1989 CAVALIER Z24 - 6 cyl, 5 sp, air, power windows, power 
locks, cruise control, tilt, AM/FM Cass., sunroof 
1988 GMC RALLY VAN - 8 cyl, automatic, air, power windows, 
power locks, AM/FM Cass. 
NEW TRADE ARRIVALS 
1980 FORD 4)(4. - 8 cyl, automatic. 
1984 PLYMOUTH RELIANT - s/w, 4 cyl, automatic, tilt, AM/FM 
Cass. 
1985 CHRYSLER DAYTONA-  4 cyl, turbo, automatic, tilt, 
AM/FM Cass. 
1985 DODGE CARAVAN - 4 cyl, automatic, cruise, AM/FM 
Cass. 
1986 FORD AEROSTAR VAN - 6 cyl, automatic, cruise, tilt, 
AM/FM Cass. 
1996 HYUNDAI  PONY - 4 cyl, automatic 
1988 CHEV CELEBRITY - 4 dr, 6 cyl, automatic, power wind- 
ows, power locks, tilt, cruise, AM/FM Cass, 
1989 GMC 4X4- Stepside, 8 cyl, automatic, cruise, tilt, AM/FM 
Cass. 
1989 HONDA CIVIC - 4 cyl, 5 spd, AM/FM Cass.t 
1991 CAVALIER Z24 - 6 cyl, 5 spd, power windows, power 
locks, cruise, tilt, air conditioning 
1992 OLDSMOBILE-  88 Royale LS, 6 cyl, automatic, air con- 
ditioning, windows, locks, cruise, tilt, AM/FM Cass., loaded 
w a n  
Ter race  
$7995 OR LESS 
1992 PONTIAC LEMANS - 4 cyl, 5 sp, AM/FM Cass. 
1990 FORD TEMPO 4dr - 4 cyl, automatic, air, power wind- 
ows, power locks, cruise control, tilt, AM/FM Cass. 
1985 CHEV 4X4 - 8 cyl, 5 sp, CD 
1986 DODGE 4X4 - 8 cyl, automatic, AM/FM Cass. 
1987 MAZDA XTRA CAB 4X4 - 4 cyl, 5 sp, AM/FM Cass. 
1988 CORSICA - 4 cyl, automatic, radio 
1988 TEMPO A.W.D. - 4 cyl, automatic, air, power windows, 
power locks, cruise control, tilt, AM/FM Cass. 
$4995 OR LESS 
1990 CHEV SPRINT 2 dr - 3 cyl, 5 sp, AM/FM Cass. 
1985 CHEV S-10 4X4 - 6 cyl, 5 sp, AM/FM Cass 
1987 CHEV CELEBRITY 4 dr - 4 cyl, automatic, AM/FM Cass. 
1986 BUICK SKYLARK - 4 cyl, automatic, power windows, 
power locks, cruise control, tilt, AM/FM Cass. 
1988 MAZDA XTRA CAB - 4 cyl, 5 sp, Radio 
1989 PONTIAC FIREFLY - 4 dr - 3 cyl, 5 sp, AM/FM Cass. 
1990 PONTIAC FIREFLY - 3 cyl, 5 sp, AM/FM Cass. 
$2995 OR LESS 
1986 CHEV CHE~ETI 'E 4 dr - 4 cyl, automatic, radio 
1984 FORD F150 SUPER CAB - 8 cyl, automatic, radio 
1985 PONTIAC PARISIENNE - 8 cyl, automatic, radio 
$995 OR LESS 
1980 BUICK PARK AVE. - 4 dr, 8 cyl, automatic, AM/FM Cass. 
1984 ARIES STATION WAGON - 4 cyl, automatic, radio 
m: x "<D 
! 
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